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ABSTRACT
This dissertation, which is a mixture of aeative and aitical pieces, proposes
that the prose poem is both a poetic strategy embedded within the structure of prose,

and a feminist strategy embedded within patriarchai l m p g e and forms. By
embracing both prose rhythm and poetic disruption, prose poetry defies
conventional pammar and refises to satisfy a readefs desire for either ptose or
poetry.

Prose poetry is a hybrid writing fonn; it crosses two genres at the same time as
it absorbs and interrogates both. Rose poetry expropriates two distinct genres while

presenüng a form of writing that is seen to consist of both. It offers itseif as a "new"
genre that questions generic coding and categotization by transgressing estabiished

genre constraints. My pieces begin at the level of the sentence, then explore a
content that challenges conventional narratives. In my critical pieces, I examine

conventions of literary construction and reader expectation by looicing at such critics
as Linda Alcoff, Jacques Detrida, Stephen Fredman, Wlad Godzich, Nancy Hartsock,

and Jonathan Monroe. In addition, through sudi pets as Kathleen Fraser, Carla
Harryman, Diana Hartog, Erin Mouré, Gertrude Stein, and Rosmarie Waidrop, 1
explore my own and these pets' struggies to aeate new ideas and forms from inside
the conventions that constitute the either/or structure of the prose poem.

By writing prose poems, 1 wish to embrace the problematic of poetry that
'looks" lüce orduiary prose, yet invites disjunctive readings which may extend

beyond traditional poetic fomis and conceptions of narrative. By definition, "prose

-

poetry"must fail as a "new fonn." Yet my poem and the critical work 1 write
around the poems

- investigate the success of such failure.
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Gertrude Stein did not invent the 20" Century. She merely recognized
it (and embraced its ugiiness) long before such practice became fashionabie.

Within each prose poem on the page can emerge a plastiaty raistent to

notions of purity in either prose or poetry, a disjunction of poetry housed
inside prose and of poetic devices living inside narrative. Stein's book of

prose poetry, Tendder Buttons, is composed of poems housed in three separate
corners of the book. Stein has chosen the sentence as her basic unit of
composition. These sentences release the reader froni the semantic baggage
traditionaily loaded into narrative prose because her prose poetry can distort,
conflate, skew, and otherwise render the sentence pliable. The ancient Greeks

hid inside the beliy of a horse in order to successhilly invade and conquer

Troy. 1would like to suggest that prose sits inside the beiiy of poetry, or
poetry shifts awkwardly within the abdomen of prose, not to conquer a

reader, but to tresspass and transgress predictable genre categories. The reader,
seduced by expected narratives, awaits the deading signal ftom Odysseus, the
hero who appears just in tirne to destroy the enemy's home, just in time to

supply the needed ciimax.
This dimactic scene against the Trojans, however, is merely
introduction to Odysseus's own long and detaiied traveis. As hero, he wishes
to retum home and daim the spoils of war. His narrative is continuaily
intempted. Just as Odysseus wishes to revert to the traditions of his story, I
wish to reread that narrative yet again: in my context, Odysseus as notiable

hero fades and melts into the much more present Company of a visualiyimpaireci cyciops or the insatiable desire of the sirens.

According to Aristotle,
ï h e Odyssesy's story is not long: a man is away kom home

many years; he is watched by Poseidon,and isolateci; affairs at

home are such that his property is constuned by suitors, and his

son is conspired against; but he r e m s after king tempesttossed, allows some people to recognize him, and launches an
attack which results in his own survivai and his enemies'

destruction. This is the essential core; the rest is episodes. (91)
As in any narrative, of course, the episodes are al1 that are interesüng, the rest

(the 88core")is mere plot. In th& first two "episodes," Odysseus and his men

sail to Ismarus and sa& the entire city, sparing only Maron, priest of Apollo,

who gives them twelve jars of fragrant red wine in gratitude. They are then
d r i v a by a storm to the land of the lotus eaters where they are welcomed, but

must flee because anyone who eats the lotus fniit will be so happy he WU
forget his other Me and wish to remain where he is. Odysseus, a great hero,
does not want a single man to forget a

single battie, no matter how

comfortable he has become, no matter how contented.
In the third episode, they sail to the land of the Cyclopes, herdsmen,
one-eyed giants who iive in caves.

In The Pmerty of Objects, Monroe argues that the term "prose poem,"
although it "suggesh a synthetic utopian third term, also irnplies the

continued irresolution of the two opposing terms that constitute it" (Monroe
20). The existence of this "third term"'form, then, depends on the inability of

its constitutive terms to fuifïï the projected promise of aoss-generic utopia.

But it is this possibility that appeals to writers who wish to explore and

hansgtess the boundarîes that divide, for example, "verse" and "novel."i As
much as the utopian promise such a form offers rnay ultimately remain
unfulnlled, transgressive poetry rehws cornfortable and known forms, and

infringes instead on the ciifTicuit freedom of the d'sr.

The prose poem form investigates poetic strategies within the structure
of prose. Prose poets write in a prose rhythm and syntactical dismption that

deny conventional grammar and rehise to satisfy the reader's desire for either
prose or poetry. In his essay, "New Prose, New Prose Poem," Ron Silliman
taiks about how the context of the way a piece is defïned constructs its easy

labelling within a prose/poetry binary opposition. That the word "prose"
always modifies the word "poem," for example, assumes a poehy-reading
audience. Writers who deliberately blur the distinction between (or within)
these binaries subvert reader expectation by dismissing the niles of genre with

which we conventionally approach texts.
In Molii?re8s1670 play, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, the main diaracter,

M. Jourdain,hires a Philosophy Professor to help him write a love letter.

"Sont-ce des vers que vous lui voulez éairel" (You would like tu mite to her
in verse?) asks the Philosopher. 'Non, non, point de vers" (No.no, not

verse) replies M. Jourdain. "Vous ne voulez que de la prose?" (You do not

want anything but prose?) demands the Philosopher. When M. Jourdain
awwers: "Non, je ne veux ni prose ni vers" (No, I want neither prose nor

As well. boundarks that exist bawoen artisüc media have also been crorrwd by artists who
refuse the limitations of a single genre. One exampie nrwld be the transgmssions that may occur
from 'canvasmto 'poem,' as in the truisms Jenny W e r has instalîedaround New York City.

verse), the Philosopher, exasperated, insists: 'Ti faut bien que ce soit l'un, ou
Yautre" (Imust be one or the other) (Moliere 54), dividhg a l i writing into

"prose" or "poetry." Molière's sqrised M. Jourdain, who has just
discovered that even without the best of educations he has spoken "prose" for
more than forty years, reveaîs this knowledge hiumphantly to his wife when
he asks fiercely, "savez-vous, vous, ce que c'est que vous dites à cette heure?"

(do you k n m , you, what it rS ymc are spcoking right noro?). When his wife

wittily retorts Uiat she is talking sense, M. Jourdain shouts: 'C'est de la prose,

ignorante" (It is prose, you idiot). He then attempts to lecture: T o u t ce qui
est prose n'est point vers; et tout ce qui n'est point vers n'est point prose.

Heu!" (Ailthat is prose cannot be verse; and ail b a t is not verse cannot be
prose. Ha!) (Molière 66). That he has confused the Phiiosopheis original
words does not affect M. Jourdain's daim that ordinary speaking language is
"prose."
This nahuakation has ocmred as a historicai consequence of prose.

Elsewhere, Silliman, antiapates this concem when he suggests: "To know,
then, what the prose poem is or might be, we must first ask: what is prose?"

(Silliman New Sentence 97). Wlad Godzich and Jeffrey Kittay, in their

comprehensive and historically specific aiticai work, The Emergmce of
Prose, point out how little prose ibeîf has been theorized, espeaaliy in a

world "dominated by its taxonomic approaches of poetics" (Godzich x). From
Aristotie through mediaeval times, theorists have taken prose for granted,
"treatuig it as if it were natural, artless," turning instead their criticai
attention to verse which, as artifice, needs to be analyzeâ (Godzich xi). Prose

is often assumed to represent a 88common8f
or "naturai" traniaiption of

speech. But Godzich and Kittay, while tracing its development in fourteenth-

cenhqr France, demonstrate that any writing "is never merely transcription:

it is a system that involves codes, ruies of indusion and exclusion, as weii as
a i i sorts of markers" (Godzich 15).

Ail my thinking life 1 have resisted notions of the one and the other -

either/or binary oppositions daiming that as soon as 1label a thing, 1 must
also earmark its opposite. My method for resïsting the eithedor binary is to
locate / seek / aeate the third eye. For the cydops in the Odysseus myth,
observing with this other eye artidates a way of seeing that is neither left
nor right. Oniy through the signifier of his colossal organ of sight does the

cydops daim his identity within this narrative; only after he has been blinded
does the cydops recognize Odysseus, the "hero" of the epic. And when that

primariiy focused gaze is intempted, when Odysseus forces a blazing spear
through his alternative eye, the cyclops' perception transforms to indude a
vision that is neither left nor right, but perhaps both.
Whenever 1 am obiiged to choose between two opposites, 1 position
myself within that choice in a way that does not ailow me to see (with either
eye) the differences and gradations between the one, the two, and the many.

To focus on one object or idea or word, is to exdude the possibilities of a i i but
its opposite. Recognizing a thing ailows for its opposite, but not, peripherdiy

speaking, for its sideways connections and network of assoaations. At the
same üme as 1 perceive a binary division, 1 also recognize that the one
necessarily indudes the other. The configuration and/but, then, is not
absorption and not erasure, but dialogue and openings for poetic

disagreement.
Odysseus and his men enter the cave belonging to Polyphemus, son of
Poseidon. The Greeks help themselves to the cydops' sheep, cheese, and

6

other provisions. And when he retums he immediately eats two of the

sailors and blodcs the mouth of his cave with a large -der.

But every day

Polyphemus eats two men for breakfast and two for supper, uniil Odysseus

becomes worried that not enough men will survive to make the trip home.
And so Odysseus offers Polyphemus the wine from Maron. But he tells the
cyclops his name is Nobody. And your reward, Nobody, says Polyphemus, is
to be eaten last of all. But &ter the cydops dtinks this unusual nectar he soon

passes out. And Odysseus and his men sharpen the wooden stake used to
roast sheep, heat it over the fire, and wait.

Robert Kroetsch, in his poem The Sad Phoenician," pursues an
elusive and/but dialogue and in doing so generates a bihircated, aibeit
u n happy, narrative:

the Phoenidans gave us the whole works
what does that matter to a world that ignores
them, the Greeks got ail the aedit of
course, because they stole the alphabet
and the girl from Swift Current, she more or less
took everything
but the kitdien sink, daimuig all my books, my
records, my prints; she moved in with that
photographer from Saskatoon, the one who
takes those sterling pichues of the wind
and 1 should sue
but she foliows large flocks of birds, 1hear,
calling my name
and pleading
but why she developed a thing for adverbs, that's
too rich for my blood, 1 want to teil you
and
(Sad Phornician 14-15)

and
but

Kroetsch's narrative indudes a dosure of sorts, in that it stops after a

paragraph-long stanza and does not suggest (as 1indicated above) another
conjunction. î h e piece remains continuous, offering a Cydopean glance at
an alternative possibility of reading, of yet another narrative. Throughout his
poem, Kroetsch uses every conceivable punctuation mark excep the period,

and ends with no punctuation at aii. Unlike either/or, and/but

- in its

perpetual alternation of these two conjunctions trading off on the left side of

the page

- pushes the narrative forward, tantalizing the reader in its

avoidance of dosure. This continuum perpetuates the text, extending the
narrative away fkom what at k t appears to be a prosy monologue and

towards an engaging dinlogue established within the prose poetry form.

Gertrude Stein begins her essay, "Poetry and Grammar," with the
question: "What is poetry and if you know what poetry is what is prose"

(Stein 'Toetqf' 125). 'Ruough this question she asks not only for a definition

of two supposedly separate modes of writing, but she also questions how the

separation between them is dedded. Her question suggests doubt that a

respondent can always successfdly discriminate between the two. Stein
disagrees with the assumption that a.U writing is automaticaiiy divided into
either "prose" or poetry." She refuses to recognize this absolute division in

her own writing. She is one of rnany p e t s who reject deasive boundaries.

The prose poem fonn can generate strategies of genre indusiveness for such
writers as Stein to incorporate strategies from other genres or categories of

-

-

writing.2 Prose poetry by exploiting two generically distinct forms either

*

Most W r e theorists discuss. among dher things. the most suit-

temiinobgy for gente

theoy. Aîastair Fowkr. in K i d s of Litmatute, argm the dutinctions betwwn the avaiîabk

presents a writing that is seen to combine prose and poetry, or offers itself as a
"new" genre that transgresses the constraints of both and so calls into
question generic coding and categorization.

One strategy for rereading genre is for the reader to let go of textual
expecations, to read paratacticaiiy, whidi allows for eiiiptical procession, a
reading strategy that suggests a word or sentence fkom seemingiy disjoined
ones. This strategy may be combineci with a method of reading hypotactidy,
which insists on the subordination of one sentence to its precedentiai parmer.
Letting go of the meaning of each sentence leads a reader into a subsequent

(and more "developeâ") meaning. Stein's Tender Buttons encourages
readings on both these levels, becomes hypodermic, then emerges inside a

-

hypersensitive ordering of excessive taxis. The title itself with an
unexpected noun foilowing the adjective - directs readers backwards at the
same time as it propels us fornards into the text. Neither "tender" nor

"buttons" are particulady unique words, but together they intensify the way
we read both. Read together, they insist they are si-eds

as weii as

signifiers.

In most of her longer pieces, Stein offers not just dismpted sentences,

but also what appear to be paragraphs. Here is an example from "A Little
Cded Pauline":

repeitoire of t e m . Despite his distinctions, other cntics such as h s e cdlected in Joseph
SirdWs book.

of L i t 8 q Gente, for instance. use a cdkcaon of bbeb (induding

Ygenre,w
'mode." "catergoy") in mmtimes oppdng ways. In short. the- is m conselwus. In
this essay, I do not argue the dimensions and limitationsthese temw offer, but instead wmider
them to be part of the lexieon now availabk for such d i m .

A little cdied anything shows shudders.
Corne and Say what prints aU day. A whole

few watermelon. there is no pope.

N o cut in pennies and Iittie dressing and
choose wide soles and little spats reaiiy iittle spices.
A little lace rnakes boils. This is not m e . (25)
There is no grammatical logic that forces a paragraph break after the first

sentence. The stnrcfurnl logic of this break forces the reader to pause on
"shudders" tefore continuhg to Tome." The paragraph breaks signal a
prose structure of complete sentences and conventiondy indented

paragraphs that is undercut by the sentence fragments and partial descriptions
imbedded in this prose structure. They also cause the reader to pause on a

single word before reading the subsequent words, much in the same way line
breaks operate in more traditional pwtry. In the first line, Stein's act of
shuddering the woman's name out of existence gives the reader pause for
breath. "There is no pope," besides king untrue (at least in the factuai sense),

is a segue into "No cut in pennies..." that re-emphasizes the "no," so that

"pope" becomes an adjective to the second "no," and a noun to the first. HOW
the words connect, or why, is never as much hin fot the reader as that they do

comect. Stein's "paragraphs" make the seams even more obvious: reverse
the stitdring on the outside of the gannent, and reveal a meticulous and

interconnected pattem on the inside. Stein's Uwads reveal a language that is

no longer safely hidden from the reader's improved sight.

Gertrude Stein writes a defamiliarization of common "abjects" in an
uncornmon world (or vicegrip versa). She writes desire into a text: Stein's,
the reader's, each prose poem's desire to break out of a preconceived mouid to

create new and impossible worlds. The most logical response to writing is

more writing. For this reason, I often refer to or quote writers such as Stein
who have infiuenced and directed my own poetry, my own desire to explore
the page.
T d e r Buttons is in my breakfast, it is an eruption of the text into the

everyday. Not because Stein is writing a b a t domestic matters, but because
her poems Zive the domestic. "Narrative thus becornes what is in Tender

Buttons, the t e b g of what happens in each successive moment of its

happening" (Sdimitz 1217). Tender Buttons balances at the fulcrum where
word meets the tip of my tongue, the tip of my pen. 1want (this is my
reader's desire), more than a causal, lineu, rational, suasive critical discourse
from Stein's prose poetry. 1want to carry her words to wherever they're

already going, adaiowledge and enter that "arrangement in a system to
pointing" Stein writes of in "A Carafe, That is a Blind Glass":
A kuid in glass and a cousin, a spectade and

nothing strange a single hurt color and an
arrangement in a system to pointing. AU this and
not ordinary, not unordered in not resembling.
The difference is spreading- (9)
T h e text exists in the same sense that the carafe exists, not as a hidden entity

embedded in tropes, a core of facts, but only in her emergent discourse. One

must read as she writes" (Schmitz 1209). And write the way she writes: one
of the best approaches a reader c m take to Tmder Buttons is a CO-authoring;

the text may be autotelic, but the reading is never merely arbitrary (each

subsequent reading may be a process of arbitration).

In Stein's writing, and in much of the prose poetry 1 will look at, the
signifier pushes to the surface of the page, where the reader cannot ignore or

read through the words in order to perceive only the story. The words are the
story. But Stein does not offer diese worcls mereiy as substitutes for the
objects the words describe; the objects Stein presents are not the original and
individual referents: not the exact penny on her dresser, or the lace around
Abce Toklasfsne& The objects Stein writes are aiways the signitieds: the

.

iden of an object caiîed. In this way, the referent drops out of sight by

becoming the sipified, the signifieci moves into the position of the signifier,
and the signifier loses ail power of depth, retainuig only ih surface value.

Stein's signifiers do not signify tuwards meanuig, but instead point away from
a consuming semantics; the reader's perception, instead, is focused on the

page and its surface.

This language-oriented writing, rather than attempting a "mythicai
darity" (Perelman "Sense" 63), encourages the reader to CO-producemeanings

on the page. The assumption of "mythical" darity is what Steve McCaffery

c a b "the referential faiiacy" (McCaffery North 61). McCaffery Mens the
medium of language when it is organized to maximdy enhance a referential

reading as reduced "to the stahis of perfect fenestration" (McCaffery 152). The

relationship between signrfier and sigrufied in highly referential tex&,
McCaffery says, erases a perception of the former for the sake of the latter.
Languagesentred writing moves away from "the dassic notion of the word as
a container" McCaffery 145), and proposes instead a shift "to the ground of
semantic production," that organized surface where signifiers interact
(McCaffery North 152).

Stein does not d i s ~ pgrammar
t
simply to force misreadings or even
rereaàings of what the sentence is or could be. if so, she wodd have arranged
those sentences to make much less "sensef' than they do. Stein puts pressure

on every noun, verb, preposition in a sentence, disrupting whatever
narratives her sentences and paragraphs also encourage. These disruptive
narratives in Stein's

T
&

Buttons are an organiPng feahw that constnia a

text that is continuing and not continuing. Stein's evident fragmentation is
not that of sentences, but of a reader's expectations of sentences and what they
propound.
Russell Edson, a writer who labels himseif a prose p e t , writes magic-

realistic parables that are concemed with plot twists and character sketches
more than with rhythm or images:
A BOX OF WOMAN
A man buys a box of woman and blurs into
severai men, vibrating as they teas to open their box

of woman.
Out cornes the heart, an alligator pear. The
womb's an enema bag. And the cunt's an old wash
rag. This legs a hoe, the other a rake... One tirs a
cup of custard, the other a breast of roasted

chicken ...
When taking a woman one should check the
ingredients printed on the box. Look for more flesh
than bone, more happiness than not. ... More
desire than aspirin. (Edson, Clam 19)

The wor& in Edson's piece do not question their role as transparent
signifers, but accept the burden of meaning within each word. The and/but

configuration cannot be read into this piece as the narrative insists on a
reading where desire is onedirectional, from subject against object The

syntax of these partidar words, unlike Stein's dismptive eniptions, t e k a

story that the reader is expected to foiiow and may reteii, often in other words,
since the signifiers are less important here than their si@edsJ.

One version

of the above taie couid read: the p e t as mhgynist who. terrified of the body
of the other, transforms it into a series of derogatory and recognizable objects,
although 1 doubt this is the interpretation Edson favours, as the poem
presents ik narrative humorously.
In another prose poem, Edson uses the metaphor of fat to describe a
f o m he considers oversatiated: ' m s is siiiy, 1 am simply a fat man whose
eyes are of

average size, ftom where 1 look out from my flesh like anyone

else" ("Portrait" 95). Sadiy, the poet's eyes are not Cydopean. Tike everyone
else, his gaze is directed only away ftom himself. The sadness resides in the
fact that poetry, for me, is not meant to be a representation of the world the

way anyone might see it, nor is it about looking out from two ordinary eyes.

The sadness resides in the fact that Uus poem is missing its third eye. 'To live
in the refuse of others is to live in the negative of theh desire" (961, Edson

dedares, ignoring the possibilities of excess, invoking the photographie binary
of an equal number of negatives to match every positive. But what if a plate

(as Steve McCaffery suggests in his essay on general and restrictive
economies4) can be broicen into more pieces than make up its whole? What

I make a distinction b W m n Stein's âmbgue with dgnifïïrs Md refwents and Edson's push

h is
working with an 'W d a m w ~ and
n ushg w d s to C
O
C
m
jI th* image. whmm Stein wants her

towards the signified. becau98 of the diifenntValue' t

b t e m bdng to the page. E

words to be opaque mfewents, rather then transparent coweyors to be used for representational
purposes.

This is McCaffery's version ofBataille'svsnion d the potlatch (McCaffery k k r 219. n23).

if "negative desires" far exceed "positive" ones? The "refuse" of others m a y
not be the "negative" Edson assumes it to be. The refuse might represent an

antediiuvian eye, or its redundant blinking.
Edson's desite for the prose poem, is for "... [a] poetry freed from the
definition of poetry, and a prose free of the necessities of fiction" (100). Yet,
insisting on a division between form and content, he deciares that the subject
matter is "not simpiy a hook on which to hang form" (101). Subject matter.
according to Edson, WUconstantly rernain a u a a l to the real miter (101).
Given his belief in salvation through the imagination (98),I find it
conhadictory that Edson invests so heavily in notions of the "reaL" "Being a
fat man one rnust depend on extemal stnictures for support, walis, doorways,

fumihue; but this does not necessarily mean that one needs extemal support

for one's vision" (100). Could this awkward image be what he means by "the
humor of the deep, uncomfortable metaphor" (102)t The true pet's vision,
according to Edson's fat man, is intemaily separateci from the soual world and
its specific contextual space.

This poetic vision is unintempted and pure.

Too bad for the anorexie, then, whose hysterical body cannot chubbily enter

Edson's pily and secure edifices.
In my own work, 1strive to emct an and/but poetia through the use of
form itself. By writing neither prose nor poetry, but somehow both, 1 wish to

embrace the problematic of poetry that "looks" like b W s of fiction, yet
invites readings both within and beyond story, a seeing beyond. Margueritte

Murphy, examining the problematio of tenninology, argues that "the prose

poem, by its very nahue as a hybrid, indeterminate genre" (3) ernbraces
contradiction. Because 1 focus on the prose poern's indeterminacy, the fum 1

assume for prose poetry is part of the problematic, inviting a reflexive

engagement with contradictory fom.

In this manusaipt, I problematize the narrative strategies of notation
(perïods and capitals, right justified line endings, etc.) and fictionalizations
(charaeters, plot, serialit., etc.) as a way of examinhg notions of sequence,
linlong, intertextuaiity, and other tactics of prose that can be absorbed into the

poetic context. 1 also address the third eye, seeking out the problem of how to
write female agency and desire into male discourse. This necessitates locating
and investigating the soaal contexts which define identity and subjectivity.

The content of m y prose poems will diailenge the argument that women's
subjectivity has only recently been recognized. Many feminists in current
debate have discardeci subjectivity as mere imitation of patriarchal structures

already in existence. My text, therefore, comments on its own historical
context within the contemporary social and literary world

by embracing the

politics of identity. The identification of signs (such as gender, race, dass) can
be reread against histones and traditions that construct them. 1 introduce and

examine my prose poems as forma1 responses to previous forms and
fashiow. Prose poetry, articulateci as a category of writing?has a relatively
short history. Although pets have atguably used "prose" strategies since epic

~ k e poetry,
k
the idea of a prose poem as form has only been ewpressed since

Aioysius Bertrand (via Charles Baudelaire). Since 1869, critics have critiqued
the "form" of the prose poem, the potential "genre" of prose poetry. Prose or
poetry? Poet's prose or prosy poetics? An either/or binary opposition.
Choose.

INTRO
the [we] an entrance into adulthood. by the the
I'm singular again, there isn't time to remember
an m. and [bel promised me âaemons (lesser
gods posed as lucky chami). so discard my
childish bracelets. inside each cheap locket, your
name(s) shivers. counterclockwise
the glass in my window reflects a man
crosscountry-sbng on a F e b ~ a r yriver. parailel
arrows puddle into tracks pointhg

a wornanfnend plants trees in the arctic. grows
eagles in her chest

your telephone voice stumbling on my bed
becomes the polar bear's retreat fkom Churchill,
Manitoba. becomes the accident of ice crystals
and orgasm. the unwinding of a single spool of
thread. the w h t ' s lefi of an intempted moming.
delayed thaw from the ground up

my dark hair traps between your arrnpits, below
yow nostrils, underneath your fine transparent
chest. traps the fold that is us both. the sweat of
our polar skin melts your laugh. fiesh chemes
appear on the bathroom vanity in December.
eager for that existing
in love with the future tense of we

connect the dots . . .
he kept the daemon. 1 will no longer love you
more than my eyes

2 A m t o m i d Voire and tabodied Memoq

The lance odysseus uses against Polyphemus must seem to Odysseus
enornous and dumsy. Had he attempted to use one of his own thin spears,
it would have been a mere toothpick, an irritant in the creahue's face.

Instead, Odysseus grabs the cyùops' own spit used to roast sheep and plunges
this new weapon, still red from the latest meai, into the cydops' lone eye.

Blinding him.
Roaring in pain, Polyphemus calls to the 0 t h cyclopes, who rush to

the cave entrance of the!fkiend. When they ask what is wrong, he yells to

them that Nobody is hurting him,Nobody has blinded him. Confuseci, but
satisfied that their friend is in no danger, they retum to their own caves, settie

in for the night.

"Prose," besides its other equalîy useful functiow, establishes a contrast
to "poetry." In the same way one can focus on the morphem@only as a

recognizable unit of difference, what matters in the prose poem is that each

part of the whole ais0 rmains its individual part. What separates, joins, and
what joins, separates. This place of conjunction suggests to me the
disjunction in the contemporary prose poetry 1 find so seduaive. Peter

Quartemain, in his critical book, Disjunctive Poetia: From Gertrude Stein
and Louis Zukofsky to Susun Hme, uses this term to indicate an avant-garde

poetics that indudes contemporaty f o d y innovative poetry with a specinc
historical background. Poetry is disjuncîive when it recognizes a speafic

historical poetics and at the same thne pushes past the limits or restrictions
demarcated by that poetics. According to Louis Cabri "(do Say a text is
disjunctive then, is to Say it is not as the reader commonly knows and reads a
text to be

... In other words, "disjunctive" refers to that which the text is not,

not to how or what it is. if the disjunctive text were speafiable (or, better yet,
generalizable) in some way, on the b u i s of what the reader knows, then the
text would not be disjunctive'' (37).

The problem, for many readers, is

idenüfying and relaiing to an absent subject position in the poem. Many of
the pets 1 look at here, in their own work avoid or critique assumptions

concerning subjectivity- For this reason, their poetry can be read as
"disjuncting" normative literary conventions.

This notion of disjunction aiways indudes, for me, the junction itself,
the juncture where prose and poetry meet, where one sentence introduces or

contradich the next, the space between title and text, whibi informs the body
of the enüre piece. In my poems entitled "in tum" (38), the juncture iives in

the space between the quoted words and my own. In what way, 1 ask myself,

do my poems follow (or not foliow) from the quotations 1 hang above thern?

AU but one are by women, all but one corne with someone else's words as
introduction. In Greelc mythology, women are positioned as either Athena or
Medusa, either pure and helping or evil and hindering. Either position c m
be detrimental to men's desires or needs. Seen as b h r y oppositions of either
a i i good or a i l bad, the representation of women is often a representation of a

man's negotiation between Scyiia and Charybdis. In these paeems,1 try to

addtess the limits and restrictrictions imposed on female desire, as a way of

both containing and blaming that desire.

The Aaterican Marine term "Suzie Rottencrotch" (51) perpetuates an
image of women's sexuaiity as impure and excessively demanding. The

irnpetw for this series cornes from a desite on my part not only to deconstruct
this term, but to compare representations (in Uiis case, film) of women's
seniality to representations of women's pain. The prose sentence, here, gives

me the opportunity not only to quote other writen who inform and

influence my poetry, but to expose the poetic gap between that which is said
and that which is left unsaid. 1 use these writers as an enttance into an on-

going dialogue, one which indudes disagreement and dissent The idea is not
to corne to terms with the disparity between a predorninantly male m i i i t q

society and female poets, but to reveal the many layers of artidation possible
in one conversation. Communicating my words beneath the words of others

sets up cornparison and dialogue, in which 1 can engage without forcing

resolution.

Stein's focus on the sentence and its possibilities for disruptive
grammar malce tangible her notion of "continuous present" that is more an
instruction for perpetual resistance to an uiherited poetics than a frozen focus

on a particular moment in tirne. Anticipation appropriates the reader's desire
for the unexpected, the unrehearsed, the improvisation, and denies the
reader real engagement with the process of language taking place on the page.

Likewise, in Doydrcam Mechnics, by Nicole Brossard, the format of
the book extends an intimacy often promiseci by the traditional lyric. Then,
the pages begin with a short justifieci text that rehises the downward pull of
the "bottom" of the page. The reader hangs dong the top edge of the book,

never reaching farther "downl' than half way. This conaete evidence of what
gets left unsaid becomes the blanlc surface we reaiize constmcts the structure

and form of the prose b l o b

in the comma sense scar line drawn backwards to
ih centre (lower beiiy) and k i t mobile Link and
justification for what follows, in the case in which
the visible the slope of the calligraphy produces
qui& impatience unanimous thus 1 provoke
riot
1
in the plural person cause insist riot,
opening up of meaning if multiple travesty threat
subversible false eyelashes face new incidence and
checkmate (90)
Brossard -tes

her desire to free grammar ont0 the skin of the page, makes

visible her punctuation (and la& of punctuation) through a cirdar, spiralùig
writing that pushes the words forward whiie at the same time pulling them
badc towards that fust signifiant comma. The reader produces meaning for

these disparate phrases, coiiecting them into one paragraphed sentence which
aiiows for multiple readings and subversive games.

A spiralling text does not demand the condition of completion that a

circular enâing proposes. The spiral is the doubled movement both away,
and towards, the centre. Ever-widening, the spiral f o m a cone that becomes

the entire text, with the "middle" a smali pin-point that takes up very little
space. At the same time, the spiral tums inwards, the text writes itseif doser

and doser, yet never reaches or reveals that inner core. This technique of
writing in a "spirai"is a process of narrative construction employeâ by many

Harryette Muiien, in Trimmings, attempb a similar device with her

prose poetry stanzas:
Thinking thought to be a body wearing language as
dothing or language a body of thought which is a
soul or body the dothing of a soul, she is veiled in
silence. (66)
The words in this sentence slip from noun to nom, comrnenting aitically on
the gaps and absences eadi word admits. Mulien not only pays tribute to
Stein's Tender Buttons by invoking that text's method and structure, but she

also writes into an inherited language, reshaped by her own insistent

Mullen's poetry examines social constructions of gender and race, as
well as forma1 constructions. These "topics," however, are more represented

in her second book of prose poetry, S*PeRM**KT, through media language,
advertising, slang usage, and the context of the assumed narratee:
Eat junk, don? shoot Fast food leaves hunger off
the hook. Employees must wash hands. Bleach
your needies, cook the works. Stick it to the frymg
pan, hyped again. Another tefion prez. Caught in
the fire 'round midnight, quick and dirv biz.
Smoked in the self-cleaning oven. (Mullen
unpaginated)

Muilen's disconnected sentences can be read to produce rneanings which
address the subjects of dmgs and poverty in the United States. Muiien's
narratee is one who does not need the "issues" explained, rather, this narratee

participates in the word-association and coiloquial speech-pattem the narrator

reinvents The dosure of the poem is not the "end" of the "issues" but the

chance to reenter the same text from another opening. Read espeàaily in the
context of the other pieces in her book, this poem becomes a comment on the
comection of the two issues of race and politics "Eat junk food, don8tshoot

up with junk," the first sentence might be instructing the reader; or,
alternatively, this sentence may be read as a 48message"that is king broadcast

through the media. This connects to the image of the frymg pan a few
sentences later, which repeats the image of fast food, as weii as underlinhg
the anti-g

message (which for some time was promoted through

advertisements comparing using drugs to frying eggs).
But Mden's poetry - although rich with p w that promote and

encourage such multiple readings - is not delivered as "code" in order for the
reader to arrive at the "true" meaning. This prose poem does not assign an

individual voice to speak as the poem's authority, nor does it expect the

reader to discem the author's achial experience. Mden's "narratee" is not
expected to receive and interpret every nuance of every coiioquial phrase; her

narratee is rather a sociaiiy coded concept of subjectivity, wherein reading
becomes the reciprocal activity of writing. The relationship between narrator
and narratee in this series of prose poems does not develop through

dvonology or identification, but becomes one of a dialogue - how to keep the
conversation going. What Mullen performs through these words is a context
of address for the reader to engage in issues of race, gendet, and dass built on
the readers' own context of meanings

Daphne Marlatt, in a simiiar project of retrieving past words in order to
reshape present biases of language, attempts "to salvage the wrechge of
language" (Salvuge 10) which she states is "so freighted with phailocentric

values it must be subverted and re-shaped, as Virginia Woolf said of the
sentence, for a woman's use" (10). Frequendy, this "womanfs use" is merely a
way of repeating the traditional story from another angle, seeing it fmm a

thud eye.
Often, though, the writing "against" phdogocentric language is

subsumeci by the dominant patriardial limitations of language as a referential
tool. The prose poem. constructeci as it is from prose and poetry, can resist

conventions of referentiality by intenningling, into the convention of prose
grammar, poetic narratives, essayistic reporting, f o d and informal speech
pattern, and futher disruptive devices which invite the readet to play along.
Such an invitation is one Brossard writes into her text which attempts,

through formai restructure. to rewrite representations of fernale desire. She

writes this desire by constnicting a space within which her text can safely
desire, in order to get out of that confining space and to desue in the open.
Her poetry spills into the established space of prose, invading a dominant

structure with transgressive ardor. Such a ferninine aesthetic demands the

sensual and the erotic to metamorphose "woman" as signifier into "'woman"
as signifieci. For Brossard, sexual identification, except as scripted within the

traditional male-oriented heterosexual couple, has not yet k e n written
enough for her to step outside the role casuaiiy. In French Kiss, Oc A Pung's

Progress she teils the story of this absence, begins to fïU it with her sentences:
Ride astride grammar. 1 spread myself, eager
inconsequential and desire.
Destination the point of furthest (though
reversible) displacement of my conscious state.
Slow progressive imgations in the city and in my
breast. (11)

Brossard, here, straddles phailocenhic language and mites her female "ï" into
pre-exïsting narrative structures, while resisting the conventions of narrative
deveîopment. In this way, she proposes an alternative destination.
This process does not dismiss the traditional role of woman-as-objectof-desire, but rather establishes the stronger role of objectdesiruig, so that the
narrator can invent herseif as subject-in-process. Thhi is an invention that
subverts the notion that female desire is located only at the telexopic end of
male conscription. The notion of the male gaze is encoded into our language

which prhiieges the visual. Peggy Phelan says, discwing the politics of
performance, that "[vlisibility is a trap; it summons surveillance and the law;
it provokes voyeurism, fetishism, the colonial/imperial appetite for

possession" (6). An example of a text which addresses this problem is Alain
Robbe-Grillet's [aalousy. In this narrative, the narrator is the camera's eye.
His words offer an objective desaiption of the main character's actions, of the

room she moves in; the narrator's eye can extend only so far and sometirnes
the action takes place out of vision. But this is only one possible readùig of
such a narrative. The male gaze is constructeci as both objective and

obsessively attentive. The narrator of the novel may also be the main
diatacter's jealous husband, spying on and recording her every movement.

Ieolousy is not about figuring out which reading cornes dosest to the truth,
ifs about how the narrator cm be either objective carnera lem or obsessive
male viewer. For women, this positioning of the female body at the end of

either of these lens has amounted to similar limitations of their own
subjectivity. In the introduction to his recent dissertation, Rob Budde says,

"seeing has nothing to do with lookïng" (Budde 1). He diseusses the imperiai
gaze of those who stare at c i r a s fkeaks. Those stared at incorporate their

objectification into their bodies in a display of deformeci excess. This aiiows
for a rereading and repositioning of the situated self. In ?nr Piratefs Fiiznde,

Meaghan Moms rerea& narrative stnictutes through a feminist perspective
that opens up subject positions for women.

Through a technique of "tactical

reversal and resistance, women are huning their sex-saturation back on the
sexuality apparatus (sex you have said we are, sex we wiii be...)and in doing

so, women begin to outflank it" (67-8). One of the strategies for '80uManking"
a definition is to situate oneself so finnly within its boundaries as to make

those boundaries opaque and seeable.
Just as "'woman8 as signifier seems to show a remarkable stabiiity: as
site of diange and changeabiiity, innovation, rebirth, renewal, experiment
and experimentation, the place for the planthg of otherwise disaedited

questions" (Morris 66),so too does "woman" as sipified express remarkable
depth and texture, power and contradiction, subversion and tedamation. As
the image of woman moves between signifier and signified, her subjectivity

cornes under examination. Çome poets wish to discard any notion of
subjectivity, others to daim what has until recently been denied them even as
a possibility. Many female pets desire to perform Cixous's mirade of a

woman writer who, in T h e Laugh of the Medusa," leans how to ''write her
self" (Cixous 875) as acüve subject into her own text.

This attempt by many women to represent, in their poetry, a ferninine
subjectivity, necessitates a reîvahation of m e n t ideas on the subject and
subjectivity, on the centre and the whole. Let me begin with a line frorn Ed

Dom's book-length poem, Gunslinger: "Ali that I will hold / we wül put into
him" (Dom unpaginated, emphasis mine). Dom's long nariative poem

questions the notion of an implidt rational subjectivity in a way useful for

my argument. The narrative centres around a group of traditiondy
"western" characters (storyteller, Gunshger, Madame, etc). These characters

seldom use the pronoun T to refer to themselves but use it to refer to a what

has become a dead body because, early in the book, the character "ï" dies.
Since he (of course 'Yis male) is now an empty signifier, the other diatacters

pour everything they possibly can into him. And "[tlhat observeci the Slinger
/ is where yow race / put its money" (Domunpaginated)6.
Thû poetic construction of an 'Ycharacter adàresses, in a suggestive

way, the issue of subjectivity. Fredric Jameson contextualizes the notion of
subject within his totalizllig master-narrative, The Politiuzl Unconscious:
Narrative as a SocUllly Symbolic Act. M y discussion around fernale

subjectivity emerges ftom the discussion of the subject Jameson's reading
criticizes the humanist emphasis upon the individual self. He argues that the
n o m of cultural and literary aitiasm is to use a humanist method of ethical

analysis. This criticism, he insists, relies upon an outdated tradition of
universal reason.
Jamesondemands that the ethical act move beyond the category of the

single individual and into the realm of the social and political (194). From

my point of view, Jameson's argument is a usefd tool for engaging in the
debate against the unifieci

subject. Jarnesonpresents hi5 totaiizing theoretical

position in The Political Unconscious as a way to transcend ethicai binary
oppositions, a process that is "outside the subject" but "in History" (235). The
notion of woman as subject is recent, and inhabithg this histoBcally maledefined space of subjectivity is a feminist project many women strongly
Race hem &ers to the 'humin* tace. as the Gundinger (or S i i i r ) is an exbatenestrial.

support. But aiming to appropriate the very subjectivity that has exduded
and discrinunated against women can be interpreteâ as a dangerous move
towards perpetuating or reinventing the patriarchal power structures many
feminish wish to oppose. Spivak, using the example of (traditionally female)

housework, argues that. rather than sirnply support women who wish
financial compensation for housework. Marxist feminists should question
the system of capitalism. "universaliy accepted by men," WU
insists that

"wages are the only mark of value-produchg worK' (Spival<79). She points
out that while "denying women entry into the capitalist economy" may
marginaiize women even more in their struggle for pay equity (Spivak 791,
feminists may not wish to buy into the patriardial capitaiist system of

payment for "work" in the home, an endorsement of exchangevalue which
perpetuates the existing economic system.

Donna Haraway talks about "the plot of original unity out of which
difference must be produced" (Haraway 151),and Chantal Mouffe notes that

"in every assertion of wiiversality there lies a disavowal of the particular and
a r e b a l of specifiaty" (Mouffe 13). The idea of a central unified subject is

based on traditional patriardiai views of the (white) Western male as centre
and "subject" of history (implicitly excluduig everyone else). Postmodemist

theorists (such as Demda and Kristeva), and poststructuralists (such as Lacan
and Foucault) have focussed on the decentred subject as a way to attaclc the

Enlightenment cowtruct of a unified subjective whole. Jameson attacks the
same concepts in his desire to transcend a unified subjectivity that has been
constructed and legitimized by the power stNctutes of domination (Jameson
114). It seems to me that there is a link between his desire and the importance
for contemporary feminist theorists to question this myth of a unitary subject.

For many feminist critics, though, sttiving for a subjectivity that has

traditionally been designateci as male perpetuates the entire structure of the
centre/margin b i n q opposition that, historically, has disaiminateci against

women? Western tradition has equated femaie identity speQfically with
biology and seniality. A deconstruction of that object position is one whidi 1
can only wekome. "How can we ground a feminist poiitics," asks Linda
Alcoff, "that deconstnicts the female subject?" (4'CdturalFeminism" Alcoff
419). This is a problem for women who wish to

support feminism while at

the same time argue against any collective notions of the conshuct of woman.
Akoff outlines a debate between f'dtural" feminists who reinvest in an
essentialized ferninine centre and poststruchitaiist feminists who support the

notion of the subject as construct Alcoff outhes the problems with both
these positions: 'A subjectivity that is hdamentally shaped by gender

appears to lead irrevocably to ... the posing of a maLe/female opposition as
universal and ahistorical" (424), she says, whereas "[a] subjectivity that is not
shaped by gender appears to lead to the conception of a generic human
subject" (424). The former reasserts women's essentiai nahue, and the latter

ignores any understanding of women's specific lived experiences.

This debate, obvioudy, indues cnd affectsw o m t ~
d CdOUï. gay Wdmen. and a b
Ummnority
groups." I am arguing here wilhin and aga-

the Jarnesoiibn poeitii that uoniythe

emergence of a pst-individuaiÏisticsocial wor#, only the reinve-

of the collective and the

associative. can concretedy achieve t h 'deceritering' of the individual abje& (Jarneson 125).
But I do not h h . as- 1

w l d ray, to duce t b may to the mulapk of one (Iiigerey 197). To

conflate tfmmgf~essy collpaiisonthese disparate aUïances re-assmb the ethical notion t b t

issues of race, gender, cless, can be unnied into one hornogenousissue.

This, preasely, is where I wish to r e m to Jameson's master narrative
which he claims inchdes al1 social classes: "al1 class consciousness ... is in its
very nature Utopian" (289). Jameson's insisteme that his total system of

Mandan criticism can encompass al1 stories, recuperate al1 forms of the

ideologeme:

"... the effectiveiy ideologicai is a h ,at the same t h e ,

necessariiy Utopian" (2M)
appears somewhat unself-reflexive about the traps
of such supreme incorporation. Alcoff argues that

[flor the liberal, race, dass,and gender are ultimately irrelevant
to questions of justice and truth because "undemeath we are aii

the same." For the poststructuralist, race, dass, and gender are
constructs and, therefore, incapable of decisively validating
conceptions of justice and t ~ t because
h
undemeath there lies
no nahval core to buiid on or iiberate or maximïze. Hence, once
again, we are a i i the same. (Alcoff 'Cultural Feminism" 420-4211
The problem, in my view, is Jameson's opposition to a "me8'-centred

ideology, while at the same t h e proposing a "totai" ManQansystem that

partialiy petpetuates categories of the "Other"as "whatever is r a d i d y
different from me"8 (115). Jameson's desire for "transcending the 'ethicai' in
@e direction of the political and the coifective8'(6O), assumes a cohesive and

coherent possibility for such a collective.
The appeal of Jarneson,for me, is his all-ongoing strategy of
recuperation that attempts to reread di narratives badc into the collective
l found it difficult to accept how Jarneson. in an attempt to apeak abocit how 'wemcharacterize
Othemess, deciares that mwmm'~
bidoZpical dieremce sîimuîatea fantasies d castration'
(Jarnaon 115). Even though he L arguing hemthat the concept of good and evil b posiüonal.
his ianguage m i ~ n b e swomen as resgansi*Mefor the othering.

whole; JamesonrsUtopia indudes meryone. His recuperative totalization is
not homogeneous in that it offers more than one centre. Jarneson does
theorize a totalking whole, but his argument for "decenteting" (60) the

subject suggests a whole which contains many centtes. The problem, for me,
is that in light of current literary Wfitings away from the idea of a centred

humanist speaking whole, propobing the existence of a female subjectivity
tends to universalize the concept of "female" and that, once again, loch
women into an identity based on biology. Personally, although 1 am
suspicious of any inherited patriatchai structures9 (üteary or otherwïse), 1 am
aiso exdted when wornen (be we constructs or biological beings) demand

space. This may not entirely dismiss, but at least expands the notion of what

(and where) the centre is. My indination to decentre the subject, cornes from
a desire to introduce a "whole" which may contain many and divergent
centres. As well, my decentring of the subject cornes from a position of

writing wherein it is far ttoo easy to grasp the notion of a split or fragmented
subjectivity. Not iiving as the centre of a myth means, perhaps, it is easier to
read the stoty as someone else's. The cydops discovered the consequences of

being only one episodic adventure in another's story. Discussing my own
work here in the context of prose poetry 1 find engaging makes me feel iike a
cydops trying to look back at my own eye, discombobulated and disjoined, yet
not unhappy. For me, discornfort with language also convinces me to
attempt to occupy language. For women interesteci in rewriting the givens,

I beiiie thete is a b a mnnectkn bettwwn the desire for a female suôjectMi and the

continuhg contentiont b t ctiticalltheomtical writiq is (et least perceived as) somehow inherentiy
mesculinisî (Cla* 16).

placing narratives into and against entrenched forms transgresses those
forInS.
Brooke Homath says that "the prose poem is a form that cornes
relatively unencumbered by expectations and conventions" and that "the
absence of n o m or expectations" gives it a sense of "freedomO' (Homath 108).
And Donald Wesling daims that the prose poem depends on the confusion

generated by the fact that it is "easiet to overlook the form of the prose poem
than to revise [genre]definitions" (Wesiing 174). "No other form, mode, or

genre before the prose poem," Wesling daims, "has so caiied into question
the literariness of the poetic device, thereby risking while enhancïng and

extending our notion of poetry" (Wesling 188). And Rae Armantrout asks,
'Wow readable is the world?" (10)' and whether or not "readability [is]

equivalent to darity?" (Armantrout 16). This speaks to an issue important to
many writers: the need to "ciearly" describe the conditions of their lives.
Annantrout addresses the issue of whether or not darity is capable of
representing "the nature of women's oppression" (Arrnantrout 7). Her essay
suggests that hovative and radical poetry articulates su& oppression better

than the "easily readableD8(Armantrout 7 ) texts which merely perpetuate

dominant modes of writing and reading.

bp Nichol, in Selectcd Organs, sets up a senes of autobiographical
anecdotes which he organizes by body parts. His text deciares boldy (bodily)

from its onset the 'Y to be the centre and the story to be what swirls around
(but never quite setties on) that 1, which teiis the story of him t e b g his story.

Nichol's "youD'becomes the informa1 version of the more removed "one"
which fonnaliy indudes both addresser and addressee and, thus, implies

universal experience and perceptions. A consaousness of a universal self

separated from language is what changes this speaker's reiationship to his
own body, and his awateness of how his body cm be spoken about. This piece

rssponds to the insistence that the body can be separated socjally by
metaphorid language. Nichol's sentences are organized into prose stanzas -

one "paragraph" per numbered section - which t d the 'life" of the persona
in mernories gainecl through a coiioqyial spoken prose.
Among other things, bpNichol's book, Selectcd Organs, reveals the
binary nature of the inherited structures of our world: inside versus outside,
the body dawn and the body written, prose and poetry, parts indudeci and

those not yet dued; the book operates under a condition of binary opposition.

The "Selected" of the titie implies what has been left out, what, in the
structure of binaries, geh labelied as "existent" and what as "lad."

In a text proposed as one which processes the self, it is interesthg to
note that Nichol begins where the typicaily unified subject is not:

The Vagina

1 never had one. (9)

The 1
'
'is the fïrst word, and the voice daiming this 'Y immediately

problematizes our reading of a confidant (male) subject by beginning with
what the poeYs body is not and cannot be: the negation or la& that has
traditionally coniofmed the fernale subject/object; the "gap" that wri tes the
Io-The

107)

French wn idem to femek ~eriiteisand is used as an insull to denote idiot. (Goderd

vagina as sheath for the penis. lBe 1" goes on to deciare that he lived inside

a -woman for nine months and now lives inside a male "sheli" (9). The

subject, although immediately identifieci by sex, repudiates gender by labehg
it a mantle; not one that can be casuaiiy thrown on and off at will but one that

is insaibed through the social constniction of the bodyIl.

By recognizing binary structures, the text recognizes the urge to break
out of binaries, to change the rules. 1 always wanted one. 1grew up wanting
one" (10). This isn't about desire as tanslated fiom body to body, but about
textual expectations and how "wanting one" can be a means of writing the

self ont0 the page: 'The hi& is to get fiom there to here" (11). Wherever

here is, is not only on the 0th- side of there, but is "thni her" (11); the binary
nature of the world perpetuated by the connection that t u m s exih into

entrances and badc again, female ladc into male desire, and the dual nature of

opposition into an always present "third poçsibiiitjf' that is befioeen. When
the persona dedares, having waited two years for male menstruation, 1
never had one" (10) the first sentence echoes, ricocheting around the entrance
of the vagina untii the text pushes meaning through to another entrance, to

another body part.

Scott Taylor writes: 70gain idenMy one mst iidr bsing l aitogether? Or to gain ideno(y one

must bse ideriii This is strange and I am not at dl sure üat 1 is nght. Them is such a thing as

context and sudy everym that tuas thb thing, contact, hes identity' (35). The cuntext. here. is
Nichd writing the fernile 'W ont0 the mele body. Allhough I peisonally find vagina a useleas
terni for women's ~ e n b l s
(vuhra behg so much more accurate, aensual, and al-ng),
~ & h ohas
l chosen t h exact word to begin his narrative of seîf t b t thmughout history hes labelleci

w).

wman as men, passageway for an extemal boây part (oi intemaCbecoming-external

Nichol, in Seiected Organs, questions the textuai assumption that the

body is a totality* 'This was the BRt &ne 1ever reaiiy looked at my toes & boy
were they something else" (47). The speaking subject recails an awareness of

body that divided a supposedly unifieci self into a self composeci of "my" and
"something else." Nichol's pieces confiont the idea of the fragmenteci body.

For as we read about the toes (and how unbearably ugly they are), we don?
think of the body as one entity, we tiùnlc of its parts. We UWk of the
fragments that even collected do not make a cohesive whole, we read the toes
as bifurcations growing out of bifiucations, postmodem reminders that the

body is also pardy and pastiche.
In contrast to Nichol's wish for a dismptive, cross-generic wriüng that
also extends and identifies autobiographical memory through the body, the

foiiowing section of Lyn Hejinian's My Life offers a dismptive and hybrid
poetry that transgresses the autobiographical by offering personal experience
as topic and harmony for fomal experimentation:

The obvious
analogy is with
music

It was a mountain aeek, nuullng
over little pebbles of white quartz
and mica. Let's say that every
possibility waits. In raga time is
added to measure, which
expands. A deep thirst, faintly smelling of artidioke heatts, and
resembling the sleepiness of childhood. (Hejinian 19)

-

The unusual format which places a textual inset, or title of sorts, agaiwt the

-

beginning of each section or "chapter" forces the reader to acicnowlege the
forrn, and not simply read through the structure to the narrative of

reminiscence. The autobiography gestures towards the problem of memory,

but Hejinian refises a conventionai treatment of this problem. Rather than

exploring the persona's "memory" of dllldhood on, her books format
proposes the repeated pattern of thirty-seven as numerical and symboiic
representaüon of a "life." Hejixtian rewrites her "autobiography," which
consists of thirty-seven sections, made up of thirty-seven sentences each,

eight years later to include eight additional sections and eight additional

sentences in each section. So the writing of a Me becomes as much stylistic as
it is personal profile. M y Life challenges an established autobiographical

genre which insists that a life is fomed fiom dvonologically sequenced
events culminating in epiphanous moments prepared for by the narration of
this, now textuaiiy ordered, Me. The narrative link between the sentence

fragment "hanging" b i d e the body of the text is one of association and
resemblmce. Her words insist that music is an "obvious" analogy and,

indeed, there is reference to "raga" in the body of her text. Yet, as this
comment on musical time is inserted into an all-encompassing narrative of

childhood, the musical allusion fades against a more pressing temporal one:
'%utnothing could interrupt those given days ...1 was an object of üme."

These sentences, together, form a continuous narrative of recoilection, while
at the same time consaously resisting the very genre within which they

engage-

-

Hejinian uses the strategy of repetition imitating a phrase or sentence

-

found earlier in her text changing the wording so that context effects words

and her words effect her context. This encourages the reader to question
whether Hejinian's narrative can ever progress in linear fashion. Her writing
that is not organized into a conventional storytelling mode1 of beginning,

middle, and end suggests a stylistic transgression against "dosure" as formal

literary completion. Though her reader expects a personal history fkom this

"Me-dting," Heiinian presents a fragmenteci subject composed through the
prose poem of childhood mernories and adult preoccupations. There are
narrative bits with which one can make a story, but as the wriüng shifts from

prose-poem to autobiography to novel the reader becomes more conscious of
the process of writing than of what the writing is about. Narrative, as a

constnict, is reflected in a language of process which repeats known poetic

phrases, but within a changing prose context.

IN TURN

The difference between a sentence and a
paragraph. Then is none.
- Gemude Stein How to Write
there is no such thing as a prose poem. this hm
been proven

the problem with myths is not believing them.
syntax. women grow beauty overnight and men
develop heroes. something to do with the diet.
horses grow wings. caterpillars are most
vuloerable at the moment of metamorphosis
who knows the correct grammar for a point of

transition? punctuation longs to be invisible
there used to be seeds in the d e y , but now
they've becorne medusa's hair. before that's even
possible

Invention does not consist in creating out
of void, but out of chaos.
- Mary Shelley 'Tntroduction" Frankenstein

it isn't every day you get to nsit the day that
didn't happen. slip across a fold and there you
are. what goes around, cornes around. until it
stops

or changes direction
they promise we'll recognize the horns but that
might mean keeping the daemons. add eggnog to
coffee and then it's December. this has been
proven
holidays and hitting

Lovers desire and seduce only to murder
and create.
- Aritha van Herk Places Far From Ellesmere

mythic hands transfom fiom birds to fish and
back to hands again. just in time to pull up the
reins. just in time to be cut off by the evil twin
brother who has trained snakes to swallow birds
whole to slit fish with th& tongues. the cross on
your eyelids etched with tapwater

trauma begins at the level of the sentence. he is a
hero gone mad
the hero is a brother gone too too sane. a
perfectly good alphabet, trembling at the level of
sound. his fingeaips ârip blood as he strokes her
fiozen skin. his newly adopted snakes slither
cornfortably into his iron sable hair

Pain always burts, and the only time it
doesn9t is when yoo are dead.
- Racbeî de Queimz Dora. Doralino
migraines. ai in the word. no pain there, just
sound and light. no sense eittier. sign posts. no
escape ftom the migrainous except into. M e r
the body inside farther. my left side purple
sludge leaks out of my left temple. slow. the
right side evaporates. no reverse, except into
French

each sexual act slices off the end of yow îife. a
blood attraction. in the event of a snowstorm,
uncross al1 the Ts first. then remove the commas
if 1 do it backwards, condensed sludge evaporates
up my entire head. spoilt aerve endings. al1 1
know fiom pain
bread

YOU tell

me you believe in magie and at
tlrst I'm with you.

- Bronwen Wallace The Stubborn Particulars of
Gmce

the hurting its own artistic value. a migraine
explodes your pupils when the lights are out.
craves revers vision, but not so fast

Eow do you enter the Iabyrinth? Turn lefk
turn Ieft tom left.
- Méira Cook A Fine Grammur of Bones
Sanskrit folds inside ber mouth and she blows
bubbles to where he used to stand. nothing left
behind cornpensates for that single conjunction:
ampersand

everyone knows he loved her slightly less than his
20/20 vision. years after the fact, telepathy
redeems itself. "seeing is believing" I've been
told, but the light bursts my disintegrated survey

Never trust an animal that has tasted
blood.

- Lorna Crozier PenlF Poems
jesus had migraines be wore thorns on his
temples, the blood inside his lifeline leaked down

through bis fingernails. completes the ferninine.
red on his paims a decoration

(repeat) try to breathe through my eyelash

just as many men get migraines. except not. it's
because of the bleeding.
the cyciic trigger

identifies women at 70 percent.
menstmation

cerebral

Image of the wbole physical body must
always be there.
Erin Mo& Furbus

-

if you have sex it helps. blood defects from the
brain to vulva. gorgeous there

except, of course, the push of rhythm too much
too much too
I've tried stroking, encouraging, seducing,
but the head pounds back awake on my back, no
motive

Using the futun as an angle.
Gai1 Scott Heroine

-

nobody talks about the pulse of inbetweens. al1
during the day.
I'm not taking the act, I'm taking the act
compressed. gulps. not rhythm, a single or
double nibble. no more than
what your hand doesn't remember my vulva does.
slowed down and singular. gulp, not part of a
pattern, but there inside. rhythm of the daily

down
here

madness is on the Ioose here, scarcely
noticed.
- Nicole Brossard Lovhers
five minutes between two films goes on and on. a
witch healer, switch quickly to a soldier defending

his country. defending any country, from
rnothers and lesbians. my head pulses. Rose it
away. the unbearable urge to push. again push.
like that doctor pnest scientist d y

1s there no way out d the mind?

- Sylvia Plath T k Bell Jar

no swivors, but you can replace handwriting
with cornputer-generated script. don' t try to
justify poetry, punctuation needs to be clean and
obedient
rninimize the quotation marks and do anythmg to
contract the blood celb

fragments and phrases, when impregnated with
Latin, impersonate the sentence

don't overdue

blood is the body out of control. we no longer
survive memory's sequel. female blood has
nothing to do with glory
shaved heads al1 look the same. witches or
soldiers - who recapnires that space?

1 gulp some more, some more

stop. again
.stop

The gates are closed. There is no way out
of here.
- Genetal Schwartzkopf, US A m y Ress Conference, 1990
rinsing the Our Lords straight into bamcks and
boot camp. how we believe mothers love their
daughters best except for sons. S u i e is Marineslang for women, full name Suzie Rottencrotch.
beware evil leaks fiom within, contaminates the
Pur=

in one film the soldier brags he tried to strangle
his mother. automatic. not waking, he slept
through the reinvention of additional killing
then, they were burning witches. five minutes
later and 300 years ago. translating doctors by
extermiaating rnidwives
outhe the enemy. trace the same [helr

. out of sync

3. Crassing the Bord& The Prose Poem as Feminjst Oppositionai Gcare

Having successfuily blinded his captor, Odyssew is perplexed at how
now to achieve freedom.

The advantage of sight is not enough to put him

ahead of the game against such a capable foe. In the morriing, Polyphemus,
his retina stiil bumingf shifts the boulder slightly so only a few sheep can pass

through the entrance at a tirne. He feels each animal to ensure it is not
Nobody or one of Nobody's sailors. Polyphemus foilows his herd out and,

once on the other side of the exit, he again secures the boulder. in the
evening he retums, consumes two more men, and promptly drops asleep to
avoid the inaeased pain in his forehead, the murrendering itch. The

impending loss of his aew makes Odysseus despetate. He plans an elaborate
nise to pass undetected through the cave's mouth when the cydops lets his

sheep out one by one, caressing theh backs to make sure they are not men in
sheep's dothing. During the night while the cydops mores, Odysseus ties his

men to three sheep eadi, and grabs hold of the largest ram himself. in this
way, he deceives the b h d giant, who has only recentiy leamed to keep watch

with his fingers, and does not think to check the underbeiiy of animals.
"Prose frees people from estabiïshed relationships while constructing a
new world of power and authority within its selE-supporting ciisco~rses'~
(FredmanlSS). in an attempt to locate more accurately the poetics possible
within the prose line, Stephen Fredman changes prose poetry into "poeYs

prose8'(11, so that the noun/adjective relationship is reversed: this is prose
used by pets, rather than poetry infected by prose. This grammatical
reversal, however, invites the possessive into the prose poetry equation, so

that the argument becornes who 8'owns8'such prose.

This power, insists

Fredman, grants agency to the employers of prose (one wonders if he assumes
a minimum wage) because "poetry has lost its authority" (156).

Just in üme.
Although 1 agree with Fredman that the attention to language by
certain poets (his examples are William Carlos Wiiiïams, Robert Creeley,

John Ashbery, and David Antin) has defamiliarized ptose grammar,
referentiality, and narrative, 1 find that the perpetuation of the b i w y

opposition of prose and poetry weakens Fredman's argument The poets who
interest me have no desire to redaim any notions of authority traditionaliy
conferred upon the poetic voice. In fact, Fredman's desire for poetry to be an
investigation of the domain of "truth" (157) harkens back to humanist

perceptions of an ultimate and extemal good, determined for a l l by the
superiority of the poeYs vision. A vision that, so obviously belonging to the

realm of the masculine, can ody ptoduce the male gaze.
How, then, is it possible for female pets to subvert this concept of an
objectified object at the farsighted end of such a coded male gaze? Poeh such
as Kathleen Fraser, Carla Harryman, Erica Hunt, and Erin Mouré have huned

back towards their bodies as sites of discourse, as visible metaphors for the

excessiveness of female desire, as tangible locations from which language can
ernerge.

In the section of my manuscript subtitled "more excess" ( I l ) , 1 attempt
to address the end

of narrative, the end of the poem, the end of an end. In

these poems 1 use line breaks and fragmented phrases within the overaii
structure of prose. This break from prose rhythm rnakes moie visible that
rhythm, but also takes advantage of the page as an artifidal site of dosure, as

an exit from one poem and an entrance to another, in much the same way

Polyphemus makes the entrance of his cave into an exit for Uciysseus and the
sheep. In these poems, beginning with "the hymen in Greek antiquity" (72). 1
write about theoretical closures, such as the hymen, a place where the body

theoretically doses. The hymen is a theoretical membrane which operates, in
discourse, as a blockage from one part of the body to another, much as the

tympatic membrane exists in the eardnmi or the scopic membrane in the
glance of the cydops. The hymen is an uween hidden part of a woman's

body whose manifest absence demonstrates her purity. The hymen's

existence depends on its ability to àisappear.

The notion of memory that invades these poems is generated from the
same idea of a concretized membrane. How and why does memory operate?
1 do not mean to examine this in a saentîfic way, but to use the science

available to question my own assumptions and presumptions about the body
and how m y existence in the world is constructeci as "body" and "notbody."

The details that leak into and out of these poerns corne from my investigation
into the membrane of language that forrns thinking. Each piece becomes an

interruption of the beginning that the previous piece established. Each poem

opens up desire so that desire becomes excessive and convoluted, exceeding
the proper iimits, multiplying the number of nipples considered standad,
transcending traffic headed in the right direction. These poems wander into

the badlands then do not want to r e m again, but desire farther wanderings,

multiple eyelids, aazy reversed fairytales. The genre that has been designated
the vagina indudes a breakable hymen. But the cunt and the Milva do not
recognize this construction. In the final poems in this series, the hymen as

sigrufier transfoms into the ditoris as sigrufied,an excessive ferninine rhyrne

that obliterates a generic dosure promised by

conventional dimax. Instead,

ravaged hags and deformed cyclopes breed hybrid fonns, deformed genres.
The prose poem fom can genetate strategies of genre indusiveness

which both question and reinvent literary boundaries. According to Jonathan

Monroe, in The Pooerty of Objects: The Prose P m and the Politics of Genre,
"the prose poem has hctioned throughout ib history as a

...hybrid form for

the mingluig and confrontation of various iiterary and extraliterary types"
(11). Such hybridity often enables women writers to abandon patriarchal

structures of discourse which represent, in a literal way, established genres

that have traditionally exdudeci alternative modes and methods of discourse.
As such, contemporary Canadian and American feminist poets have invested

in the prose poem form because of its ongoing stniggle with genre, a struggle

which attempts to deconstruct notions of genre as weii as to re-establish them.

The "genre" of the prose poem has the potential to transform soaal as well as
textual borders, and so appeals to various 8border"writers who

strive for such

transformation in th& own wriüng. U m e writers who wish to daim a
particular genre as essentially beionging to a particular gender, the poets 1 will

examine ciaim the prose poem not only as an inviting space for women (or
0th- genre-exciuded pets), but also as a potential site for social change

through radical forma1 innovation. These pets transform presumably

familiar fonns and transfigure literal borders in order to explore and redefine
a petry generated through texhially-struchued opposition.

Monroe argues that the prose poem is a site for the "ongoing struggles
of genre" (Monroe Il), by daiming that the "prose poem today is a genre that
does not want to be ibelf' (Monroe 15). In Poverty of Objects, he constantly

refers to the prose poem as containing inherent agency, suggesting that it is

capable in itseff of changing prevaihg social situations. It is sometimes
diffidt to avoid the kind of discourse that places responsibility on the poem,
but such laquage makes it possible to ignore the writers behind the poems,

and does not take into account their choice or intention in choosing a hybrid
form. Diane Freedman argues in An AIchemy

of Genres that poetic prose -

-

"often an amalgam of genres, a crossing of various borders may enable

women to abandon patriâfchal discourse for a discourse of unbounded
fecundity" (Freedman 46). In rejecting pre-given generic fonns, such writing
also rejects the ideas inhabiting those traditional forms, for: ' k g u a g e can

liberate but it can &O reinscribe, reiterate oppression" (Freedman 3).
Freedman makes a serious plea for "border-crossing poet-critics" who

"may write alternately or simultaneously in multiple genres, aossing
discursive boudaries even as they blur the distinctions beween writer and
reader, author and subject" Ereedman 38). Paradoxicdy

- for Freedman -

the literary innovations which most appeal to her are those texts which, at
the same t h e as they cross generic borders. also offer stable, familiar forms.

hterestingly, Monroe points out a simila discord within the prose poem
itself, that, for prose poetry to be able to maintain the privilege of existing as a
transgeneric form, the two separate genres of "prose" and "poehy" m u t

endure as separate and separated. In other words, recopized borders must
first exist in order for a fonn to be able to trespass them. Conversely for

Freedman, to rnisrecognize pregiven fonns of writing is to achieve a new
familiarity. a stabiiity of identity. Monroe's emphasis is on how a mixed form

which "depends for its very existence not only on the continued ciifference of
its two d e f i g terms but even on the* continued oppositional stahis"

(MONO€! 201, continws to transform and transfigure presumably "fadar"

forms. The telationship of those separate fotnrs (however changedl remaiw
an oppositional one.
Besides being a hybrid itseif, and offering the styiistics of hybridity for

use in literary border crossings, the prose poem is also a contradiction, a form

that attempts to resist its own form. Gertrude Stein makes the most of this
contradiction, using the prose poem as a vehide for non-lineated verse:
CUSTARD.
Custard is this. It has aches, aches when.
Not to be. Not to be narrowly. This makes a whole
little billIt is better than a litde thing that has meiiow
read meiiow. It is better than lakes whole lakes, it is
better than seedhg. (Stein Tender Buftons 51).

The custard is not the bowl possibly imagined by the reader, but "this8' on the
page- Stein draws attention to her words through a disjunctive syntax that
stiU "means," that forces readers to recognize partidar emphases in

particuiar places. The titie, for instance, has a period, implying it is also a
sentence. Each "stanza8' has a conventional paragraph indent, so our visual
expectation is for a more conventional structure than Stein's sentences ever
fit into. 'Tt"is better than a iittle thing, but is the l t " of the second stanza a

reference to the Tustard" of the first? Can the reader even rely on the 'Tt" of
the second sentence as referenüal? Stein's sigmfiers become the referent,

refiexively turning the poem's âirection inside out.
Stein's Tender Buttons is an attempt both to aoss forms and to

establish itself as form. in this poem, just as the title is a sentence, the

paragraphs are also stanzas. Monroe daims that prose poetry expresses this
contwiness by, on the one hand, rejecting the privilege and exdusivenes

fkom which other gentes derive their identity- On the other hanci, "it asks to
be recognized as legitimate and distinctive in its own right" (Monroe 42).

This contradiction becomes a generative site for writing.
It is the prose poem as this active place of generation that appeals to

Freedman's project. As a poet, Freedman says she is "adverse to f o n d
verse" (Fieedman 36), and instead argues for a "borderland" writing that

"overlap[s] the conventional reahs of fiction, poetry, critiasm, confession,
autobiography, reportage, cultural anthropology, and history" (Freedman 56).
But even though Freedman quotes Audre Lorde's famous observation-that

"the mastefs tools will never dismantle the masteis house" (in Freedman

101, Freedman, in choosing pets whose writing rarely crosses generic borders,

seems not to recognize the "master's tools" in poetry, either her own, or that
of other women writers whose work she aâmires.12
Gloria AnzaidUa is a p e t and theorist who ceiebrates "kicking a hole

out of the old boundaries ... and slipping under or over" (AnzaldUa 49). Her
book, Borderlands, is a aitical analysis of how border wtiting opposes the

tyranny of f o m . Borderlands approaches the autobiographical content of

this problem, exploring a cross-genre wriüng that is informed and performed
by people whose subjectivities are constantly shifting, or whose identities can

l2

Prose Poay does not autometjeally impiy innovative writing. I mt@ stress that I do not wish to

criticire Freedrmnfor rrriang abaut and cekbrating the pets a b âoes. Raîhw, t h poets I hem
focus on oppose patrietchal langue t h g h a particuiatly cross+netic Ming w h i Freedman
daims to stress.

be defined as hybnd: "la

mrstiza13

undergoes a struggie of flesh a stniggle of

brdders, an inner war" (Anzaldtia 78). This miting matches at poetic prose
and crosses as many generic boundaries as thete are chapters. Yet, when it

cornes to her own poetry, separated fiom her critical essays by king placed in
the second half of the book, Anzaidtia, in much the sarne way as Freedman,

assumes many of the patriarchai and Western f o m s she discards in her
"critical" wriüng. Her poems contain overwhelming information "about"

what life at the borderlands is/can be like. 1 do not mean to criticize

Anzaldiia for employing the conventions of poetic address, but simpiy to

point out that, as much as her poetry takes on and aitiques the white male
hegemonic discourse that has been imposed upon her and other mestua
writers, it does not do this through challenging the traditional lyric form.
AnzaldUa8s"aitical" writing can, in fact, be read as "aeative borderihe."
Rather than continue to set up a b i w y opposition between what a theorist

may say about cross-generic writing, and what the writing achiaiiy does, 1will
look now at some Arnerican and Canadian poets whose aitical wriüng
encompasses and encourages formal transgressions, and the way in whidi
such forma1 transgressions are played out in their poetry.

Charles Bernstein, in his essay "What's Art Got to Do with It?"
questions why contemporary art and the discussions around it must be
separated from each other by readers and aitics. "Professional antiintellectualism plays itself out in a particularly uninhibited t o m in the

13.

Gbda AnzaICIk has &ned thii lem,from the Speneh mestito to include no( only the people

of mixed Indien and Spanish Mood, ôut a b Chicanos, Mexican-Americans, and women of other
mixed heritage. Sem her book, &t&wkm&,

c i t d bekw.

promoüng of works of poetry that espouse a distaste for the inteiiectual and
rhetorical nahue of writing" (Bernstein "Art"603). Bernstein's argument
suggests to me a possible reading of Erin Moué's Furious as both art and
theory, critiasm and poetry. 'Writing is nlways about writing..." says Erin
Mouré in her Statement on Poetia" in Qumry magazine (1993). In

haversing the edge between poetry and ÛitiOsm, she writes about writing by
writing. By exceeding the limits of the genre which daims poetry cannot also
be aiticism, Mouré's Furious insists on a reading of language as socially

constructeci and socially constructing. Mouré's poetry strays from the path
that leads the reader to a notion of the poem as unified and knowable.

Instead, she invites her reader to meander, to explore alternate paths which
suggest the poem, as poem, is under construction.

By induding the prose section, "The Acts," after the four sections of
poetry in Furious, Mouré invites a reading of this section as critiasm, as
commentary, or as lyric prose. And her refusal to respect the existence of the
boundary which separates poetry from criticism, aeates an anxiety for her

reader which centres around notions of genre purity.
Moue's poetia considers writing, al1 writing, to be figurative and thus
a fonn of poetics. Her poems ask what this thing is that we call poetry. And
how do we, as academics and pwts aiike, perpetuate ideals about genre at the

same time that we question them? For me to suggest that certain genre

boundaries have been exceeded is a critical statement that, in itseif, does not
exceed its own genre boundaries. For me to exceed aiticism, 1 write poetry
which enters the realm of the theoreticai. For this reason 1 am interested in
the prose poetry in Furious. In The Acts," Erin Mour6 offer; examples of

poetic excess at the same thne as she critiques repression, which leads to an

instability of the preconceived fom- Anxiety and the frenetic movement it

generates, for Mouré, becomes a safer place to situate subjecti~tythan the
stasis of the known.
It is important to recognW that the borders certain writers oppose are

invisible to 0th- writers who may not be limiteci in th& writing by the same
social restrictions. Erica Hunt, for example, focusses on non-canonical genres,
such as diaries and letters, in order to convey a subjectivity spiït and

fragmented between genres, whose agency is yet to be realized. Her book of

poems, Local Hirtory, allows Hunt to pursue what she caiis an "oppositional
poetio," one which crosses culhires as weii as borders of "dass, race, and

gender" (Hunt "Notes" 198), through narrative prose. For Hunt, the d i q
and letter fonns (traditionally considered to be "fernale" genres.14 these
genres offer non-conventional histoncaily-insaibed wriüng possibiiities) do
not necessariiy move sequentiaily from incident to cohesively-related
incident. Instead, her poems consist of ordinary domestic details, made

exhaordinary ùuough Hunt's attention to the hansformation of language in
the play between poetry and prose. "What some caii security," she posits in

one of these diary entries, "from another angle resembles oniy the knadc of

imprisoning oneself with as many objects as can be dreamt of" (Hunt Local
History 47). The bordedine between imprisonment and freedom is often one

of understanàing the subject's position vis a vis the barriers surrounding that
position.
See.for exampie. Sidonia Smith's A Pbeth d W m n ' s Autdhgraphjt, Mere she discusses
how educatd Renaiwpnce womn maintaineci an expected public silence. They wrote
l4

"'amateur'letters. diries. and joumeb.' ni which they COClfonned to more 'appropriate' wriîing

styles for wwnen 'by confinirtglheir w#d to a domesstic setting"(41-42).

Throughout his book Monroe argues that the ptose poem is a

"paradoMcal. utopian siteffwherein the "rnanifestly pobticai stniggles of
gender and dass" Monroe 11) must take place for it not to become an "empty

formff(Monroe 42). 1 wodd add the contemporary concems of race writing to
that list, insofar as the prose poem - by pushing against the formal

-

boundaries of iiterary genres may also encompass the growing and varied

daims by writers of colour that what they recognize as restrictive boundaries,
other writers may only consider transparent. Hunt's poems trawgress a soaal
comrnentary concemed with how people interact with one another. "One of
the definitions of being a person is that another person is taiking to you. The

person is partidar, d

e that diffuse group of people you don? spend time

with who are ail pronouns" (Hunt Locul Histmy 12). In this way, Hunt

connects the soaal to the linguistic.
Some writers transgress genres of writing that are not always
recognized as distinct genres. Carla Harryman often mixes various modes of

prose into her poetry, especially the laquage and forms of detective fiction,
joumalism, and published plays. In Animal Instinct, a book subtitled with
three generic designations, none of them poetry, she opens the piece, "La

Quotidienne: An Atmospheric Play," with these stage instructions:

- Neither the Spanish costume, which is designed
for a flamenco dancer, nor the elaborate headgear of
the ûutch peasant is inconspicuous. He tums his
badc and leaves the officerfs bladc hand floating in
midair like a catfish in an aquarium. (Harryman
81)

Such stage directions are meant to be read as more than serviceable

instructions for a director. To use a description of Monroe's about prose
poetry, such self-refldvity is "a mode of discourse that speaks against itself in

the very act of defining itseif" Monroe 17). Without stepping so fat away
from the genre "dramaO'as to actuaiiy dismiss characters or dialogue,'5 her
aossing from this genre into the prose poem mal<es the reader conscious of
the fact that s/he is reading a play. Stating that "neithef a Spanish flamenco
costume "nor" elaborate Dut& headgear are 0'inconspicuous8'is an effective

way to make those images more than conspicuous in the reader's mind.

Harryman's writing, which crosses genres as soon as she has established

them,operates also within the genre of criticism. "Now that we are locked in
this embrace 1can teii you" (Harryman 82)' she confides to the reader, whom

she has 'locked" into the embrace of stage directions and spoken dialogue, but
on the page.
Rae Armantrout argues, in "Feminist Poetics and the Meaning of

Clarity," that "the core of woman's condition [is] that she is interndy

divided, divided against herseif" (Annantrout 8) and suggesh that feminist
writing offers "a moment of potential" to exdude the possibility of reader
identification with the (usualiy male) subject- Unlike Freedman, Armantrout
does not celebrate pets who conform to modes of writing which perpetuate a

W i e d and stable identity. ïnstead of denying or ignoring the internai
division women feel, says Amantrout, why not challenge the "supposedly

nahiral
lS

... formation of subjectivity"? (Annantrout 8).

A fect which &es nd deny t h t the pieas are. actualiy. play..

The "conventional"

The copyright page of

Harrymn's book duly lists where each om has bwn first performed.

poem, which Armantrout says reflects a 88univocal"narrator, conveys "an
impression of dosure and wholeness, no m#er w h t it says" (Armantrout 8,

my emphasis). In other words, conventions of form constnict a seemingly
naturaï 'tmified Voice" (Armantrout 9) that can te identified as a
construction. "How readable is the world?" asks Rae Annantrout (IO), and "Is

readability equivalent to darity?" (16). This spealcs to an issue that is

important to many writess: the need to "dearly desaibe the conditions of
their lives. Armantrout also addresses the issue of whethet or not darïty is

capable of representing "the nature of women's oppression'' (Armantrout 7).
Her essay suggests that innovative and radical poetry artidates such

oppression better than the "easily readablet8(Armantrout 7)texts which

merely perpetuate dominant modes of writing and reading.
Rosmarie Waldrop, concemed with the specifics of her own wrïting

and with the s d a i relevance of poetry in general, prefers a poetic structure
that "can make the

culture aware of itself, unveii hidden structures. It

questions, resists" (Waldrop Warms" 47). Waldrop also celebrates

transgressive and subversive wtiting that goes "agaiwt expectation by
breaking some convention" (Waldrop "Alamis" 58). When questioned on
her position concerning feminist writing, Waldrop insists, 1don? want to

write 'about' any issues, not even feminist ones ... [bJut 1 think rny feminist
consciowness inevitably gets in (like my other assumptions)" (Waldrop
"Alarms" 65). Waldrop makes dear that she does not wish to directly address

any particular subject matter, yet at the same thne is confident that whatever
her focus, her interests will pemeate the poetry.

Waldrop presents the argument that one must consciously produce

form (or unconsâously reproduce forrn), whereas the content

- one's

-

"concerns and obsessions" (waldrop "Alanns" 66) WU"get inb the poem
no matter whar (Waldrop 'Aiarms'' 55). Feminist issues, for Walàrop, can

be incorporateci into the fonn without overtiy wriüng "about" these issues.
Her book of prose poetry, divided by numbered sections ,with one prose
section on each page, gives an exarnp1e of such concerns:

11

Whenever you're sutprised that I should speak
your language 1 am suddenly wearing too many
neckiaces and breasts, even though feeling does not
produce what is felt, and the object of observation is
something else again. Not modulating keys, not
the splash that malces us take to another element,
just my body alarmuigly tangible, Iike furniture
that exceeds its function, a shape 1 cannot get
around. (Waldrop Lawns 21)

In this poem the speaker, a woman, is addressing a man who is incapable of
seeing her beyond her construction in the patriarchy as "object." The female
p e t , inserting herself into p a t w d i a l language, makes the reader aware of
the female body as signifier of omament and adomment. His glance

reinscribes the patnarchai view that women constitute decorative bodies,
rather than participating active subjects. The speaker threatens to disrupt the

patriatdial objecüfication of her ffalarminglytangible" body by resisting and
disrupting this inscription. She discovers, however, the cüfficuity thb entails,
as her body has been historicaily inscribed so that she cannot move without
first exceeding its shape or hinction within traditiondly male-defined

discourse. Rather than simply attemPtihg to escape this aamped space,
Waldrop acknowledges the female body's tangible object-ness, while at the

same time insisting it is &O something else; something the observet has yet
to comprehend because [he is] too occupied in the pursuit of the evasive

image of desire. Waldrop aiso writes against the ciassical figure of Daphne
fleeing her determineci putsuer; the body in this piece is leadenly immovable,
an unnoticeci boulder suddenly in "your" eye, blocking the exit fkom which
light, noticed or not, is escaping.
Waldrop relies on her words to convey this "message," and so focuses
the reader's attention on the subversive shape of the words as they appear on

the page. 1 use the word 8'subversive" not because Waldrop writes in prose
rather than more traditional versed poetry, but because the connections and

assumptions of each sentence suggest a feminist resistence as much or more
than would an expiicit or overt explanaticm. Were these words
contextualized differently, they would not m a n the same; the "sense" of each
sentence is entirely dependent on its formal context.
-

Uniike Waldrop, Kathleen Fraser does not dismpt the contextual flow

from sentence to sentence as a method of constructing meaning. Her prose

poetry, Each N a t , contains nomative sentences, each one conünuing within
the proffered narrative.
1 thought, at first, it was the presence of another
woman between us ... 1 heard your exhaustion and

imagined the aowded space inside your head, the
women 1 keep Company with there, each making
her daim upon you ... 1 wondered how long we
would remain fragments of a wholeness only
guessed a t (Fraser Each 28).

The "joke" Fraser uses to pro@

the narrative forward is that of

a wornan

who can only admit to herself that her fear of the "other woman" is actudly
the fear of

her own demanding many selves, aii stniggling for attention.

Writing within and against the journal form, Fraser explores the formal
devices of such writing

- the inclusion of daiîy and domestic detaiis, the la&
-

of definite condusion, short fragmentary entries in order to focus on the

process of writing, rather than on writing as produa. Fraser begins and ends
this book with the wotd "notes."l6 Such bookending immediately

foregrounds certain literary conventions and their generic aossings. The
"poem" is represented by ib title, "notes," which introduces or echoes the
"reai" poems sandwidied between these two pieces. In the Introduction to a

book of essays on the construction of ferninine language, Fraser mites that

women " c m push against or extend the forma1 directives of a literahue
shaped by a poetics largely developed out of the experiences and pleasure

p ~ a p l e of
s men writing" (Fraser 'Taking"7). Fraser understands this

"pushing against" to occur both on the level of form as w d as within the
content of the poetry.
The fïrst line of the first poem, "Dear other" (Fraser Eadr Il), also
adcnowledges the strategy of confiating genres in this writing; rather than
mere notes, the poem is also to be read as letter or diary. In 'Talking to

myself tslking to you," Fraser takes on the conversational mode of addressing

the poem's listener and uses this form to foreground the question of who
actuaiiy owns or controis the laquage with which one speaks.

"fragmented, less than perfect whole" (Fraser Eadr 30), becomes
*

The subject, a

ovemhelmed by her inability to deal with the predicament of her car
breaking d o m and hirns to her male lover for help. But language, although
she employs it, shatters her confidence as she attempts to explah to him why
she feels such fragmentation. The subject gives the details of both the

-

breakdown when, alone on the highway, she remembers an inadent in the
newspapers of a tape victim, smiling for the cameras trom her hospital room

- and the resultant argument that ensues between her lover and the car

-

mechanic which both relieves her and makes her feel even more
inadequate.
Rather than explain these connections to the reader, Fraser merely
inserts the words: '1 smiie for the canera'' (Fraser Each 33) within a section
where the narrator is tallcing solely to her lover, no camera in sight. The
repeated sentence confiates the memory of the rape victim and the
predicament of the woman whose lover uses his masculinity to intimidate
both women and other men. By comparing only the one action of the two

women, Fraser ailows the reader to make cornparisons between their lives
and situations, and the men who overwhelm and dominate them. "I want to

begin to tak to you," she says at the end of the poem, having not yet
successfdly aeated a dialogue, "It is my politics. My love" (Fraser &ch 34).

There is no separation, then, for Fraser's narrator, between love and politics,
between a prose sentence and a luie of poetry.
Fraser enacts this feminist assertion through the final sentence of the
poem which huns on the possibility that this, too, is an address to her lover.
"My love," can be read as an extension of her attempt to write a more

feminist, more assertive self, or as the salutation at the end of a letter she has
not yet been able to begin. That inabiîity to begin, to actuaiiy Say what she

feels, is the contradiction that makes Fraser's contrary prose poem form so
appropriate to her writing. That this form offers writers a mixed collection of

"philosophy, myth, philanthropy, social theory, and political confrontation,"
according to Monroe, is "one of its greatest strengths" (Monroe 124).
Often, narratives that ttansparently express women's iïves and
personal experiences reinscribe the notion of emotional mimesis as
transfomative. The question of what kinds of discourse yield (or reject) what
kinds of powet is one Stein has pursuecl throughout much of her writing.

Stein makes each word opaque in order to question the very transparency and
universai availability of patriarchal language. "For Stein," says Monroe,

"there is nothing in grammar which does not also imply genre" (Monroe
182). She States in her prose poem / essay, "Patriarchai Poetqf':

Pabiarchal Poetry their origin and their
history their history patriarchal poetry their origin
patriarchal poetry their history their origin
patriarchal poetry their history patriarchal poetry
their origin patriarchd poetry their history their
origine
That is one case. (Stein 'Tatriarchai" 115)
Stein makes, through the repetition of very few words, a forcefui comment
on the historical connection between patriarchy and traditional forms of

poetry. Stein's repetitions also encourage the reader to adaiowledge how the
changing context of single words shifts how s/he reads those words. Stein, in
fact, did not advocate the crossing and bl&g

of a i l generic boudaries as a

simple means of generating new writing* Her collection of prose poems,
Tender Buttons, is an attempt at rediscovering the u n f d a r in descriptions

of objects that have become too familiar- As Monroe has note& the impact of

the prose poem '%as been reduced largely to that of a corrective. The verse

lyric itself has by now absorbeci Wtuaiîy aU of the prose poern's most prosaic

motifsf' (Monroe 28). This conjecture of the prose poem as a "cosrective" is
suggestive.

The implication is that the lyric, and other traditionai genres,

may have already absorbed the prose-poem tactic of trawgressing generic

borders. If true, this, in effect, couid render neutral its effectiveness as genre
critique.

The gesture towards cross-generic writuig has not disappeared so much
as it has shifted. The prose poemfs transgressions are both imitated by and

absorbed into other genres. This indicates that ib enduring advantage for

writers is its innovative hybridity, a hybridity which - by recogniPng and

-

redefining iiterary iimits challenges and trespasses the very idea of

limitation.

MORE EXCESS

the hymen in Greek antiquity

there is no hymen in Gmtk antiquity

interpretation balances on the horizontal bruise. the
reversible sin. the concubinage inscription of lover

zealous infatuation
scripnired obsession

how to lick
religion onto the tongue of the other. how to passion
an arousal out of closure. out of the original barriet
of first refiisal

my spread fingers invite tbe conspiracy of your own.
the anxious history of anatomy. my Iips collaborate
your confidence. my thmat opens backwards to
expose

the legitimate pursuit of devotion remains the
pilgrimage equation of salvatioa. a .contraption
invented to contain sacrifice

no opening in the gap
no

confession

:

hymeneally-sealed commitment

days slip under my eyelids. under the skia beneath
my sbn. my fingernails grow. my hair lengthens.
my iips repeat themselves. 1 acquire a taste for
already

card-stacked and wandering. a mnnelling into. half
dien half again
by increments
by erotic suspense
by remote control
telephone lines strung across back alleys and grimy
stucco garages. the palm of your hand cm be a
direction your whole body follows. technology
accompaaies the word

an implication
my ambitious deiight:

lizard cravings

the cupped tip of your tongue iicks my ankie. your

eyelash one moment fiom a bent regret. and bone
gossips the barest shelter of flesh

the wood remembers

because certain musical habits get adopted by your
instrument of choice (Henms's lyre, tortoise shell
and laure1 branch). because wood glides into the
shelter of rehearsal. a lyric line that tempts
each
separate

note
a &op of saliva on my upper iip invites confusion.

you steal into my jeans pocket bruise my hip-bones
crack my ribs so suddenly. 1bardly notice.

because the cruelty of desire
uncombs my hair, the ache inside my knee speaks out
loud. my back reacts to the on hou impression of
forearms. the body in hesitation

because the baggage of love coupled withdraws dong
its own sctiptured lines. apathy of the foregone
conclusion. because melodies promise pemime in
another language
the hallucination of sound
the sensual Mtage
the repeat

blood currency romances the day into tomorrow

iii

inside the ear articulate molecules hurtle outwards.
obviously we replace muse-questions with gentler
tasks. how hunger can mean its opposite

I've wimessed ultrasound used for cleaning jewels,
for levitating solid objects of wood. I've believed in
technology
because becouse is a consmct of music and
linguistics, a grammaticai twist voicing its own

choral agenda. and hidden superlatives. words so
valuable we risk the asphyxiation of science, a habit
of neglect

a lip, tucked under

a lower lip means so much more than obsession.
more than protniding invitations. a liP that culs
back into a bubble pronounces its own ending

I've witnessed ibe back of his hand

Pa=
at the touch of air. I've witnessed his skin
glide the edge between body
and notbody

his enised scalp confused me

only ftiends get close enough to baggage love with
the scar that interrupts your left eyebrow. a gap
between follicles that announces a transcription of
injury

your body replaces the surface of his palimpsest skin
1balance more than 2 faces at a tirne

your erased scalp coafused me

another red spade

and every goosebump Iips its own orgasm. skin we
define as organ we define as music or part of the
MY

in heaven we don't recognize the heave, the even.
the he that opens meaning

names don? fit the trebleclef tattoo on your lungs.
gone is the autographed membrane severing inner
fiom outer
how to breathe without changing directions
how to swailow

the risk of repression is to risk again

and your name that used to be his. exhales

stranglehold

Suette plants tulips in my back, decorates my
shoulders with a pulse of daffodils, the footsteps of

ladysiippers

her dad builds volcanoes bat empt in his back alley.
boils lawa on the kitchen stove
thtough my car windshield, a niangulation of cute
bald women and stoned young men on stilts
as alienated woman trudges tbrough snow, cms a
huge flower box triangular and unfilled in front
of her chest, the time-&-motion man puts on his
watch, preparing to calculate a minoc expedition

-

-

-

-

notice the thick snake a grey scarf wrapped
around an otherwise exposed throat. we encourage
that leaked detail, butterfies anachronistic in winter

sanguine interruption

a painting on the decayed wail displays a celebration

of skeletoas. one, a clown, wears a priest's collar,
overly fleshed and rouged next to the grey bone of
the orhers

his lips bmsh crimson against the canvas

he look like k a t h with his
white painted face his
round arched eyebrows his
crosses for eyes and his
Iips, his
Iips
airn out for a kiss
the light through my windshield changes; 1 shift
gears

strangely-beld

her fkst gift was a set of Chinese rin no tan balls. a
marbled couple 1 wann inside my hands then fit
exquisitely hto my vagina

the ripe pleasure of fkgers pulsing wlva

her second gifi was her body. this took more time.
she lowered herself onto my mouth limb by limb. a
murmur of rock dropped into
a cornpanion of mate. a trick

of neglect

the reed like paper
for F d & Susan

with Radical Sunday never more than a day away,
how to repeat I wont without the words. 1 need ohne
hem, the deep O in my chest rivals the nipple behind
my rib-cage. hidden there

mine is invisible but the sign of the witch continues.
a 3rd nipple
1 am waiting for a lover, too clever for his own
words, to suck on my insides. to search and to
search with his rare tongue for that delicate pathway
of nerve endings, of biood intelligence

she told me she won? wait for anyone, the woman
with the purple eyebrows. her own rib-cage
promises multiple clitorises I can only imagine

and today is Monday. and today is Saturday
1 lost my watch on the tracks of the LRT but it
perpetuates -tick-tick-tick- inside metal strips of

avenue

she stretches one thin and p q l e line above the otber
and disappeaus. invisibles my choice, my expectation
1want ber desire and

the C-train directs me: look both ways
the &y breaks sound

iii

a caught bird refuses the ritual of rehearsal notes,
then bursts apart when offeted an onhodox melody

precision damages the body

and you are that lover predicted by your textured
self, wbile 1inherit an appetite for impatience

hoodoo wanderings

yesterâay on the bus an old woman punched at the
window. her fist thump-thump-ed until the teenage
boy sitting next to her yanked it open. no, she said

she wanted the music

and then my two nephews in East Coulee scattered
themselves al1 over the Badlands. Granddaddy
Hoodoo squatted on the edge of borrowed land,
observed their toes, and the laundry
my sister bakes bread and serves it with peanut butter
and drums. I rode the prairies fkom 10:00 am till
the sun squished below the car's visor and streaked
my eyes cardinal and orange. the whole day the
prairies. and dancing in the car with Paul Simon's
saints

12 hours later the prairies in Calgary, my chest
against highway hit the city an hour too soon. my
eyes Stone open, still 1missed the Badlands

that woman wasn't punching. I missed the rhythm
dong with the other passengers. we al1 tut-tutted,
eager to help. not even the teenage boy recognized
her knuckles against window pane. 1 watched myself
kiss her wrinkled fingers, then got off aext stop and
entered a coin wash. with a borrowed jacket but no
jeans 1 waited for the bus to circle the city, the driver
stopping at each jping- and me not ever able to see
where the bus woman

disembarked. debussed got off
prornising adventure, my fïngers ache where my eyes
can't see them. where 1 haven't dnirnmed on a
window, where isn' t the Badlands
please, 1 want Winnipeg to be busy and remember

me

payback i

whispered pennies, 1 said laughing at your copper
voice. yow voice in copper
we delivered the night taiking investrnents and bank
securities. your fingers drip into my belly and my
tongue glances your earlobe, tastes the 2-dollar bill
traded for 200 pennies. you counted. one. one.

one. each coin wrapping its name around your
fingers
you weren't there, licking my beliy, 1 was alone on
the balcony remembet-ing purple popsicle sticks and
moaning. my cravings melted into the sidewalk;
chalk hopscotch and a dusty arrow of pebbles

there's always more space inside a number than a
prayer, inside a page, or a sentence
I long for Freud's homesickness of love. whereas
you sit sideways during passion, just for a trace of
her lip whistle

payback ii

that memory was nippled with desire. one penny per
eyelid. you didn't suggest it, but 1 began counting
from 198

no articulation, so bow to represent sorrow with the
end-rhymes rnateEfate/wait. the masculine of the fuUstop, the deiïvery

last favours are always closer than the eardrum. and
no rate of exchange will ever be high enough to buy
back 2 pennies of ambition

the last of August

nmnaats. of sua of that insidious optimism. of
you. yesterday 1began reading fw tales. they are
only possible when 1 begin, again, to believe in
winter. Haasel & Gretel and Snow White and Red
Riding Cap

1 discover that in the original version (or at least the
earliest recorded), the wolf gets away with

swallowing littie Red Cap whole. no woodcutters
stand by, no Stones in that belly, no revenge. 1 bave
cold chicken for supper and, afier, 1w& and 1 walk
untilI no longer thinL about not thinkiag about you.
and it's ridiculous, 1 know, but I never have claimed
not to be ridiculous, so I hini around and walk back
home and recite ~ ~ ~ C U ~rhymes
O U S to myseif

sentimental
resolution
group dynarnics

:

everpental
caroplusion
scoopeye-lamics

and am
pleased that every single one is a ferninine rhyme and
thus makes perfect sense

iii

but really what I'd like is to go backwards 1 decide
during the night. reverse my whole life so it's one
endless stream of yesterdays. a fairy tale gone crazy.
August. July. I'm in Red b e r again. I'rn in L.A.
I'm in your arms again. we haven't met
good evening, 1 pronounce to the building manager
as 1 leave the next morning. well. it's a start

Yvonne & Debbie at Value Viiloge

Yvome wears bracelets in her hair. the metal ciinkclinks fiom

a mile away. my sister, walking
at Value Village she shops garbage bags full of 50s

neckties. long-job she dyes purple then wears them
under grey dresses. before the silver 1 braided
Yvonne's hair, 108 times, then she cycled the
continent
Debbie works at Value Village and wears her hair in
corn-rolls. copper and black. I'm Debbie, she says
to me and 1 hold out my hand

Yvome holds out maternity pants, fat elastics in
front. Debbie shakes her head. stick with dresses,
she says, flaps her own dress in and out. in summer
a person needs al1 the air she cm get
silver spins my sister's face
Debbie has two kids. asthma so bad she hauls them
to hospital every weekend. fkom their dad, she nods
copper. though he won't daim it. he doesn't have
asthrna but al1 his brothers' kids do. Y v o ~ shakes
e
her head and silver clinks siber

Debbie's father disowns ber when she's born with 12
fingers

she shows off the burnt black spots at the joint of
both baby fingers. no bone, she says, just limp flesh
and transparent nails. she rubs one scar

one of her dad's uncles and both his sisters were born
with 12 fingers; her mom punched her dad in the
mouth

Debbie spreads ber remaining fingers wide. right
after, Debbie's rnom cut those other two off fast, but,
she stili feels them cold in winter

the country that used to be Ceylon

because it is faIl we don't sleep beneath nets. still,
you get a rash dl over. mom can't decide if the bites
are fkom ants or lizards. I know better. one of the
waiters, a young man, secrerly leaves chocolate and
coconut by your bed. and you sleep through your
own eating
two things in the world my brother is allergic to:

chocolate and coconut. bites. and the waiter, 1
believe, goes empty-handed home to h i s three
children, having stolen nothing
less than three weeks later 1 am travelling airports,
disappearing Sri Lanka. into Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Hawaii. you sleep there and there and there.
you mouth succulent words into the unsettled night
in the country that used to be Ceylon, boys sleep with
guns next to their temples. in Canada, my brother
[no. you, asleep] dreams tonight of coconut

to travel inside scboolyards

the hardest is you in grade two. two times faster
than grade one. or langsam. teacbers always grade
on a curve. and forget about who falls into the
middle. curvature. curvilinear. the curious thing is
1never have trouble getting the accent to recede
plain luclry, 1guess
guess again, you Say, take my hands and swing them
high over your head. when the bel1 rings everyone
crowds the doors. pack ourselves in. the boys' Line
up, and the girls'. curtains, you Say
you Say curtailed, and 1 mispronounce you. our
teacher wears purple, a different sbade mondaytuesday- wednesday- thursday-friday. figures, you
Say. figures add up. and curses
WE'VE HAD ENOUGH

the we catches my voice sqrised against your neck,
your hands cured
cursed again you Say. your words want what they
get

that old joke

white fire in your belly fingers toenails. 1 clutch at
old letters, read them, read tbem. out loud

on this the day of our daily

when you call 1caress the cradle of the telephone, the
plastic receiver. my fîngers tap-stroke the letters on
my push-button apparatus. I am reversing it into one
of nurnbers
fire
across the Street fkom your house, a new church.
half catholic, half protestant. you say it represents
progress. 1 think of my father's old joke. a nun
f a i m when one of her novice's daims she wants to
grow up to be a prostinite. t u m s out the nun thought
the girl said protestant

fainted at the word

there's something I have to tell you. surely, there's
something 1should teU
the church is faded brick and a roof that slopes down
to the grass. 1 am always surpnsed to see it still
intact

tomorrow 1 will call you.

my breath hot on the
the telephone against your parched

mouthpiece.
ears. my fire, my faith

but not just words. the cunning of my vulva. the
threat of my protniding belly. your finger glances
past my nipple. my clitoris spell-binds. magics you
away

ugly, old

after the movie we walk back to your place. hags of
hollywood, you Say. the women so ancient, made to
look young again. pubescent. why don't they just
retire, you Say. dry up

slip don't sliàè, honey honey
my rat
's nest with bee
's-wax, honey huney
slice me apart

wedge-shaped

yow cum le&, honey. over the blankets, honey.

the movie still happening in my
1 am ugly
1 ani old
1 play spillikin with your sperm

su why not a side?
why not a jazz here broken in the centre
of this sentence

-

's curved breath?
where's the punch-line line?
where 3 the day-old &y?

wicce's wand

this moming a magic square appears in the
newspaper. numbered letters. my black hair stades
your blond legs. the cumulative risk of vulva &
clitoris & vaginal îips. 1 throw out the paper before
you wake

here:
taste îhis ugly, taste

this old

ovarian
1 want to write het breasts were like... breasts.
yeah. good opening to a country be-bop
you weren't there when that poet waiked into the
microphone, his mouth on the words i'm feeling
clitoral. tu@, he said in lowercase, i'm feeling very

clitoral

clinical - clitical? - analysis of poetic diatribe: how
to metaphor away anatomy. how to invisible muscles
and blood vessels and veins and capillaries
shut down the body

4. The Vice in Voice: Guiie, Gendcity, Degen~fescence

Odysseus flees the cydops. Once he and his men have stolen out of the
cave, they nin towards the relative safety of the ship, and cast off. htoxicated
with hubris, Odysseus cannot resist caiiing out his real name to his captor.
This angers Polyphemus more; he has been previously wamed about

Odysseus. Infuriated, the giant hurls the top of a mountain into the sea and
nearly capsizes the ship. Polyphemus is no mere giant, he is the son of a god.
Cheated and damaged, he prays to his father that Odysseus's trip will take

many years and, when Oddyseus finaiiy r e m s to his home, he will retum to
temble troubles. Poseidon gants his son's wishes, although it is, again,
Odysseus who perpetuates his own deiay. By untying a sa& of fierce winds
within sight of his homeland, Odysseus releases not only the gales and gus&

he needs in order to r e m home swiftiy, but &O dernonstrates that he must
be U-favoured by the gods.
1 am using the classical narrative of Odysseus and the Cydops as a way

of positioning my own narrative intentions. 1 use this famous story as a
device to enter an established discourse, and then change and redirect that

discourse. Context is everything. 1 r e m , in this section of poetry, to a mu&
more narrational syntax and grammar. Perhaps, given my fascination with

disjunctive poetry, this section is my translation of disrupted syntax into

story. More ükely, it is a chance to explore the impact dysjunctivel' poetry has
on narrative glimpses, and the importance of story to longer poems.

What &es

a sentence a line of poetry rather ihan an excetpt from an

essay or novel?

The answet, partly, is the surrounding words and sentences,

the pages, even the book jacket. 'Rte cydops, with his t k d eye, has confiateci

the binary of dual focus into one single beam of blocked perception. By

destroying that orifice, Odysseus also destroys the comection between sight
and perception, the doonvay separahg inside and outside. The cyclops, daydreaming of revenge, mates instead an episodic narrative of ex& and
retums, of arriva1 and continuhg defemal.

Rather than presenting another eithedor binary, 1 wish to invent an

isoceles triangle. Many of the poems in the section "out of context" (125)
have appeared, in changeci form, in other texts. I began this section as a

reappraisai of poems eariier abandoned. Then 1began to experirnent with

pieces that appeared, successfuliy, elsewhere, and to attempt a new reading /
writing by inserthg them into this mudi altered prose poetry structure-

"platypus loveff(1411, for example, began as sections fiom a novel, an
equation of fiction that left no room for poetry format or pecuüar
punchiation. Once L had repositioned those sections inside this poetry

format, their o m interna1 logic shifted and metamorphosed. "caramel in the
dark" (152) began as a page from a short story with characten and names (not
just pronouns) and setting and even plot. The shift, here, ont0 the language

rather than the events forced a rereading on my part of a dynamics that 1 had
not seen before: jazz and cadence and fiteration and other ear games. The

shift, in these poems, is not so much from one text to another as fiom the eye
to the ear. The third eye is not only a way of seing, but a way of hearhg.

Writers often uiadvertentiy perpetuate the very ideological
assumptions they wish to challenge. By upholding particular forms and

structures, writers invariably reinforce ideologies these structures bring with

them. However, writers who challenge traditionai foms can, and do, also
appropriate the forms for their own use, often changing not only the content
historically assouated with the fom, but also changing and determining the
f o m itseif. By designatirtg a piece of writing prose poetry, the aitic (or writer
or reader) is commenting on how an individual text fïts into a wider context
of reading. A specific text, originaily c o n s i d d to be a poem, may be

ulfluenced and changed by prose and narrative strategies. Prose poetry may
be read as a "ned' genre whidi breaks the laws of two estabiished 'legai"

categories but upholds the "law" of genre that insists on categorization as a
method for reading text Rose poetry may also be read as a "cross" genre, a

unique and perfect mix of two already established categories that offers new
readings of each while still leaving the original categories intact for further
definitions For example, in my poem, "4y ever after" (1321,Ishift the

responsibilty for narrative from fiction ont0 a disrupted syntax of

continuance.
Individual members of a particular genre always signai the limits and
excesses that these boundaries are capable of containing. Accordingly, a critic's
(or writer's, or even reader's) decision that a particular text wiil or wül not fit
into a particular genre is a legislation of indusion and exdusion; that which

also identifies a text within a genre, identifies the cultivation of that same

genre. Members of a genre reinvent the very categories within which they
have been located.
As texts exceed what Todorov caiîs "anachronistic" b i t s of genre

hierarchies, they redefine and reaeate genenc structures. He notes that "it is
not 'genres' that have disappeared, but the genres of the past, and they have

been replaced by others" (Todorov 160). Caria Harryman, in her book-length
series of prose poems, Vier, inserts, early in the book, the foiiowing

exhottations:
Genres are n o t t o be mixed. 1 will not rnix
genres.
1 repeat: genres are not CO be mixed. 1 will
not rnix them. (4)lB

This quotation is from Jacques Demda's essay, The Law of Genre," in which
he posits that genre, by default, forces a legal or institutionalized definition of

classification; definitions, like laws,are an arbitrary poetics. Harryman
repeats Derrida's words without aüng their author as part of her project to
"mix" genres in Vice. By malcing the reader believe she has written those

words herself (as most readers will assumelg), she is Wenging the notion of
genre as a legal apparatus which encourages copyright. Harryman invokes

this law, then immediately calls it into question. Her initial dedarative
statement that she "not rnix genres" can be read as follmaing the order of

genres, but also as breakhg of the law the very moment she restates it.
l8 f m k e t M f 0 ( 1 ~ m d t b n a ~ n a l m d ~ t h o n d p d i t i c
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suspect Harryman's(ad her p b b b i s ) uae d a coufier typeface in this cmpîer age where

-

virtualfy wety puôlishing package comes with several fm selections mans to suggest to
reaâersthe pmm of mrnalism(as well as a m W @ csssociation with typemlem) &Mn the

mixecigenre texts of this book And ao I p~esentquotationsfrom her text in thel jarring font to
represent the original oourier typeface.

Aithough there is no texlual milong to ddineate this wdiwi as wo<ds m e n by anyone other
then herseif, Hanymn, tMng on the m m ma f genre in this bodc, is also amare of how wideîy

and often this article of Demda's is quoted from or refwed to in d
m
-

about genre.

Harryman's Vice invokes problems ofgenre because it refùses a fixed
label and instead intemixes and integrates n o d y rigid wtitïng categories
into one text She off-

her readess a text that both upsets the "naturai" order

of genre and ais0 upsets the "framing" of disorder, in order to reinforce

already existing laws: "This framing." says Harryman, "creates an
illusion of social cohesion while the images thesnselves
direct ly contradict the hallucination" (55). It is this contradiction

which concenis Harryman; she is concemed by its continueci infiuence on
what Demda would c d the "genericity" of deviation (231).

For Harryman, in her testructuring of genre identifications,

recogniPng a genre's known borders is ody one step towards overstepping
the line. For Derrida, recognizing the lines one should or should not

overstep, becomes a question of how Literary critics uistitutionalize and
engage with various writing styles through genre, and how notions of genre
bo th resist and reinforce such insti tutionalïzation.20

In Harryman's Vice, her intertextuality, from one literary discourse to
another (from Derrida's essay to Harryman's poetry), upsets the lawfuhess of

genre. Harryman wants to complicate the textual commotion she herself is
irnplicated in creating. "I

get

worried about the material 1 'm

generat ing" (541, she declares, emphasipng her own anwiety about

perpetuaüng a textual machinery that will conünue to produce "category,"

even from te& whidi struggie to articulate an antonymous relationship to
genre categorization.
Hatryman does not simply "mix" one genre with another,but d

s

into question the notion of genre itself. What Hanyman's Vice does to the
theory of genre is not extraneou textual play

- displaced politics that Theresa

Ebert calls "postmodern ludic"21- but an interrogation of reading and wriüng
strategies and how those strategies encourage textual stability. What is the
usefdness, questions Harryman's book, for a poet to adhere to recognized

d e s whkh divorce one kind of wriüng from another?

"Vice," a metonymic transgeneric geshue, engages the intentional
articulation and the "voicing" of self and subjecti~ty.The confusion of

pronouns in these pieces reverses the authority of the fïrst person, becomes
one of poetic response to and responsibility for the social situation of genre

selection. In anticipating the conventions of reception which inform the
context of lyric address, Harryman rereads and recontextualizes these pieces

rather than fulfihg their expected poetic outlines. She is attempting to
formulate (for herseif as weii as for her reader) a language bat wiil aUow her
not oniy to break the law, not oniy to aeate new laws, but to question the
authority and infaliibility Ot generic legislation.

21

Refeningto 'dominant pogmodem theofles.' Thetsa b i t criticires t
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that "haveQraMmmtited t h notion d pdit'i and rearticulated ilas sddy a

cuitunil pditics: that is. as a ianguagwffeuf (Ebewt 6). b r t , in ktr argument. does not
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mognize as iegitimnte an ideokgicel feminist poetry such as Harrynian's which responds with
a politicsof play to and against ais socio-pofiliglhistory underpinring pisdominantly malecentred forrns.

The lyrk moment in Hanyman's Vice is disturbed as it is presented,
not aftrr it has aiready been fixed as belonging to a generic code or pattern.

Disrupting the notion of Uie page and the space lyrics usually occupy,
Harryman offers, early in the book (7-91, a lyric poem that confomis to formal
d e s . Harryman addresses the formal presentation of a lyric on the page:

instead of aligning her left-justifieci margin dose to the spine of the book and

surrounding it with white space, she pushes her stanzas to the centre of the
page and intmpts a usually blank space with a series of single dots

corresponding to each written line. Harryman aiso, within the words
themselves, tesponds to the 'limitations" she regards in the lyric as genre:
But they make

a mistake in a f i c t i o n a l
maneuvering of limits
Suddenly scared as k i l l e r s
who enshrine them in the
m o t i f , they find themselves
the blank dummies of a
genre

(7)

Unwilling to accept the lyric speaking voice as a singular unified and non-

narrative being, Harryman disobeys the generic d e s of lyric which insist
there be a focus on a speaking voice and he/r individual thoughts or feelings

rather than on a disjunctive evasive prose which risks unfocusseci narrative.
In a short intertextual ftagment, Harryman presents this Olson line:
" ' ~ A l l my life f Ove heard / one makes many"' (22, oblique and

quotation marks hersF. At the same moment that she invokes the tradition
of a speaking voice, she exceeds its membership in a poetic genre by murking

(and so rexnarking) the voice with prose punctuation. Likewise, by induding
the "slash," she effects a prose representation of poetic expression. This

exhibition of the tedinical contradictions of a poetical notation within a prose
genre displays for the reader the contact s m u n d i n g the text.

The designation which separates two categories fiom each other by its
very existence also connects them. 'The trait comrnon to these dasses is

precisely the identifiable recurrence of a common trait by which one

recognizes, or shouid recognize, a membership in a dass" (Demda 228). That
the distinction between known and recognized genres can be marked,
indicates interconnections between and within these very genre distinctions.

These demarcations, categories labelleci as separate and precise, may well
perpetuate notions of genre blending and boundary blur, whereas texts that
have some daim on bending and confusing the notion of strict gente
adhaence may weii reinscribe genre laws and distinctions.
As soon as genre announces itself, says Demda, "one must respect a

nom," (Derrida 224). To disrespect this ideal norm, to cross over the h e of
demarcation into the generic badlands, accommodates the notion of an ideal
genre containing aii genres. Demda recognizes the paradox that genremixes

reconstruct genre, yet he does not elaborate on a self-generating formai

innovation. Mwng and erasing genre marken involves recognizing and
breaking the history that has established those markers as genre laws. Carla

Hiuryman, writing against the notion of homogeneous or absolute indusion,

attempts to negotiate genre law as an ideology that traps fonn into
confodw. her "text," a Wtud catahgue of

- and so, also, a subversion of -

transgeneric writing, "intenialues" the contradictions of sorting Uirough
what poetry is and what it is not. î h e argument against generic "laws8'(by

either Harryman or Derrida) is not that ail boundaries should be bIurred or
abolished altogether, but that even texts which attempt to exceed these
boundaries paradoxicdy fulCill the laws of their (often multiple) generic
classifications. Making visible the demarcation of a genre does not do away
with borderiines, but it does recognize iiterary genre as constnict.

"Genre," instead of welcorning new wrïting forms which elaborate the
category to which they belong, insists on anachronistic speciaiization. Instead
of antiapating the future, genre categories reflect on prior distinctions. That

contemporary texts need adjectival monikers such as: "biographicai" novel,
"creative" essay, nonf fiction"^ or "prose" poetry, indicates the present

diffidty of quintessential gente. Yet the unstable boundaries of genre often

encourage readers to ding to given or known limits even more shibbomiy.
The implication of writing "prose" poetry (or any other aossboundaried genre) is one of an exhaustion of terminal definition. The law of

genre is the law of the generai which absorbs specifïc members into the
whole, legislates simüarity and comrnonality, and convicts individual texts

which manage to surpass these absorptions as being somehow deviant. The
law is also destination: arrival, rather than departure, suggesting dosure,

Wuch in the way we have n o c i ( i d i i sayr pod Xi Chuan. ?kmare now whai cm be
considerd nonpoetry poems' (talk delivwed).

ending, destiny, and recognition. Fume and unrecognizable developments

or adaptations remain iUegal, unscripteci, unmentionable, and so belong to
the artistic "vice" of textual outlaws.

The prose poem, for me, does not fmte on one way of writing over the
other, but invents a third possibility. 1 M i t e poetry. 1write fiction
(translation: prose). Prose poetry is so obviously poetry, the statement s m s

to need no explanation and no critical defense: p e t s write prose poems,
novelists don't Not to Say that novelists (or short storyists, or essayists)
can't24, but only that the wriüng of a novel extends itself into 0th- arenas

besides the short page-oriented poetics of a prose poem. On the other hand
(in the other eye), the conventional tactics of poetry, such as line breaks,

disappear in the prose poem and are replaced by fictional taaia, such as
narrative. The appeal of the prose poem, to me, is that 1can focus (visuaily
speaking) on Ianguage play and the materiality of the word, while drifting
into "story." Or, 1 can begin a poem with a fictionlike first sentence, then

break off into puns and rhyme and fragmenteci and disjunctive language.

Last year, 1 received a writing contest announcement in the mail. The
contest had two categories, one for a "postcard story," and the other for a
"prose poem."

me fïrst was designated:

"A work of narrative fiction in 500

words or less" (Grain), and the second: "A lyric poem written as prose

paragaph in 500 words or less." 1fînd these confusing, yet revealing,

designations. 1 have no quarrel with the first category (though 1 might if 1

24

Margamt Atwwd. for exampie. tms written a pdecîîy fine cdkction of prtm poeîry. Muder in

UH)û a k She chooaes this f m as a strategy for expichg certain poetic p(oys, tiickp. tadics.

rather than as a rewriting of the mwel genre.

were ever to mite a story ont0 an actuaï postcard), but the second intrigues

me. Intrigues because of its blatant refisal to recognize the history of poets
who have written prose poems not in the lyric tradition. And the contest
description also insists the poem be "written as a prose paragra~h(s1'~
[sic]. It
must at least look iike a paragraph, looks being di important to poetry, and
poets in general*.

By reexamining form, the writer not only acicnowledges the "social
space"

- a term Fredric Jameson uses to historicize "heterogeneous narrative

overtones" (Jameson 179)- surroundhg that particular fom, but s/he seifreflexively reexamines the context of form, thus aeating an inherent
instability in the notion of genre itself. 'The criticai reader," Mary Geihart
says of how one relegates a text into one category or another, "cornes to a text

with some generic and gender expedations aiready in hand" (Gerhart 194).
She argues for an "understanding [of] genre not merely as a means of

classification but as a prinaple of knowing," (Gerhart 7-8). Gerhart is
dissatisfied with genre theory which merely identifies or perpetuates aiready

oppositional indusion/exdusion either/or binaries.

Early in glFTS, an extension of the eight-book-length poem The
Marfymlogy by bpNidiol, the prose poem "Some Nets," proposes a three-part
narrative consisting of altemathg itaiics, small caps, and regular fonts. The
punctuation marks, more Uian invisible markers, participate in the narrative
unf01ding on the page. The oblique marks separate and join the phrases, as do

the parenthetical asterisks. Nidiot makes obvious to the reader diat

punctuation c m interrupt at the same time as it petpetutes a text. This first
section rnakes it impossible not to see the punctuation: the sentences become
stutters made up of fkagmented language, and the fragments become the

sentences that push the narrative on ''6. on" (Nichol unpaginated). The
excessive commotion of language and change in glFTS breaks d o m the idea

of separate genres. '%me Nets" makes visible the invisible: one can "read"
the punctuation, the syntactic directions urging the reader onwards into

language. The problem, with such prose, is to know when to stop:
three days after (3 the lightning hit it / or the beat,
(3 check this, i can play around it, with it, there /
wht's lcft of (*) the barn (*) still smoulders in the
sun / unresolved (3 notes or chords, shouid've
been of wood, O paper, burning / sending cloicds of
smoke across (9the highway / dislocating /
darkness / son / i owuke into (*) / nets / henring
the voices fiom the Fire Hall ru:ross the lake (*) / i
remember this, angry, i thot it was a Party, felt
fooüsh /
(glFTS unpaginated)

How to read such prose that insists on its own unreadability? If one reads the
asterisks out loud, why not the parentheses which contain them? Then why
not the oblique marks? The italics? The commas? The lowercase "i"?

Nichol makes the reader aware of he/r own responsibility in the poem,
shows the transparency of prose. And if one were to "read through" the

punctuation marks, ignoring the dismptions of the syntaclcal markings, the
reader would then be actively and consdously editing the piece as s/he goes,

participating in what Denise Levertov describes as the wriüng process, in
which "[elar and eye, intellect and passion, interreiate" Cevertov 315).

Eluding or erasing generic boundaries is hatdly the point; as soon as
one crosses a Une, one re-marks the solidity of that line, revealing exactly that

which one has just betrayed. But to shift the focus of genre theory away fiom
the line dividing two extremes to the event of aossing or erasing or

underlinhg that line, refocuses and reinvests this theory with the
opportunity of contradiction: "The re-mark of belonging does not belong"
(Demda 230). In other words, marking a genre makes that genre opaque,

whereas r e m x h g upon the genre belongs to a separate category or action
than the one remarked upon. For example, designating a text as prose poetry

implies that it has certain markings, gramma, sentence, punctuation, etc.,
which are recognized as general principles of prose ciassification But the

designation itself does not "take part in die corpus whose denomination it
nonetheless imparts" (Demda 230).

In this case, the text is king considered as a poem influenceci and
changed by prose and narrative stategies, or as a "new" genre (breakhg the
laws of two established 'legai" categories, but upholding the l a w " of genre

that insists on categorization as a method for reading any text), or as a "aoss"
genre, a unique and perfect mix of two aiready established categories that

offers new readings of each while still leaving the original categories intact for

further definitions.
The position of sentences is what matters in prose: hidden in a lyric
lîne, the sentence no longer operates as prose, but as breath articulation.
Nichol's prose pieces

- and their intemuptive capacity in g
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- engage with the book as a whole and, with the other
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pieces, posit a fkagmentary disjunctive poetics. Each sentence repiicates the
generative push of a disjunctive poetic series that anticipates the next

iine/sentence/stanza while at the sarne moment denying dosure. Sentences
in prose generate more sentences. In the context of poetry, as these sentences
have little recouse in dimar or dénouement, they do not know where to

end.

The act of separating is itseif an act of joining. What is important to
remember about sequences of sentences (or poem series, or even television
shows) is that whatever connects the seQuence also divides it. In a poem, this
means the numbers or dots at the top of each stanza not only signal union but

also division: the whole of the poem quais its disparate parts yet its parts

remain disparate. Reading (or writing), one cannot adiieve the whole pictue,

because the view is fragmented. In a poem, the syntax which surrounds and
contextuaüzes a sentence separates it from other poetic devices as weii as
joining them together, in form as weii as disposition.

This suggests a reevaluation of how one reads, of the strategies one
brings to a text in order to make sense of the siwers,

their signifieds, and of

the soda1 space that surrounds isolateci texts. Demda specifies this artifidal

isolation as 8'consistuig of the framing edge, without content, without modal

or generic boundaries" (Derrida 242). For Jameson, the framing edge (for
example, a peasant dance transforming into a minuet) "continues to emit its
ideological signals long after its original content has become historicaiiy
obsoleteO'(Jarneson 186). The paradox Jameson reveals is that generic

categories themselves dissolve into "historical contradictions" or
"sedimented ideologemes" (Jarneson145). Forrn, then, continues to construct

content, without necessary ackiowledgement of the specific historical space
within whidi a particular form developed.

Stones speak to other stories, because narrative cowtructs a dialogue of
continuance. George Bowering, in his coileaion of prose poems that are also
criticai essays, Errata, maintains: "Of c o w e any text is an intertext"

(Bowering 3). Demda suggests intertextuai citation as an "appropria te8'

response to the enforcement of genre law; for example, those laws
surroundhg re-citation imply "ail sorts of contextual conventions,

precautions and protocols in the mode of reiteration, of coded signs such as
quotation marks or other typographical devices'' (Derrida 226). This

suggestion operates on the level of "contamination" (Derrida 226) in that
genres, constantly and unenàingly, contaminate and infect each other's

barriers and extremes.
Maria Damon, in her essay, 'Tell Them about Us," begins with a

framing of her own unease in discussing young, underpriviledged women:

"what does it mean, my tellhg the story of the dark end of the Street of poetic
exile

- in d e r to move into the power bloc of academia?" (4).

Damon has

decideci, in this essay and in her recent book, that it is necessary for her (and
others) to tell "a" tnith, as this is how to "generate discourse about the

nondisco~rsive~
about the un-discourse-able" (5). By repîicating these young
poets8words, and presenting academically-generated discourse around the
writing, Damon is rehising to dismiss the poetry as "raw material" considered

authenticaiiy and soaally "less than" (253) the more lyrically conventional or

avant-garde poetry usuaiiy discussed in critical joumals.

'Tor the girls," mites Damon in the introductory section of this essay
within het book, "any sense of subjectivity must be inextricably bound up

with economic and sexual subjection" (78). Most of the poems she has copied
here express a hopelessness about their proscribed situations. This is a

hopelessness based on la& of economic autonomy and a sense of sexuality
based not on sensual expression but on the social conseqpences (pregnancy,

abortions, etc.) of senial action. Teenyboppers, and other subculhual
"'groups" of girls, are trained early on to look for love and, consequentîy,
idealized versions of marriage. "The smaii, stnichued and highly

manufactureci space that is available for ten to fifteen year old girls to aeate a
personai and autonomous area,'' writes Angela McRobbie, '"seems to be
offered only on the understanding that these strategies &O symbolize a
future general subordination" (221). Girls are dowed fantasies of romance
and advenhire in that these narratives a c h i d y reinforce the ideal of family

life that we need and expea women to desire in order to perpetuate society's
paradigms. Uniike the conventionai representation of white middle-dass

teenage girls, the poetry of these three women seems to construct a much
more bleak self-awareness of their particular situation. Maria Damon's

indusion of such poetry in her book on American vanguard writing ("The
Child Who Writes / The Child Who Died" in the durk end of the sheet:

Mmgins in A m m i a n Vangunrd Poetry), contextualizes these poets' desires
and alîows hem fiteral space on the periodical page for the expression of their
desires.

Damonrsinsistence on designating these poems within a modemist

and postmodernist discourse, her insistence that these poems are not "crude
and naive artifacts of a more 'nahual' Other" (Damon 252) forces a
defensiveness of othemess that, in its attempt to argue the poems out of this

construct, she herself perpetuates within the structure of the argument.

Linda Ncoff argues in ber essay, The Problem of Speaking for Uthers,'' that
'#the pracüce of priviieged persons speaking for or on behalf of l e s priviieged
penons has achially resulted (inmany cases) in inaeasing or reinforcing the

oppression of the group spoken for" (Alcoff "Problem" 7). An example,
perhaps, would be Damon's indusion of the giris' handwriting "in order" she
says "to reaeate as doseiy as possible, for the benefit of the academic reader ..the tramcultural expexience" (Damon 232n) of handwriting that is "startling,

scrawled in balipoint pen" (232). Unlike Damon, 1 react no more and no l e s

viscerally to Charlotte's poetry than to Susan's. Perhaps Damon is speaking
about, rather than speaking for.

What 1 admire most about Damon's artide is that her essay seriously
a ttempts to write critically about a poetic language generated by young

working dass women. In my reading around this subject, although 1 could
find little that has been written about urban poverty and the female teen

experience, there is no discoursive wrïüng at aii that takes up and addresses

poetry not considered to be somehow engaged in high culture (either
academic, traditional lyric, or avant-garde) standards. By contextualizing an

argument about these poems within her discursive book on avant-garde
poetics, Damon is speaking out for a critical language that may address specific
overlooked contexts and ihc8t6-avant-garde poetries.
Given the struggle these girls have to write what they know is

"poetry," what would it mean to tum a poem iwide-out? What does the
reverse of poem mean? How can one write its opposite? Changing a poem's

context critically shapes its reception by a particular audience. Writers who

challenge genre categorization are interested in the project of affecting a texCs
literary reception.

Rachel Blau DuPlessis's Pink Guifar is subtitled, 'Wtiting as Feminist

Practice," and makes the overt effort to be both writing and writing about.
Her "essays" range fkom ferninist aiticism of such male pets as William
Carlos Williams (and how f&t

readeraitics are in hini "tead by" the

modemist agenda) to aiticism which celebrates poets such as Susan Howe's

poetic/prose/aitical project which uses a notion of the "feminuie" position
from which to 'launch an anti-authoritarian struggie" (DuPlessis The Pink
Guitar 135). As weii, DuPlessis offers aeative/critical andysis of her own

feminist agenda for contemporary female poets. Her essays range from poetic
to fictional to something undefined, genres s u ptomised, Nobodies as yet
unnamed,
That these essays can exist and remain, within their cross-genre status,
essays, speaks loudly to my project. Not only do 1 wish my poems to be

critical analyses of Literary binaries and conditions, but 1 want for them

- loud

and dear - to make visible the formative capaaty of imposed structure. Let
me offer, for example, this "prose poem" by bpNicho1:

It is an old man's story. He stores these mernories
up as words, excused by phrases. Different phases
linlced by such coherences as give them meaning.
Never dem. How many years of mornings, asked
this evening, under the street lamp on Admiral
Road? No one to hear as 1 did, not voice it loudly,
except to you: in your deafness, in your proud
listening. (Martyrology 3, paragraph formation
mine)-26

This is not, of course, Nichoi's poem. His cornes îineated and without the

capitals. But my proud listening hears prose in the most dedicated of line
breaks, just as 1 seem to be able to read lineated verse into obviow
rectangular-prose poems.
Here, in an opposite way, is a simiiar example from Karen Mac
Cormack:

To make sensual what is public
freed from socks
the aeaking of the floor
every sort of
punctual
on the moming those
looking both ways
for Sunday observe our own mark of rehearsal
four apart
weU known
the runnîng is not a place of post
to which replies. (20, line breaks mineP

This sentence operates as a fidl paragraph on the page, yet holds iwide its
structure a rebuttal of how spoken gramxnar behaves: the trying does not

halt, but continues on. These poems, lilce the genres they write around and
within, refuse to accept captivity within the permanent structure of either

sentence or line, but break out into breaths and wotds and images captured
between interirn climaxes. Obviously, changing the look of a poem changes
the way eyes read them. But 1offer these "translations" not simply as

exeràses to demonstrate how a poem can be rewritten through form alone,
but to present my own process of reading disparate writing.

Endosing ail these diverse forms within the same 8 k o Vsuggests the

impermanence of fixed formal structure locked ont0 an individual page. The
Martyrohgy is a series of books excessively avoiding dosure. Within
Nichoi's prose, there is the suggestion that the sentence occupies an equal
position of compositional unit; the sentence, as syntactical dimax, becomes
the aesthetic moment. As in chess, the invisible rules of grammas are made

visible by the motion of a piece; the process of writing displays the
consequences.

In The Book of Hom, Nichol, at the same tirne as he mites grief,
indudes a meta-commentary on writing thrmcgh that grief. This year, it is
this word "through" 1 am leaming. How do you get to the other end when
-

To make sensual what is public
freed from socks the creaking of the
floor every sort of punctual on the
moming those looking boai ways for
Sunday observe our own mark of
rehearsal four apart well known the
running is not a place of post to
which replies.

- -

. -

you don't believe in ends? In "Hour 14" he writes: "not so mu& a
continuity but a passage" (Mmtyrolugy Bwk 6). Rereading that poem, 1 recall

my father's death two years ago, and the "passage" most people invoked to
attempt cornfort. The passage is the link, but passage is also the word that

indicates this is not continuation. My father's love for linguistics taught me

this. Regardles of the hour signalied. words carry on. The h o u is marked by

an exactitude that disdoses emotions. Too many exiB...

OUT OF CONTEXT

hockey in south alrica

that was the day 1watched you play tennis
your skin bright and alive and 1 don't mind so
much that this is the Glencoe Club and can't
everyone just tell 1don? belong?

you Say except for the tennis you don? have
aaything to do with this place. your ami swings
wide and wonderful through air. through the
nothing that separates you from your opponent.
the South Afiican who doesn't mind losing to a
woman. who stands in your kitchen, after,
arguing what temperature red wine and how long
should i t bteathe

up-&-across up-&-across your arms cut dough,
because this mal is real pasta and perfect skin and
the long &y's breath into
you get him to taîk about the releasing of Mandela
and how until he came to Canada he'd never seen

the man's face. that he resents not king able to
read the news in his own country and isn't that
temble. do you remember that he was blond and
married? do you remember that he was a fkiend
of your brother's and yout brother wasn't
around?
you don't stop there. who are we to talk? you
Say. the Canadian government refusing to
negotiate land claims with Natives. you lean
forward when you ask this and 1 imagine you
bmshing your fingertips against his skin, but you
doo't

because 1 am breathing red wine. inhaling the
dark flavour of 68 degrees F.

iii

the hair on his knuckles is blond. you get him to

.

Say how his wife works in a group home for kids
who have nowhere else to go, and one of the kids
is coloured. you get hirn to Say how this is a step
in the right direction. you get him to ask for
more wine just as my glass is empty and I'm
thinking there are two ways 1could go but then he
does so 1just keep going
I'rn thinking 1don? like him, I'm tbinking 1 don't
like this white man from South Afiica (and where
the hell is your brother?) and he returns and fills
up my glass one more time and you Say, what do
you think of al1 this? what do you have to add?
and your words mean me

you r e d y do want me to Say the inside of m y

head

don't you know that red wine gives me migraines?
1say. 1shouldn't be dn&g this SMat dl. my
words already slurred, defomed. do you
remember your brother's in the next room
watching the play-offs? your brother has thick
shoulders and thick arms
1 slosh more wine into my brain and you Say 1
guess hockey's not exactîy your thing. 1 should
have said that for you. you get him to say that he
doesn't play himself, but it's becoming quite
popular over there. he anci bis fiiends make a

point of drinking at bars that have satellite dishes.
collect cal1 fiom the NHL. so they can watch the
Oilers cream the Jets. or better, cheer on
Gretzky. especialty now that he plays for LA and
h o w s what it means to sweat

think about ouf prime minister mistaking hockey
for Canada's nationai sport. think about the stats
that Say wife beatiags increase during play-offs.
think about men who prefer hockey to basketball

but. the euphoria of the pst-migraine

more wine, more delicious pain-inducing wine,
too late now. because 1 invite numbness, and
W'WaY
your brother walks in and we're taiking hockey
now. the back of my neck slow and heavy. pretty
soon the lights will expand and thicken, iike white
gravy. no more wine and besides

my body craves pure oxygen
your brother's voice wavy. my stomach keeps
swallowing. 1believe in ice. you get him to Say

the blood crawls from my fingemps up my arms
and wben 1 open my eyes the right side of the
room has expanded twice the size of the left.
your brother says discipline. penalties
and you, managing to not see that it's my hand
naching for his skin, instead of yours

-ily ever after

you never become the you in this poem. break
records over any guy's head and 1'11 hear the
distance

you never wander into my sleep. you remain
tilted lips and an en- evening of talking female
beauty. you give me a story then take it back
again. you suew words onto my pillow
you never leam chess. you never voice the silent

you or one hug fiom behind. and never disappear
penetration. don't promise empty. you never let
"let" emerge as the word to follow. mie love:
the name, the one, the follow into

1 used to own a 50s hat 1 wore with the gecko
pants you bought me

rhymes with yourself
1 go back in time and phone you up before you
h o w me. List stats that only fkiends could quote.
I'm creating that future which aiready exits,
minus the chessplaying boyfiiends. 1 calï you up
and dictate a meeting
a story

iii

you ask me what your rnidde name is
you ask me to transport Lion's Gate Bridge to

Edmonton
you never ask me

you put books aside only pages from the end
you want to read every word 1 want to give you
you stuây curing and enter a language of tissue
and disease
you replace sleep with dcohol and massage

you dlow the crying

and if your eyes offend diee, pluck them out

Roman poets valued sight and vision, swore on the
sight of their cbildren, kir elders, their beloved.
they didn't predict the future perspective of
magni@ng glass
1 tell you 1 will never again love any he more than
my eyes

you buy a record with your narne on it then

become a star (the promised singing sensation) 20
years after the later. you wait for the light to
turn yellow. you label your clothes with purple
lipstick and red f ~ e you
. answer every one of my
pregnant sister's doctor questions. you give up
you never give up

we twin ourselves

you begin with the idea of he and pattern yourself
away fiom. yow strategy is to castle on the
queen side. you move into:
the existings of future. you substitue openings

for plot. when he leaves and doesn't corne back
you refuse CO-,
embrace the blarning

embrace the story

you catch my voice in a bar late at night but never
permit me to capture yours. you endure me
seeing your voice in the dark. in your car. over
the see-through telephone

another he enters the view. the sound-print of
fiashforward. we no longer believe in that
definition

so 1 offer beginaings vii: a aew name for the
translation of longing. your name has the double
Ietter 1count on
you stop. you add an "s" to '%e" and name it your
body. you hear me whisper this story and don't

disappear the volume
you never stop

liquid diet

the drive into Vancouver can be swim,iight, open

into awayness. from the present difficulty of
grammar. I singulared swims into:

me,patterning myself one hour sooner
ocean waves and waves 1 crïsscross Engiish bay,
search for the souvlaki place that won't
materialize
then meet you for lunch, downtown, under the
giant d e r , under the humungous pencil. 1 tell
you the story of a woman fishing the sand at
English bay, don't tell you she wore a transparent
iguana on her shoulder

every stupid memory begins in bed. one how
before the now. you offet me what hasn't
happened. you corne to the here and pull me out
of myself. out of the was. you believe in making
endings. you beiieve there's room for
your socks on the flmr that fust night a youness
in August it raias and rains the promise of prairie
flood. you slip out, leave me to forget about
forgettings. you, out in 'couver where there is a
shortage of rain. 1 bracket a name there inside
that motel. wait for the outpouring of

hunger pangs:
for two months 1 subsisted on liquids. because
eating meaat k i n g alive. meant getting on with
the ending. except for the certainty of click, he
didn't give me ending. one swdlow at a time.
fniit water. vegetable water. can't swallow more
than one swailow. the inability of my body to
follow orders

iii

the phone rings and your voice pulis me into one

hout earliet in B.C.
my sister won't let them induce her labour. not
even after hours and hours of nothing going on
except pain. my sister sews me an %nt" sbiR.
pinks and greens and blues - and one purple
anteater dong the sleeve. to keep me in line. so I
let you into the here and you lick the backs of my

knees
you, an hour ago and ten minutes fkom the ocean.

my sister's doctor burst ber water. manually. the
one time 1 figured out 1 could be having a
migraine and no headache. a body still in the
midst of shutdown. every nerve-ending
overpulsed
1 write a letter (one hou earîier) to Vancouver.
begin when my sister begins her labour. so 1'11
k w w when to stop

platypus love

they began in a bar. the two men stroking words
as if they were body parts

not my body

which had flung itself into a chair at the end of
the table. 1 couldn't touch their fingers, their
words. couldn't decipher a simple sentence. the
table sliced the room. the bar brimmed with
music videos and beer commercial couples. they
began with a verbal agreement that left me out but
also entangied me. 1saw the mode1 of love across
the room and reached out

the two men voiced their theology of the triangle.
a phonetics of contact 1can't refuse

so 1 turned away. blanked out the expectations,
the geornetricai possibilities, of the three. faced
the single man sitting next to me. began a couple
dialogue. invested in the power of two.
arithmetic so much simpler Uuui geometry

platypus love ii

he had beautiful bands, that man, and he let me
stroke the creases between his fïngers and charm
his still-soft emerging calluses. tingle, he said,
you maLe me tingle. as his word brushed against
my scalp my ears inbaled it
he was an equation 1could rely on

but two is such an easy circle to disrupt. and
those two men, whose words 1 couldn't grab
artîculated this trinity

whereas the hand 1massaged belonged to only one
person
1 clasped my palms together, trapping that third

hand between my two

platypus love iii

they leave me out these two men. two of them

and only one of me

convention suggests the menage à trois is in my
favour, but 1guess at conspiracy
two penises promise more than one, they tell me,
but they tell me so many lies. when 1 reach my
palm towards one forehead 1 stretch to touch the
other. otherwise, they tell me, our machine won't

function
but we've made this up in so many directions
nothing can break it, we can ody end it

phtypus love iv

or disappear. one of us could disappear, and the
rernaining two would continue. we've made this
up so tight even the infraction of one angle
wouldn't detract fiom this trilogy's energy
you tell me 1 am in the centre. but ibis constructs
a linearity we have vowed to distort the= is only

a bent and cranky contortion of the original line,
at rest between thtee corners
so. we rnay each be seduced by the other, but my

desire is ubiquitous. look:
1 mach my bands toward your temple, toward
your temple

platypus love v

they explain we are a bridge holding hands above
water. they discuss the implications of letting go

men Like to believe in drowning as a solution to
love
but it is winter outside, and the river chokes on
ice floes that crowd the jagged banks, chokes on
extinction. how can they not understand that even
enfolded in this white of pillows and blankets the
season changes everything? they leave me out,
these two men with their private games and
contests. they expect me to choose

1 prefer to disregard the hierarchy of the apex. a
triangle can be a wheel also. one that nirns
devotion inside-out. devotion and exclusion and
and and and and and

platypus love vi

the word femur vibrates my tongue. I lick your
leg to taste the mwmur that grows within bone.
I'm in love with your body mapped around the
sound of murmur. my tongue embodies your skin
your neck your eyelids
stand at one point o f the triangle and see two
knees. a version of double

platypus love v i i

one of you privileges t&e mind. one privileges the
body. why name you? I am the eager lover of
both
the one who worships the body is ahady a saint,
a lovet beatific with specific longing
the lover of the mind neglects such concerns,
reaches instead for reflecting lovers to fulfill the
equation one plus one equals

inseyed

tonight, the migraine 1 am witnessing is about
light

a line inside goodbye naches back
to the impossible suggestion of
caesura

across and down (haif again)

but then, I could ride the wave over your
shoulder over
or, I could leave weU-enough alone,
but

because the visioning of nor yet for me is just
min. the doubling tums over a wet elbow, a face.
turn over left over face over. the eye in othered

you paint and you paint and you paint until the
canvas displays only background. not the tear
stain wash, not the drip drip of uh sircle within uh
sitcle withan X unside.

centre eye
Indian teepees and Roman shield design. who
owns italics? maices me think trapped, w spiral.
the British empire shrank down to its own size.
how will modem colonials dilute themselves?

the blue not just the bright of the canvas. chalk
draws lines over roplex controlled pastels.
surface smudges, settled there in your glasses

i. slip of the tongue

involves verbal typos.
involves the body, rnidflight to the ground. he
says a word and you watch it stumble across rope
before you hear it. rnistakes we don't recognize
as action
that "you" is a typowalker. the page a net not for safety but for risk.
the ody thing scarier than trying to Say what you
mean is succeeding. as you do. tripping on
commas and exclamation marks, you teach me
how not to whisper into the phone. teach him
how your lips promise home and surplus. teach
us al1 to cross borders with our eyes closed, and
our lips parted

a star is not the only kind of body
that points away fiom itself

a you that has no flaws.
except those so enormous, so pure, you slip them
inside royal mondays and disguise them as
translations, ice repeating the tempo of ocean
the sign of innnity is two zeroes
nothing, really heid together with a kiss

-

ii. slips of the tongue

you write your way

through &YS, we skip grey Stones - nouns across nvers that twist and nrni and change their
mincis too often [no. never too often]. as you
breathe in water it becoms impossible to believe
in dust or old age. but you do. you believe in
fractures [no.
fractions] and accidents.
inspiration that cm grow fiom a typo
excess defines

playsure
foliicles and the inside of elbows & bellies
not iimits or deadlines or the p e n d
at the end of the line

the you emerges fiom
the shock of the page, seemingly coherent and
whole, excited by sargasso and Venetian passion
and the wizard of. your hair recalls the moon and
your desire - as long as a novel - reaches al1
conclusions

caramel in the dark

she is never in one place for as long as you can
look at her. her hair tastes brittle against my
teeth, glows neon caramel in the dark. when we
meet she purs symp onto my tongue, challenges
a swalîow. she asks for and I give ber the history
of my breasts, one always smaller than the other.
she offers me the inside of a human-shaped
sleeping bag in r e m . she hates the word lezzie,
but 1 echo it back to her lezzie-lezzie-lezzieleuie-leuie a train without destination

in Junior High, ''leaie" was the only insult a girl
couldn't sidestep. 1 teach her the 2-step 15 years
later, and that becoms out teenage punchline.
she cycles the highway and my window catches
ber for three inches between my bookcase and my
neighbout's building. I lick the perimetre of the
city, scribble in laughter as underlinhg

sbe steps across frozen puddles in autumn, when
the danger of a crack is purely emotional. she has
rnemonzed the fïst sentence of every book she
ever read. and her words, when she wants them
to, sucMe rny knees my d e s my elbows. then
retreat until I w longer recognize them

a drop of great heights

1 loved a boy. once, whose lips were designed by

his last lover. who'd kissed him and kissed him
till his mouth was al1 anticipation and his longing
memory. when we met 1 was ncoverhg fkom a
drop of great heights, fiom a love that I'd slipped
on, that 1cailed falling

really, 1 was thrown

that boy crawled inside my damaged arms but
wouldn't stay long enough to heal his mind. or
his expectations. I lost both, of course, for the
mind is a pdtry substitute once the hem has been
stimulated
some prefer the loneliness of sanity

he disappeared through the gaps between my
fimgers, wanders lost and upside-down in a world
that doesn't recognize hunger as emotion. his
want included his chest hairs, his knee-caps, his
achilles heel, but it was his lips that continued to
refuse water, holy or otherwise
having lost the ability to swallow, that boy
travelled to the arctic, unhinged his tongue from
the back of his throat. left it to freeze. there it
iingers, immobile, awaiting thaw

iii

and my own body parts?

I have dismsntled and sewn them back togethet so
often I am al1 seams. my body a spidenueb scar.
a reminder
oh, but aot of him. too many lovers have worn
through these limbs for any single memory. to
impress my skin with more than a trace of
indelible ink. no, the scars remind me 1 once
could be hurt. 1 once was whole enough to be
broken
the scars remind me 1 used to misplace the ground

beneath my feet. and 1 lament my forgotten talent
for steppiag blind - into open air

-
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5. Tnnslating the Process: Target Poetrp as Conspiruaus and Prresumed

Where the cydops' eye is a site of damage, so are Odysseus's ears as he
refuses them the relief of wax, forcing them to travel naked through the
piercing son@ of the irresistible sitew. Between the two oppositions that are

Polyphemus and Odysseus, sight and sound misrecognize each other.
Odysseus is a man not used to heecüng the wamings of the gods.

Although he has been w m e d against the temptation of their song, Odysseus

cannot resist experiencing the siren voices. He orders his men to tie him to
his ship's masts, so Uiat he might translate the siren songs from fatal

hesistible music into tamed ferninine melody. Everyone knows sirens caü

men to their death. If a sailor reveals his name, the sirens will c d him and
cal1 him, so sweetly, he'U hurl himseif overboard in the attempt to reach the

promised taste of their voices. He'li then drown in their expectant arrns.

Odysseus wishes to steai the murderous intentions of their words, without
the dangerous urge to succumb, to throw himseif overboard into their
waiting m. AU the sailors stop their ears with wax and go about their work

unperhubed by the unteienüng song. Odysseus, however, dnven mad by the
call he cannot answer, tries to daw his way through the ropes that hold him

fast, scrapes his nails across bare chest.
Robert Frost sap. "Poetry is what gets lost in the translation'' (cited in

Honig 154). Odysseus wants nothing more than to hear the siren songs in

pure form. Though he risks his life and his sanity, only the sound of the
original wiii satisfy him. But once the sirens begin, Wysseus is trapped as

container for their song, and driven mad by his inability to understand or

inteqxet th& words. Odysseus traps hirnseif in an enciless loop of Classical

Greek dl-waiting: his men are deaf to his mes as weii as the sweet seduction
drendiing his hair and skin and eadobes. The more he Esters, the more

irresistible the sirens' demand from him for an answering sacrifice. He has
failed as translater. In the attempt to tender the original "text" unadulterated

by thick wax, Odysseus assumes he will not be affected by the text, assumes he
will become invisible, lost in the passage of voice to ear.
Let me teil a story.
In kindergarten, 1 took part in a group activity called "the telephone

game." ï h e only tools necessary for this are several other people, and the
ability to whisper. We sat in a cirde and one girl whispered a sentence into
the ear to her right (the direction we chose was always counterdockwise).

That listener would whisper exaftly (mors and dl) what she heard into the
ear

on her right and so on util the final person in the cirde (sitting

immediately to the left of the original speaker), spoke her sentence out loud.

The original sentence had always altered by the end of the line, which was the
point of the game. in fact, we'd often whisper the words as quiddy and
garbled as possible so that an acoustic transference couid triumph over more

purely semantic ones. Sentences that resembled the original enough to be
recognizable were considerd a disappointment, almost a failure. The
temptation to "cheat" was ovenvhelming. We delighted in this game, trying
not to hear the intact original sentence. At the tirne, 1 had no idea 1 was

engaging in the translative process, nor that 1 was promoting an idea of poetry
b a t encouraged disjunctive syntax over

meaning. We were children playing

with words and breathing them, somehow askew, into the k

t telephone

body. The nnal spoken sentence was not intended to be a pristine

reproduction of the original. Our satisfaction, our pleaaw, came from the
distorted speech at the end of the iine. This game was an activity of

communication involving a multi-transmitted message, a complicated route,
and only one reply. The game celebraies mistakes and mors, rejects darity

and linguistic m h i a y . If only Odysseus had alîowed himself the pleasure of
such sumender. Where the cydops' eye is a site of damage, so are Odysseus's
ears as he refuses them the relief of wax, forcing them to travel naked

through the piercing songs of the irresistible sirens.

In their research book, Rntional Geomuncy, Steve McCaffery and
bpNichol offer a "Report" on translation. They present "possibilities,"
"probes," and "altemate directives8' (Msaffery 6r Nichol27) to what they
view as the traditional idea of translation, whkh '8involves a shift in notation
to

present a common meaning to a linguistidy different audience. To base

translation on notational shift supposes that the method of codifying reaiity
does not affect out perception of it" (27). This defines translation as an
"infotmational service" (32)only. In contrast, Nichol and McCaffery develop

a notion of translation which indudes the homolinguistic. By this tem. they
indude the writing activity that not oniy heterolinguisticaily traverses

languages, but b also a "trammittance and reception within the same
language" (27-28). This homolinguistic translation provides a means for
translators to interpret poetry purely, predorninantly, pleasurably at the level
of sound, or shape, rather than meaning. Traditional translation, Nichol and

McCaffery insist, "works best where the sole demand is that the transktor
provide a dear and exact transcription of the ideas in the original work and
where the two vocabularies have developed identical symbolic distinction^^^

(28). Interestingly, William Marsh prefers the term "transcription" to

"homolinguistic translation" because of the musical resonance this term
brings with it ('#anarrangement for a different instrument") and because,
within the notion of phonetic translation, the original is transcribed into the

"phonetic alphabet" Marsh email posting) of English (or any other language):

the notion of sound takes precedence over that of message. These writers are
not so much concemed with the process of shifting meaning from Source

language to Target language, as they are with exarnining and revealing that

process itself. Poets who engage in the homolinguistic translative activity
wish to acknowledge and display the role of the trawlator, rather than hide or
conceal that role.
1 am interested, here, in Nichol's and McCaffery's notion of how

linguistic difference can be a point of departure and of rearrival(41). 'Totai
information," then, '5s the translative process itself giving centrality to both

translator and original text with the primaty aeative act of both original
writer and translator asserted" (43). By transforming target language into

source language, the continuum of semantic substitution is intempted,

bringing the act of translation into the foreground.
Pamela Banting, in her book of criticism on contemporary poetics,
BODY INC., explores how notions of translation poetics infom the poetry of

Fred Wah, Robert Ktoetsch, and Daphne Marlatt. This book takes on

translation Uieory as a signifying practice, as a poetia which generates writing
as weli as interprets already existing writing. She addresses the fact that

translation back and forth marks a place, a conjunction, where community
can begin (Banting 110). Unlike traditional views of translation which iimit

its operation to the invisible and transparent act of linguistic transference,

Banting's trope of translation encourages the reader to witness the hand of
the hanslator, and recognize translation as aeative and perfonnative. By

suggesting that neither body nor text be situateci as the "original" the other
either represents or translates, she seems to offer a method of reading and

wriüng that is generated out of the relationship b-em

reading and writing,

body and text. Withui UUs inbefuteen, translation may occur between
reading and writing, writing and speech, theory and rhetoric, any passage
from one sign system to another, Banting defines as trans1ation.
1 am interesteci in Banting's argument for a translation poetics, yet am

disappointed to note that she merely shifts the definition of translation from
a process that takes place between two different languages, to one that takes
place between two diffetent si-g

practices. 8'Translationis a poetia"

(228), Banting prodaims, again and again Uuoughout her book. This presents

interesthg possibüities that extend beyond the concept of translation as

merely metaphor. But by offering translation thus for her literary analysis,

Banting perpetuates the standard view of translation, still, as a theory or
method that upholds equivalence. Catriona Strang, in a talk given for the
Kootenay School of Writing in Vancouver, says that translation "pretends to

transport meaning and contexts between languages" (Strang 1Love" 1,
emphasis min88). This notion of translation invariably fails. Arguig
againsts notions of equivalence which 'level ciifferences and wipe out
partidar contexts," Strang critiques the constnict of translation as "an

assumed metalanguage8' (Strang 1Love" 1).

She sees Uiis constntct as a

"fraudulent" attempt to bridge languages and reconstruct a supposedly
unified original condition. As an alternative, Strang prefers a homohguisitc

transliteration which carries over the sense of the original laquage in the act
of further text generation.

The act of text generation was, for Jack Spicer, crucial to his own
poetics. Tired of writing single unconnected poems - what he called "one

-

night stands8' (Spicer 61) Spicer focusses instead on the "seriai" poem, a
form which continues despite the dosure of each successive poem. This cyde
of dosure and continuation becornes one of sequence or repetition within a

recurring form. "Two inconsequential things can combine together to
become a consequence. This is true of poems too. A poem is never to be
judged by itself alone. A poem is never by itseif alone" (Spicer 61). Aithough
poets may confine the poem to a single page, the fact of the poerns king

published together inside one book announces to the reader a relationship

between individual poems and sequences. This relationship generates
hansgeneric strategies. In his "After Lorca" poems, Spicer mixes modes of

discourse from introduction (by the dead Federico Garcia Lorca himselO to
verse poems to plays to letters. The "narrative"

- which moves in disjointed

-

and disjunctive serial jumps and starts adopts translation as a generative
mode of writing in which to produce more poetiy. Spicer, translating Lorca
without bothering to be "faithfui" to the Spanish, is not interested in re-

presenting the original poem but, instead, presents his "translations" as

fragments of a one-sided conversation. His translations of Lorca's poems
generate, also, prose commentaries about these translations and about the
nature of contemporary poetry. These prose narratives then generate more

translations. Spicer's "dosure" of this series is a letter of "goodbye"to his
"ghost." Having begun with a letter Jrom this ghost, this ending is an ironie

one.
Spicer's poems are directed, often, towards Ken& or other poets in an

intertextuai dialogue that gesnires to a text outside the immediate reference of
the reader. They operate, then, as extreme intertexhiality, excessive

transgenericity. His poems act as intemptions that oc=

within personal

discourse, and not as response to, or explanation for, a source text:

Dear Lorca,
When 1 translate one of your poems and 1
corne across words 1 do not undentand, 1 always
guess at th& meanings. 1 am inevitably right. A
reaUy perfect poem (no one yet has written one)
could be perfectly translated by a person who did
not know one word of the language it was written
in. A r e d y perfect poem has an innniteiy small
vocabulary. (Spicer 25)

Jacques Derrida, in his essay, T h e Law of Genre," explains that the law
of genre is the law of the general whidi absorbs specinc mernbers into its
"whole," legislates simiiarity and commonality, and convicts individual texts
which manage to surpass these absorptions as deviant. The statement, This
is not a poem," identifies not only a text that cannot be induded in the genre

"poetry," but presenres a pnor-to-thetext ideal of genre distinction.
Spicer's "hanslations8'call into question notions of genre because they
refuse the "puriif' of genre law, which Derrida announces at the beginning of

his essay: "Genres are not to be mixeà" (Demda 223). By mixing and
blending, not only aaoss formal structures but also aaoss languages, these

serial poems a d "the law of participation" (Derrida 2281, a law that

restricts activity to memben only. By encroaching upon or ovemuining
identifiable boundaries, '80utlaw"f o m of poetry rewrite those very
boundaries. As Todorov notes, "transgression, in order to exist as such,
requires a law that will, of coune, be iransgressed" Cfodorov 160). And once

transgressed, although it does not dissolve, the law changes. Membership, no
matter how exclusive, suggests the possibiiity of indusivity.

In a short essay in Raddle Mmn, Eric Seiland comments: 'Translation
can be a rdationship between two languages in which the original inhabits
the translation and the translator finds the target language already conceded
in the original" (Selland 145). What appeals to me in Selland's darification is

the recognized agency of the translator. No longer hidden or invisible in a

process that until recently considered overt translations to be "impolite," the
role of the translator is both astonishing and disdosed. Catriona Strang, in

her poehy book Lau Fancy, has trawlated the words, meaning, visual

representation and soaal history of the text of the Cannina Burana.
According to her jacket blurb, the writers of these verses were "haveilers,

masterless derks who studied, drank, wrote, prayed, saewed, garnbied, and
begged their way around the 13th century Western Europe!'

About such a

historically specific context she says, in her talk 'There is no way 1 can
translate this, no way to literally carry over what makes a bawdy Latin love
lyric subversive or finds the political in a vemadar gambling Song written

in the form of a prayer." It is not the desire for a pure original she attempts to

translate for her reader but, rather, "an engagement of specific beginnings"
(Strang "ï Love" 3). In Lm Fancy, the reader is not offered the original
("authoritative") Latin songs, and so this "fiai" version becomes the primary

text: "Butnot susmant / Trip us is carmine" (Strang Lap 11).

One can

detect a hint of Laün in these words, but cannot tease out original meaning-

According to McCaffery and Nichol, 'Translations that attempt to
remove the problern of the translater's function at source by simply ignoring
it, eiiminate the necessary presence of the hanslator as a consdous

formulating force in the act" (29). Such translations also eliminate the
infiuence, whether adaiowleged or not, of the translatofs own context and

assumptions about the poetry. In his poetry collection, Some Recent
Snmfhkes (and Othn Things), Di& Higgins indudes a section he calls
'Telephone Translations." Based on the garne 1desaibed earlier, Higgins
translates single Lines kom a selection of poets writing in various languages
and centuries. His fust line - a linguistic translation - translates aat a
homophonie level in that the translation operates from the level of sound to

sound, rather than from meaning to meaning. One example, from Sixteenthcentury philosopher, Giordano Bnmo, *'En veiut in saaae speàem te

extollere mentis-" becomes: "Envdopes are a saaed species, he tries to teil
the mantis" (Higgins 82). From thme, HiggYis moves to futher

homolinguistic translations, again sound to sound, but these ensuing lines
(usually six or seven) he translates from English to Engiish: "And meilow as
a rakish priest he prays

they'lî document his." And Uiat line transforms into:

"He must Ifs a maukish point. He craves they'll brew some," (Higgins 82).

Pubiished in 1977,Higgiw's project antiapates by four years a dual
poetic translation project by Doug Barbour and Stephen Scobie. In their
Afterword to The Pirates of Pen's Chance, Barboour and Scobie admit their
b

indebtedness to McCaffery and Nichol, whose concepts and method of

homolinguistic translation they have "fkeely adopted and adapted (143).

Tmslatuig "metonymicaiiy," "aaosticaUy," and "structurally," Barbour and
Scobie homolinguisitically translate such source texts as Shakespeare,
William Carlos Williams, Bliss Carmen, and the Edmonton Journal sports

report. As an example of a metonymic translation, Scobie poetically
interprets the final paragraph of Leonard Cohen's Bauti@l Losns:
Poor men,poor men, such as we, they've gone and fled. 1 will
plead from electrical tower. I will plead fkom m e t of plane. He
will uncover His face. He will not leave me aione. 1 wiU spread
His name in Parliament. I will welcome His silence in pain. 1
have corne through the fne of family and love. I smoke with
my darling, 1 sleep with my fiiend. We t a k of the poor men,
broken and fled. Alone with my radio 1 Mt up my hands.
Welcome to you who read me today. Welcome to you, darling
and friend, who miss me forever in your trip to the end. (307)
into this poem:

Him No. 2

H e tells us how much money some people have.
He repeats himself.
He makes a cornparison.
He reports a motion, and then an motion.

H e says he wiii ask for something
from various strange locations.
Someone else wilî apparentiy shave
and not go away.
H e says he wiil mention this person's name
in a politicai context.
He says that though it hurts him
he doesn't mind not being talked to.

He says he was nearly bumed
in domestic situations.
He confesses to intimate inhalations

and spending nights in Company.
Along with someone ebe he tallrs again
of those he mentioned to begin with.
He says he surrenders to the media.
Finaiiy, he welcomes the reader, that is you.
He says you are dep0si.g
something
very predous to him.
He addresses you with endearments.
He says you wiii notice his absence
with regret for a very long time.

H e says it is the end now
and
it is. (inBarbour 51)

Scobie's poem acts not only as a humorous comment on Cohen's original
text, but also as a translation of this source text into an anaysis of its semantic

content. Strangely, he does not translate the f o m , as can be seen by his
random insertion of line breaks. Translaüng at times from word to word or

letter to letter, Barbour and Scobie move through various canonical and
contemporary texts, never embracing meaning, but never whoily rejecting it

Both this project and Higgiw's inform one that fellow writer and

coileague, Susan Holbrook, and 1 have undertaken. Rather than choosing

already existing texts, we attempt, instead, to translate each other's poetry.
Engiish to English, the source becornes the target, the target the source. By

writing these pieces, we show the process of translating another's words to be

a genetative act.
Our project came out of an investigation of how, in our own poetry, we

attempt to exp10te notions of female desire. Both interested in disjunctive
forms of narrative, we were intrigueci to discover not only how each other's

poetry would inauence our own, but also how it would ailow a changed
route towards our own inevitable obsessions. Susan Knutson, speaking of
her translation of Lola Lemire Tostevin in Tessera admits that her

"misreaduigs" are not completely accidentai, saying 1tend to err in the
direction of meanings I desire" (16). For Oclysseus, such ovewhelming desire
is an admission to fear. That same desùe, our desire, is one that Susan

Holbrook and I both aid and abet.

The series, "in translation" (1701,opens for us the process of writing

ourselves through that fraudulent attempt to write the other. Susan
Holbrook writes a homolinguistic translation of a poem 1 write specificaiiy for
her and this project The third poem in the series is my ttanslation of her

translation. We attempt, here, to remain "faithful" to the inspiration of each

subsequent original text. Beginning a poem with an entire poem already
written on the page, seems, at first, impossible to me. Our translations, then,
become an expression of such impossibility: "a healthy clitoris la& la&"
(171) becomes, "lidc thy licorice heels" (172) because Susan's multidirectional

seeing and h e a ~ of
g my first h e . This series is a transgressive poetics of
inexact rnimesis.

Language has always ken part of bodies, perhaps because the body is
what one experiences fnst in a friendship, whether visually or oraUy or

simply imprinted and hinted at on the page. Sometimes Susan and 1

disagree, through words, and someümes we play wïth words. And
sometimes words play with us, speak us, translate us. Translation is a logic of

communicating, for how can we make words without antiapating response?
Yet the words betray out meaning, which lags behind the visual / phonetic /

frenetic / ludic / erotic possibïîities words open to us. A betrayal that invites

intimate and transgressive poetics. Such "translations," rather than
constricting the lives we wish to i m p ~ on
t the page, invite further

conversations, words, dialogues, poems.
Translating source-language to source-laquage, for Susan and me, has
meant expressing the impossibiiity of exact representation. We celebrate this

impossibility. We slip and lose ground when one text is asked to speak for
another. Our process is out product - a process that discovers words hidden

inside others, or dongside, or underside. Echoing each other's words,
however, we discover our own bodies, and our own bodies of language.

"homoeopathic translations" (170) and "translogue" (177) target the words we

want to speak,focus on the language we need, to express desire / death / grief
/ sympathy / health / sexuality. An excessively eventful year that has
translated into 1995. We dioose "homoeopathic"because that word speaks a

poetic history of homolinguistic translations, and desire written through the

body. Our bodies. Appropriately, these poems are not only reaciings of the
compiicated and rnoving events of our past year
transforrn and invent us.

- they translate us,

IN TRANSLATION

[trans1ations by Markotie
italics by Holbrook]

homoeopathic translations
a healthy clitoris lacks lack

reaches

the matment, Kroetsch announces, is to stop wnting
love poetry:
language that isn't possible anpore. only longing
fiom the inside out:
desire as confession. the body
so much more now than what it hides
and less than what cloaks it
to glance an iaside knuclde aaoss frosted skin

creates a path of intrusion. or one of foreplay
not yet traveIîed. 1wanted to live inside
your eyes, once, but didn't understand
how brown green blue reflect heavea without
the body's joumey

then we &ove there for hom. a gesture of slim fingers imaged
on our breasts:
s o m obsessions can only be shared
more tban a mouthfi11hinted that day. you unravelled
threads of tongue against roiled up whdows

my paims waader the landscapes of cure my mind's made up
but:
if there are no borders hem why nui away fkom the fiight
of desire? bones recognize bones
interpret

change the longevity of this word by how you breathe it
the interval your eyelips invent
begin:
looking both ways

lick thy licurice k l s

aches

the symptont, who told you, the best poem corne
from a planned love
gauge w h t isn 'tphsible: one Stone.
for the outside.
desirous confusion. no body
smooclres more mouthing watertight
handless hond hot clit souk
glcice, a frosted cake, a hot-crossed medicine
therapeutic in jhion. h m many 0's in O
rav. you're wise, dunce, but d a n 't understand
how green blew brown without men jlemng

then we dove three jloors. ages tune Iimp-finned magic
of our beasts.
so: my lone sissi boy
hintemwuthfull of chat todoy, tu unveü
tunguing reads again trollops, wwidows

map snrall wonders: scrapes of nùnicry dam up the
tub
if there are no bodies here, why weigh the gijt
of residue? sitc up bonbons
intrepid

hung the gravity of this world, unearth it, be
value your slips in the wind's
hurgaii:
look bathing pays

click click your heels
these myopic poems cum the best

form a planted love
aug one eye chips away

arches

fissured astride
a serious conflation. nobody

smwches anymore. mouthwatering accent
handes and îips and
double fkosting; mad about middles
there are pews tinted fuschia. a ploy of colour
angles and border signs, rows and rows
the way you dance but won't stand under
arrow edges
(what's no longer possible is ail we have)

flights and flights of released gravity, of
let-go longing. a tongue against the reed
licks
sorne lonely sis is a boy
in her wonder flutters a moth
ongoing lollipop design repeats the rows

and roads al1 won. ignore the pun, cry or clam
UP
s'il y a nobody to hear. w x y genders who gives
up residiag. public ice swallows
invalid

the released 'T'
sounds better at the end
when we intempt your Lisp. who wins
when we don't argue:
look, two clues one maze

hey chica you 're slick
my thesis on pompoms beat the rest
for detailcd mps.

gloze:
search

O

pitch sway

for star-lured fish

a consciousfrirtation. budies
moochers Say no more. toweting myths arcend
ladles and spifls and
doubpfuf lusting; and dintpfesto boot
heat swept in a faint ruse: a play for looks
sins 4 robbety and slang, is a rose sour
wayward candy buttons to redundant

segue ways

( t h ?loon's posture in lieu of a shave)
sand lights offa sealed grave in firs so
let's go lounging. attuned to guess her

skill
so meluncholy Lr bossy

in she wanders smothering a Bute
a pilf-ppper resigned to the wars gohg on
and doms all now. i rang, c m 1 up or
corne down

a siflyaudit of bone. a b c dangers wiw gives
a ding. slow sqwlls upon us
delivered

Treasures attenù the better WOU&
in slippery trouble. snowed in
we agree on that.
toqueless on cool days

1 here interweave, rather than append, critical commentary which

addresses this issue of somatic inscription, as well as Sues of fidelity,
collaboration, improvisation, and the ciifferences aossed within and between

our same-language, same-sex bodies. The angle of perception tanslates into
and from the paradox of "enor," our poems grow from duplicitous

interpretations into multipliatous songs, composed not to provoke drowning
but to generate inventiveness, transformation. These trawfatiow, as a

processual system rather than as purely semantic rereadings, offer us

inaeased poetic possibilities. Often the "sense" of a line or stanza is
translated from one poem to another by the suggestion of a simple

rearrangement of the visual characters or by phonetic play through

assonance.
We write this creative / a i t i c a i collaboration as a dialogue about and

through the process of homolinguistic translation. O n e of us offers the other
a poem (which, king a gift of fnendship, aiways reads as a love poem) and
the receiver sets about to translate visually, phonetidy, associatively,

moodily, just faithfully enough to keep the conversation going.
Our central preoccupation began as the inscription of female desire,

with how a dissection of a patnarchaiiy-loaded source language might cut
aaoss desire. However, as we passed these poems badc and forth we found
that desire speaks aiongside 0th- experiences of our bodies, experiences such

as illness, fear, and grief. During the writing of the second series,

"translogue"(177) Susan experienced a crisis of semrality, whüe I experienced
the crisis of my father's illness as he slowly died of cancer. These discordant

experiences infomed our "iinguistic wordplay" to emphasize, once again,
how one's personal phobias and neuroses, attentions and intentions, are

transported into the poetry. Barbour and Scobie write that their translations
take them "in directions [they] would never have gone without the stimulus

of this transiating process. The poems are rmlilre any [they] would ever write
in [their] own voices" (Barbout 141). Our translation poems propelleci us each
in directions we needed to explore at the time of the writing, yet codd not

have done so in any more direct fashion The arrow shooting from source

language to target ianguage in translation theory diapams is apparently, as

Susan Holbrook puts it elsewhere, "not so straight." (Holbrook unpaginateci)
Instead, the arrow directs us to a more inaccurate and vital poetics.

w&'s

a poem without somethhg to eat

tell me about if

every anecdote expects a new skie

there is futun@ in some sweot, palm wonder, & some gives nuarks fur
the language of evaporation
c m there be questions on the List of things i brow

where is the pulp the sweet kind seedr and juice mainly
LF it al1 over your mouth is if mer

or is it promising, desire an acquired tuste
the shape of this has got tu go

leave a message before i get it, f i e mvay, between mats
conversation might be ds, or not

flirt

a pun tbroughout time is a mat

mek, but out
the very next trope, pecs and skin
the rest feanires some sweet psalms, under a dome hive, sparks or feathers

he languishes in a fever, deporting
the cancelled quest, leaving slim sios, no
West

pulpit, kind of sweet, sees a jaundiced hand

tall, cover our mouths, cover his
risk of rnissing designs, quirky and aged
she paces this shag go-go

each massage befuddles, in fits and ways, between cunts
converted or not. night tries, or

tears might toughen you up
butter me
fevered nape, skeptical text

a sure test of so twee, smoll p is for parkas on fathers in a du& winter
helen gushes forever, desporting

a cenrored sex, reveal skin fies, yes
pitbull guest, en suite, cure for iced lenon in season?
ah m e r ow ow over shh
skinnishing signals, a dogged quicky
g s prolifkrate like sheep (go-go-gojoseph)

stunt bunefliesflit and sway over a peach corsage
mode green tonight in torontu

-

night tears tough on the young
bitter one

feverish naps scalps recaîl exits

-

surety also weeps, maiis map the parkade on father's day a bum wimer
hell the legal usher for verse, sporting
a continued exit - veil, kin reinstated
pity ugly western suits - cared or wasted among tressons?

al1 over ail over al1 over - shhhhhh

skr, msh, ng - signalling a slogged & quirky
iife (prorated within sheets) go-ing go-ing go - - - -

-

start with bitter - flirt and flirt and sage peacocks overstay

mad at grief - night, intermittent

deat tonight

- thought on you and things

better one
whh to m a p stich and Stones

sorely swept, al1 moms therupeutic tt@c

- a new album

here are galoshes for hiver, sprouting
a continuous text - live. aching you skted
pretty girl twisting sweat - we decorate your waist with reasons
shh your over alls over your shh

sk, rm, shng -an ally in signs logged & squeae
the silence here of bruckets, hyphew, h h e s

Street beneath - ?rifles land 6i c o c h ~ a m stories
y
stay
a gifrfrom me

- light in your ntittens

(ear) to sight

- though not beyond sighs

one better
we should swap, lick, and phone

-

so rely on sweets, almost her perfect raffle renewal, corne
(eu) eye lashes - forever proving

a sensuous mix - dive arching, ousted

ready twirl, misting wet-wet correct o u ways, twin teasing
hiss our vertical lover or hiss
squirm and shmg - a lily
(

ear

1

- inside goggled and seeking
-

--CL

trees beyond rises, less 1 & and many cocky glorious days
adrift roaming. sight imer and. ends

Towards the end of the second of our series, Susan changes grief into
gift. This translation extends beyond the homolinguistic replacement of one

word for another, into the care one fnend offers another in the context of a

poem. As "tanslogue"(177) endsJ S w m and 1begin translating the
endosue of dosure. Our translations are a mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, a

recitation of what the other has written, an preaeation of what the other will

subsequently aeate.
Process, then, becomes our poetics. This process shifts yet again when we
write the final series "another transportation'' (186). In these pieces, the force

of the line & a m us away fkom meaning and into language: the sipifiers, as
Norma Cole says, exceed the signifieds (Cole 120). The fun and flittation

mutates into a much more serious sequence of words and imagery, then
transfonw again into a formal play that suggests linguistic translations as
well as structural ones. This, again, demonstrates to us the infeasibiity of our

translaüng a poem without inserting our own context into the trawlated.
The only female poets we have discovered who insert themselves into
such a translation poetia are Nicole Brossard and Daphne Marlatt.

In 1985

they CO-wrotethe poem "Mauve," which offers both homoiinguistic and
semantic translations of each other's words. Ignoring the d e s of translation
suggests multiple ways for these two pets to resist a finai, dosed version of
the otherJs poem. The connections, as much for the reader as for the writers,

assume that the processual indudes rewriting and revising, even after the
published fact. "La redit4 est un sursis au-delà" writes Brossard in her first
line, "et du réei lorsqu'on obseme" (Brossard Mauve 7) which Marlatt
translates as, "Real that of the under-bat" and, "curves of the Wtual we take
for red" (15). What we take for real need not be an unachievable reality.

Brossard's and MarlatYs poetia emerge from a sense of the feminist
poet whose texts can be read as translative acts. Their translations are points
of departure, points of emergence. These poems explore the difficult area of
feminist "body" writing,. Since translation poetics involves a composition

and reorganization of the body (physical as well as textual), Brossard and
Marlatt are attracted to the possibilities and creative potential for a text which
springboards from another text, rather than mereiy ttanscribing it. "For
feminist writers, the notion of MeLity ... is problernatic" CW), daims Pamela

Banting. Unfaithful translations often provide generative and generating
texts, texts which speak to another as weii as to ourselves. For Brossard and

Marlatt, the translative process is not only between two separate languages or
two separate texts, but also between literai and figurative tongues.
Translation, it rnight be said, occurs constantiy, at many levels and
through various changing contexts: f*iInisare translations of books, musical
notation is a translation of interpreted sound, syntax can be read as the

translative act of organiPng and writing down meaning29. McCaffery and
Nichol offer both parody and the f o n d poem as translationai activities
within the heirarchy of source and transportation (30,56). They decide,

interpreting Valéry, that the act of translation "pemiits the writer to borrozu
entirely his content and invent entirely his form" (30). This interpretation

offers a reading of translation as thievery, yet also aknowledges the artifiaal
restraint of the translation process setting its own stnictural limits. A writer's
-

-

-

-

When the president of the Conseil des Univers&& of t b govenrnent of QUHXE sdiciied
JeamFramoh Lyotard to wri(e a iapoit on the &te d univB(Sjtk. Lyotard prodUCBd nie

Postmodem Condtion: A R a p t an Km-(xxv).
translation of this request.

His msponse couid be inlepreted as a

personal preferences are inttoduced into the text and preferences for
structures or formai organization (for example, the Scobie translation of prose

into lineated poetry) are also translated

McCaffery and Nichol speak to the notion of translation, any
translation, as a collaborative act They note that Jerome Rothenberg
considered translation a "gesture aaoss race, cultures, times and individuais"
(51). As weii, they Say, he "extends our sense of the poem as a specific act in a

sociosultural context, demanding that the reader necessarily become the last

step in the translative act" (51). Necessarily, for the reader, the translation
poem renders itself into the available originai. Although 1 mistrust their use
of last," espedaiiy in the context of th&

argWng against originary authority

and for continuation and procession, 1 appreciate this invitation to the reader,
empasizing yet again the contextual influence each individual reading brings
to a

particular translation.
There is no immaculate translation; ail writing is a version of

adulterated endurance. 'We are brought again to the pun as a type of
equivocation which presupposes a double origin (from two voices) with two

iines of destination to a double understanding" (McCaffery/Nichol135).
Grammaticaiiy, Nidiol situates the pun as syntactical îink between the visible

signifier on the page and the constructeci signifed of his family history. The
words twist and fiip, reminding the readers of the iwtability of meaning; at
the same tirne, the puns remind us we are reading comparisons. Punning is a

conscious act to replicate one thing with another. Translation can be more
than merely replacement, for the collaboration Susan and 1 endeavor,

translation is generative.

the way to make a sentence is to start with words (pay attention. this is
instmction)
begin anywhere. but &art at the level of sound
glottai relapse. who says this isn't a pgraph? üst~n:

another route to show me the way. who duesn't get to decide for us? who isn't
a captain here. weïi on her way to BdmiTalty?
this sentence ends w/ a period.

I've watched yow hair, growing. every day she loses a fiaction. minus equais
plus
II

" dœsn't end w/ a comma

we have yet ta beîieve in Stein's repetitim:
lucylucylucylucylucylucylucylucylucylucycm be many names in the same word
the inside of your elbow marks more than desire. 1need ta know you. or. as the
francophone might put it, yau need to miss m. reverse syntax

curses should be in any language other than your own.
to be funny. we water the plant.
more than three t i m s a day seems excessive.
to those who don't hiow me. love and [my own]

can brackets disciothe the naked truth?

can a banktupt disco hed the ~ t i o n ?cd1 me
the cold shoulder and the eye are given
in any langruzge.
the finger too, und lethal wet rmu pmts.
roaming, a tree climbed, a smeured &y
success.
a whodwviitBsuseless in the case of a loose toorh.
love, or o perfect rframing
an ode to ditto /ith

un ear cocked for sbshed implications

the outside of my elbow smirks where it was t o n you know to need me. or, put
frankly over the phone: i miss needing yoa there: anniversary waltz
heavy beliefs reinstate a petition for saints:

see lucille you see lucille you see lucille you see lucilLe my name h a s
measles

you
ce

," she c&ed,

comatose

i 've grown your warch, hiring. every fraction she loses a &y.

less is more

his tendons and dour p h s
an o throughout wisht me with ya whose donuts do you see? hey, first rate
mate, did you plant thut one for my admiration?
global opplause. your questions bully more thon your collunands. no, you

listen:

i'm begging, helluva lot of tans around

tarts with words t

h awoy

tension; (is this his patent)
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in the other portation
emily c m tan his leather, cm disnipt a bank
gauges, nay vixens, are eye-to-

.shouider locked

.stamp war away legally figuretcm on a dance

excessively rear into bed tbree dits
.ring for mon

fam rings perhaps for nothing
.toulouse lautrec faces his own excess of d o m

nations comply to slashed wrists & early cocks due to titillation

dance again towards ana. towards you. towards needing. I miss the phone over
here, frank. you know how to needle me out of this shipor. north is the wit - one
skinnish wobbles into another. take it outside
easily shaming them. lucille sees lucy sees lucille sees lucy ah 't it preny? tit for
tat invents easy bleeding mine

-

or invent inversions. a cornma hem, a slash there, becomes oblique if you mention
it that way. I'm not m81Tied to the idea, she cawed. you see?

Rome sits less than a day away. in fiction. every ring has the air of repetition.
watch. our suspended punctuation growls
aw. and our tendency to hiss, slips

mired in addition. you formate dips and lids
strike fwst across the question, then yadel what you saw before. italics? who ya
shitting? windows own me

you'n not lisping. you coward, naturally rom yodels
our quest through the gully
start round, forget heu's an oval. be megan
patient hiss hiss signals a decade. dnmis order where to start

toothy reputalion
pie tin sigh siglr cog in a solod &y.

m m d'or for o weirder tan

ratatat sounà get hell for a novel. gwn bean
you're tone spilling, word yocing, more of mature's lollies
quench to the root your gullet
a d m &te for your mute, Lik m' Stik
tricks i rest, your equestrùan lacrosse, your deal, sway, b a ~
it licks? yohoo shinàig! my woe swoons we

a wand a tour. a dance. this bliss
still yudayadayada more or less. infection veering hastily for a preterite.
watch out: suspender situations grow
visions intewene: a moocow here, an ass there, bee combs
lick beliefand don't mention it. but you said you wed! wanted the idea
of a present ?
mushing theni silly. lou seuls liesel you coesur Luce ellie susie Lee:
ain't it a party? tut iut for inviting blessed meaning

more c a n e awurds to s a d : awardr to you: uwards tu needin : I piss
the moan overheard,ji-ankly, you know how to deal me out is tough
ponoast. south with a twist - one ski missed blows to the bow:
ticket inside out

t

rations placate toolshed twists & curly sock it to dilution
or merign ues and sheep forego thin
foury
treacfe faeces in his own. o nuts
ex's lively reur tickles bad

go for morning

pots w a m gay lily. o fig redundant
gorgeous navy sex, look for a
chip on it.
lime canteen slithers here, candy spurts bunk

Once Odysseus has safely sailed away, the injured cycïops huns first to
thoughts of revenge. Having successfidly petitioned Poseidon to hinder and
intermpt Odysseus's voyage home, he is at a loss what to do next. Hïs entire

identity has been focused on what is now a scat in the middle of his forehead.

How can he temain a cyclops with no eye? Or rather, how can he cal1 himseif
a one-eyed giant if that single eye

has been rendered dyshinctional?

In some versions of the Medusa myth, Medusa must be looking at h a
victim to tum him to stone; in others, he himself need only glace at her

scalp, aawling with phaiiic icons, for the transformation to be complete.

Odysseus has stolen Polyphemus's glance, not just his eye, but his ability to
view the world, to judge, to hm anything to stone. Polyphemus used to be
a l l vision and now, weii,

n o w he is entirely something other.

In 1869 France, Charles Baudelaire, in his dedication of Le Spleen de
Paris to his friend Arsène Houssaye, writes:

Quel est celui de nous qui n'a pas, dans ses jours d'ambition,

r&& le miracle d'une prose poétique, musicale sans rhythme et

sans rime, assez souple et assez beurtée pour s'adapter aux
mouvements lyriques de Pâme, aux ondulations de la rêverie,

au soubresauts de la consaence? (Baudelaire vi)3o

The writing he imagines is a "serpent" that is, a monstrous hybrid, both head

and tail: writer and reader "powons couper oil nous vouions, moi ma
rêverie, vous le manuscrit, le lecteur sa lecture" (Baudelaire v).31 Such a
dream incorporates temporal markers into a more spatiai design. In tnith,
says Mallarmé, "there is not ptose: there is the alphabet, and then there is

verse" (Mallarmé, in Siiliman New Sentence 101). His statement elevates
verse above the functionai nature of al1 other writing. In contrast, the
concept of prose as a "great container,"= responds to the rapid success of prose
as pervasive discourse. Prose may contain fiction, pubiished speeches, essays,

and sermons. Rose may also "contain" poetry.
Ron Silliman, theorizing the tradition of prose poetry, says that "a

paragraph-centered petry, inforneci but not limiteci by the French tradition,
offered possibilities that went beyond a speech-based poetics" (Siiiiman 'New
Prosef' 163). Contemporary (he is mostly concemed with American) poetry,

then, is not to be read only as transcription of the spoken word. Poets want

line breaks to emphasize a word, or stress its surrender to the subsequent iine.

In an essay on Iuie breaks, Dennis Cooley examines the many different kinds

* Accordin9 to WW Godzich and JefFrey iGttay. in 77re Emergence d PM

the abaence d the

public perfoming jmgkur, p i a d Wing in t h m i o n d a kidof communication in absence"

(G&h

112), an aôdress that mquired nrarksrs and mtaths to amkt its eudience in

understanding ths message. P m . with its adjaamt expbibtion d the bck of a physicel
addressetr (no aingk

couid be d b d to accomt for hg wrds).became the 'greit

container" (Godrich 126) for al1 modes d ommoniœtion. As such,1 diseppeered inlo a

transparency dfm whemûy it has baxm %t whieh hmbut is no( frarneâ itseîF (Oodzich
72).

of iine breaks and what they signify for pets who use them. "As a word
points badc to the line it completes or foward to the line it anticipates," he
says, this hanging encourages a "mad series of erotic attachments and

reattachments" (Cooley 82). This attaching and reattadùng becomes, for prose
poets, the disjunctive grammar and syntax of the disrupted narrative
sentence. This new %ne," dthough it does not mark speech rhythm, does
recognize the Olsonian breath line in Uiat its prose and prose punctuation are

emblerns of written speech. Charles Hartman insisb that contemporary

punctuation is "almost whoiiy the slave of a rationalistic, prose mode1 of
language. To punctuate correctly is to demarcate the hypotactic structures of
the sentence" (Hartman email). This comection between speech and prose

punctuation 4'means, in turn, that how a poet chooses to use punctuation cm
be extremely interesüng" (email).

Silliman states that "[tlhe coiiapse of speech-based poetics after a reign
of nearly two centuries and the withdrawal of coqmitte capital from the field
of serious fiction have profoundly destabilized either side of this equation"

(Siiliman 169). This "speech-based" poetics is driven by a notion of the

sentence as written record of an oral origination. But the sentence,

manufactureci as it is between one hill stop and the next, is more a literary
concept than achial speech-based transcription. Steve McCaffery argues that

prose breaks d o m the linearity of the poetic line: "Prose periodizes its
significations within the unit of the sentence and the larger unit of the
paragraph, which organize dosures of a thetic, expository and narrative
order" (McCaffery 185).

By ostensibly displaying the sentence as an entry to his text The Black
Debt, McCaffery pushes the poetic elastiaty of that prose, as weU as making
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apparent the accommodating trait of prose as convenient container. The
words don9 just f d i ont0 the page in breaths, but reveal themselves as visual

connections leading from one page to the next.
McCaffery's The Black Debt is a two hundred-page book consishg of

two separate prose texts. "Lag," the first of the two, presents one continuous
sentence that completes itself with a comma, indicating itself as fragment or
partial text to a larger, unavailable whole:

the humanitarians hint samaritan hue,
attack against effacement here, in the

power of the plus we guarantee this real,
id as a show in a major role, it takes the

place of the history ifs losing, cornputers
build new archives, something diffuse

set in, the concept of violence which

harbows consumption, seven three two
three nine, false logic extends turning
sour at a lime, third world debt is when

taxation matters, (McCaffery ~ k Debt
k 42)
There is no conrinuous narrative in this prose, no characters, no plot, no

accumulation of meaning, but rather a phrase-spedfic dispersal. McCaffery's
I

commas operate similarly to h e breaks in a sequential poem. But what he

presents instead of a straightforward narrative is a continuance of phrases -

wrapped around the possibility and potential of sentence dosure - which
invites readers to engage in the textuai play at the level of sipifier rather
than signifieci.

This contemporary disjunctive prose poetry does not

recognize the edge or border between prose and poetry.
Eisewhere, McCitffefy says that wor&

are investeci into the sentence, which in tum is investeci in
further sentences ... mhe paragraph emerges as a stage in capital
accumulation within the politicai economy of the linguistic sign.

The paragraph is the product of investment. its surplus value
(meaning) M g carried into some larger unit: the &aptes, the
book, the collected worlo. (McCaffery Nmth 160)

The accumulation of words into sentences. sentences into paragraphs, and
paragraphs into larger units is the capitalist adivity Mdaffery mites against
in this book. He does not suggest that paragraphs per se imply an ideological

danger, but that the cumulative activîty of reading and writing interpeiiates
the reader into the capitalist economy of narrative production and

consummation.
Similarly in Relation, Diane Ward examines the significance of the
Lùie break with her poem "Say": "final authority / appears very slowly // in
other words / appears very slowly" (Ward 39). Beginning with the word
"final" would indicaie the reader should distrust this speaking "authority,"

especiaily when "authority" imrnediately follows as the second, ironic, word.

The repetition of a ïine in two couplets, then, does not solidify the statement
so much as make the reader aware how contextually detemiined these

"same" three words are. Ward's line breaks, far from presenting a reassuring
authoritative voice who controls pauses and breaths, focus on line generation

rather Uian on connective associations. "History begins a seductive / &or.
L o b are largely / passable. The f a v retain power / over, over" (Watd 7).
These lines nom "Possession for Thirty Years," again, do not promise to fuifii

sequential progress through enjambment- Instead, the syntax borrows from

-

prose, indicating with its periods and capitais

- the possibiüty of

continuous information, of narrative realization, packageci in familiar and
recognizable form.
Towards the end of her book, Relation, Diane Ward offers a series of

prose paragraphs entitled "Fade on Family," mitten in what appear to be
ordinary sentences and paragraphs. Justas a sentence can be whatever

movement occurs between two periads, so too is a paragraph the movement

between two indentations. This is how to grow narrative. These pieces

fascinate me because the textuai event of the prose-poem immediately
distorts a narrative tradition of sentences accumulating into paragraphs, and
somehow resulting in photo album family stories. One paragraph succeeds
the next, but the reader's understanding of where the sentence begins and

ends becomes l e s and less reliant on the growing narrative of a family
gathering Uian on the what happew within the gaps inserted between each

paragraph:
Closely, books give up violent sentences. Pichires
always could mean the. You sat backwards in my
tenderness. Time stopped being for you.
Functioning before my head, frames around the
worlds, my eyes give up theit limitations, contour
without shape. Siiiy, 1 was meant in m y mind as a
statue and my inside eyes gave that up too, wanting
to take away ail it meant to you ("Mother"58).

Ward explores "what happens between" on the page, so that the paragraph is
a metaphor for the intemal of touch and recognition. "What happens"
between two points of the narrative is the whole body as winter (51), f~ngers

around white space (S9), or the saamival of perspective (60). The gaps and
what (or who) filis them aeate a tension in Ward's prose within which the
reader grabs onto words, hangs onto the daydream of the sentence. Such a
dream incorporates temporal markers into a more spatial design.

My series "reported speech'' (211) begins fiom a speech-based presence
that has not been lost, but repressed or hanslated from the breath line uito the

prose narrative. 1 begin each piece in this section with a quotation from the

spoken word: speech, rather than writing. These quotations operate as titles,
but also commentary or partial dialgue for what goes on below. Unlike the
first section, "in tum" (37), however, these pieces do not recognize the

heirardiy of titles or stations. The bolded quotations begin to invade the
body of the text, rerninding the reader of their (broken) promise to introduce
each poem. This causes a reading that is both interrupted and continuous, in

that the inserted quotations / titles contradict the top of the page authonty a
title Otherwise commands.

In his article, "Reported Speech," V. Voloshinov outlines the
grammatical rules and formulations for how writers indicate spoken words.

This is an examination not of poetic markers such as the breath line, but
linguistical representation of how to report another's spoken words.
"Reported speech," says Voloshinov, is "a message belonging to someone
else, a message that was originally totally independent,complete with its
construction, and lying outside the given contexr (149). Reported speech,

then, is a transcription of dependence, at the same rime as it purports to

display the original independence. In my series, "reportai speech" (211),I

examine both spatial and temporal markers which indicate, to the reader or
"iistener," where the speaking ends and the reporting begins. Gérard Genette
says that the "absent presence of the receiver becomes the dominant

(obsessive) element to the discourse" (Genette 256). This holds true of my

poems' oral narrative element, the assumption that reported speech is not
only spoken by, but spoken to. This verse is predicated on the assumption
that speech is prose, and puts pressure on such an assumption by "reporting"

common and ordinary sentences as titles and interjections within more

uncornmon prose language. The visual markets of punctuation and even
the alphabet itseif suggest that the speech is a fiction, a dream of writing

incorporated into prose verse.
Goâzich and Kittay, when they speak of "verse," generaîly refer to
verse as it existecl bcfore the emergence of prose. Speaficaiiy, they mean
verse of pre-thirteenth-cenhuy France. However, their arguments and

discussions on the interdependence of the two, and the graduai ascension of
prose through later centuries, applies to contemporary ideas about prose and
verse. Transcriptions from the classicai Greek and Roman period assumed a

trained orator whose role induded the interpretation of the transaipt at the

moment of their verbalization. "Most anaent manusaipts seem to have
been written in scriphtra continua, without punctuation, even without spaces
between words" (Godzich 134). As prose becomes the dominant Mitten

discourse, it becomes necessary to provide readers with an annotative practice
through which to read these otherwise unmediated texts.

HaWig made its appearance duMg a '&ne in France when news and

entertainment was provided by a court jongleur who performed the verses he
(and often many rnembers of his audience) had memorized, prose quiddy

established itself as a fonn which, unlüce the "Lying"jongleur (in the employ
of the cowts33) was capable of conveying the mtth. 'Tmth," then, no longer
resided in the performer, but in "an unalterability, a document" (Go&&
xviii). That prose so pervades OUI written world is not always obtrusive, nor

even notikeable. By the time prose has become accepteci as the authoritative

form for transferring the truth from original event to paper, it is considered
the written qua1 of speech. This acceptance has a lot to do with the fact that

"prose attacted a wider and less literate audience" (Godzieh 149), than did, of
course, the few mediaeval verse manuscripts available at the time.34

Although mediaevai verse existeci in written fomi as weii as in the

memory of the jongleur, the tmth of his words resided in his particular
performance of events or stories. The movement then from hb performance
to the "objective" veraaty of prose was one which demanded that the truth be

simply transcribed, rathet than reenacted by an idiomatic entertainer. Unlike
chanter (sin@,conter (recount), dire (speak), or fabloier (teil a tale), "prose was
not a verb, was not seen as an action, did not bespeak an agent" (Godnch 81).
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speaking countries with the invention d the priiiang press (SiUimn New Sentence 73)
as with the decîine of the court jmglew in France.

The implications of this iadc of action and of actor to p e ~ f o mthe action are
that prose appeared to be stable, static, and permanent. As a fixed fom, no
"interpreter" codd alter meaning at the expehse of a "Listening" teadet.

This historical separaüon of prose and verse has generally been
maintaineci through one genre being perceiveci as "naturai" and the 0th- as

"artifiaal." This hegemonic see-saw petsists untii the tuni of the nineteenth
century. When William Wordsworth writes the second edition to his
"Preface," he explains how his poetry incorporates the language really used

by men" (Wordsworth 321). In other words, he fashions his poetry to the

common everyday language known as 88prose." Wordsworth recognizes that
the distinction between g8prose"and "poetqf' is not an essential one, but is

implicitly histoticai. He says:
1 here use the word 'Poetry' (though against my own judgment)

as opposed to the word Prose, and synonymous with metrical

compositioa... The only strict antithesis to Prose is Metre; nor is
this, in truth, a strict antithesis, because lines and passages of

metre so naturdiy occur in writing prose, that it would be

scarcely possible to avoid them, even were it desirable.
(Wordsworth 324)

A century or so after Wordsworth published his "Preface," T.S. Eliot
published a short artide in the 'New Statesman" on "the poem in prose."
Eliot dismisses the cross-gente excitement generated by this new French form

as a "'Nineties' aesthetic eccentncit[y]" (Eliot 1581, which recurs "not only in
France, but in England, not only in England, but in America" (Eliot 158). Its
success leads him to query the definition of these two forms, suggesting that

between them lies "a medium of infinite gradations" (Eliot 158). Such a

modei of gradation, Eliot prodaims, would ptove useless and so he reinstates
th& position to each other as binary oppsites.

The diffaence for Eliot, then, &O cornes down to a separation between
verse and prose, because what may "hesitate" between poctry and prose is.
more likdy than not, "neither" (Eliot 158). in his condusion, Eliot deades that the "distinction between poetry and prose must be a technical

distinction0'(Eliot 159, my ernphasis). Technicaily, the differences between
the mechania of syiiable, stress, foot, and stanza, and the mechanics of the

sentence and paragraph are what

- su - divide verse fkom prose, aithough

these are not at a i i parantees for an absolute determination of poetry.
Technical devices such as the comma, spadng, parentheses, or even the
period belong as much to poetry as to prose.
Danny Karlin, in a review of M.B. Parkes's history of punctuation, says

The history of punctuation is in part the history of authors'
attempts to wrest power from readers, and of saibes' attempts to
wrest power from both readers and authors, and of the attempt

by institutions such as the Ch&

to control every aspect of the

production, transmission and interpretations of texts. (Karlin
15)

in a footnote to his essay on "Temporality and the New Sentence," Steve
McCaffery also gives a short summary of the history of punctuation. From
around 600 AD untii weii into the 1800s, "the rationale for punctuation is

based largely on residual oraïity" (McCaffery OTemporality"8n4), and hence
notation is based on the belief that what is written was and will be again
n

spoken or performed. Directions are needed, not only to guide the reader's
interpretation of the text, but also "to aiiow the reader time to talce a breath

(McCaffefy 'Temporality" 8n4). But punctuatïon does not aiways guide a

dear and forthriet reading of the rnateriai.35
Ail punctuation, then

- whether adoptai as helpW instruction for the

reader, or as an agent for controlling powers of persuasion, or as poetic

-

disruption of interpretation signifies a recognition of the context of address,

and acicnowledges its reading audience. Godzich and Kittay say that "early
punctuation seerns to serve mainly to control breathing and mark pauses

when ceading aloud" (Godzich 134). The dis~ptivenature of writing, in
ternis of how writing is situateci within the social world, calls for a focus on
the words within a certain literary and historical context.

This contwt frarnes

how one writes into it and reads out of it. S i a n says that "in 'poetic
language' (or,better, 'the poetic uses of language'), the referent or context is

the message" (Silliman New Sentence 99). The reader, says Godzich and
Kittay, "when faced with reaâing a text of heterogeneous discourses ...must

corne to tenns with positionality" (Godzich 112). The position of reader is at
the same tirne CO-determinate
with the final product and CO-aeatedby it.
Aimost in frustration, Ron Silliman announces in his discursive book

on prose theory, The N m Sentence, that "[tlhere is no sentence but a
determinate sentence and this is fixed by the period" (69). Linguistically, we
donft hear sentences the same way we see them. The marking of words

between the periods, spaces, and capital letters organizes the writer's, and
reader's thoughts on the page. This bookendhg the sentence as whatever

ss 'As eariy as the 15th centuty,' Mccaffery continues in his footnote. 'we find punctuation king
e x p k i i for Bcepecity to urdeiily end to -te
deliberate anbiguityitym
ît is this ambiguii that
interests McCaffery in hi arialysis of Karen Mac ComiecKs recent prose poetiy.

happens between two dots on the page aiiows for a furttier reading of the
paragraph as wha tever collection of "sentences" oc-

between one

indentation on the page and another. The period, then, "organizes" a
sentence in much the same way as the line break does a verse line. Michael
Davidson, in his essay, "The Rose of Fact," focuses on intersententid

relationships such as syntax or granunar (rather than image, tone, ot subject
matter) as the basic unit of composition, and how the sentence announces
itself as "poehy."

Poetic discourse, says Antony Easthope, is ideological "not simply
because it is a historical product but because it is one which continues to
'produce' the teader who produces it thmugh a reading in the present"
(Easthope 24). Perloff adds that "when prose foregrounds marked pattems of

recurrence ... we have poetry" (PerLoff Linem Fallacy 867). Once poets began

experimenting with "freer" fonns based on recurring imagery or syntactic
repetitions, the dear distinction between poetry and prose becarne indistinct-

Perloff suggests the designations "free prose" and "prose lyric" (Perloff
Zinear Fallacy" 855) as possible terminology for contemporary non-lineated
verse. Siiiiman attempts a similar nomendahire with his phrase "the new
sentence," which he offers as a label for the prose poetry practiced more and
more by contemporary poeb. *'The new sentence," says Bob Pereiman,

expanding Silliman's defnition, "with its relative ordinariness and multiple
shifts, encourages attention to the act of wriüng and to the writer's particuiar
position within larger soaal frames" (Perelman 'Tarataxis and Narrative"
316).

'The new sentence is a deadedly contextual object. Its effects occur as
much between, as within, sentences. Thus it reveais that the blank space,

between wotds or sentences, is much more than the 2P letter of the

alphabet" (Silliman New Sentence 92). The "ne+

sentence is a poetic one

forcing readen to corne to poetry from some law of definition other than that
which insists the poehy equates rhyme or anything with breaks ocamhg
well before the margins of the page. Pdoff notes that "students coming to

poetry today are inaeasingly tau@ that if a given text is lineated, then it's a
poem" (Perloff Radial Artifice 135-136). ï h i s confiation of poetry into verse,

-

and then of verse into the lyriC36 - by writen, readers, and critics resuits in
confusion about the possibilities of non-lineated verse. "Contemporary

prosodists, perhaps because they must account for the ciifficuit case of free
verse, generdy do equate verse

- and hence impliatly the poem - with

lineation8'(Perloff Dance 153n4).

The difference between "verse" and "prose," seemingly, is located in
the line break. Easthope, in his Iiterary analysis of discourses and t
h
e means

of representation, says that poetry is both "a distinct and conaete practice with
its own independence, confomiing to its o w n laws and effects," and also

always "part of a social formation defined historîcaliy" (Easthope 21). The

latter extends Easthope8snotion that %ne organization always takes a specific
historical form, and so is ideologicai" (Easthope 24). Zine orgazüzation" is a
"graphically enforced" (Karlin 15) guideline for reading. Free verse poetry,
having discarded rhyme and mette, shifts the poetic emphasis onto the

device of the line break.
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For instance. in the index d Jonathan Cuüer's struduralrSt Poefks. the citation for PWry

reads 'see L y W (Culler 299).

Free verse has the approximate statu, according to Paul Fussell, of the

Free World: that is, "free, sort of" (Fusseii 76). FusseU describes the traditions
of free verse as relying on the technique of "enurneration," or syntactical
repetition, aîi techniques common in other fonns of poetry, though perhaps
not so heavily inscribeci in the sonnet or villanelle. Discussing the difference

between verse and prose (as opposed to that of poetry and prose), Godzich and
Kittay Say that, "patagraphs and chapters aside (a signifïcant exception), layout
is not used to articulate divisions of prose as it is for verse" (Godzich 134).

This comment could easily be made of contemporary prose pets. With the

emergence of the prose poem, and other transgeneric fomu, disparate writing
modes and even speaficaiiy prosaic forms may &O be absorbed into poetry.
Punctuation is control rather than the supposai "freedom" which
attracts many pets to "free verse."

The "new sentence," emblematic of an

interlodcing space between prose and poetry, conceives a "new" horizon for
writing capable of translating the terminal of the iine break into the

typographical marker of the period* Sentenaal poetry, and its coordmating
punctuation, paralleis the pattern of condusion and recommencement

established by the line and h e break. The punctuation of the line break is
here perceived as orgmiad by the writer, fot the reader, "joint producer,"
says James Scuiiy, "of the poem" (Scuiiy 111). Directives to the reader operate

not simply as commanàs, but as communication and dialogue with an

inscribed reader who is assumed to now CO-producethe written text For
poeh, the break in a üne means as much a tentative continuation as it does a

temporary condusion. Ron Silliman writes that the paragraph "organizes the
sentences in fimdamentaiiy the same way a stanza does lines of verse"
(SiIliman New Sentence 89). The end breaks of lines and stanzas "represent a

pause in reading" (Cuiier 183), whidi canbe interpreted as either mimetic
strategy (the formai organization represents speech patterns), or as a

typographical device utiiized to '%ringabout syntactic ambiguiv (Cuiier 184).

In the prose poem, says SiIliman, "the sentence (or something iike the
sentence) and not the verse Une is the predominant compositional unir

-

(Siiliman "New Prosef8158). His daim for a "new" iiterary sentence unlike
the linguistic sentence, which r e t s on a dictionary definition of "complete

-

thought" (Siiliman New Sentence 6
4
F rest on how some literary prose has,

predominantly at the level of the sentence, "interiorized" the "extemal poetic
devices" of metre, stress, rhythm, spachg, rhyme, assonance which readers

normaliy assoaate with verse.

In Poehy as Dkcourse, Antony Easthope discusses how, although
"different metres are historicaiiy specific" (Easthope 52), certain of them attain
a

somewhat transhistoric "hegemonic form" (Easthope 651, a form which

signifies "poetry." This is the case with the pentameter, for example. Once
this has occurred, the fonn has undergone a process of %aturaiization." This

is done, JonathanCulier says, '%y tallcing about it [the fonn] in a mode of
discourse which a d h u e takes as naturai" (Cuiler 137). What results fkom

this critical naturaikation process is "a notion of the poem as spontaneously

31

Since t b r e apoeam to be no theory on 'incom9(ete thoughts.' I am ody assume (hat

sudi a grammetical 'W has oome from a dsss satwhning of

mw
giammar - which

-

d i i y s one's status thmugh eâucation. versus 'W grammr vihich &en
demonstrates a patticuiar idiom or dialect. SiIliman cMmwmtson how such speech-writing

characteritations reveal that "rgfined" speech is a m a c h d y pattemed after an
associative ogenizatbn of M n g , wherees the d
-i

of 'creative' Ming instniets

stuôents to 'put Qum their thougb as if...speakingm(Silnman New Senteme 1û6).

generated product" (Easthope 67). The poem as a production. as a constructeci
artifice, has been suppressed and ttansfonned.
In their "Introduction" to Thc Line in Poshnodeni Po-,

editors

Robert Frank and Henry Sayre ais0 ask if "the character of the poetic line [is]
'naturai'

...or [if] it is somehow determineci by hïstoricaî and culhual forces

from outside itself?" (Frank x). Mediaevai court scribes would have been
vehement about the "natutalness" of verse. Up until the twelfth cenhuy,
even the Latin prose they translated was organized into verse form (Go&&
XV).

Part of the nahuakation of a form involves ik definition, in this case

verse as distinguished from prose. Cdler argues that the "most obvious"

typography for poetry's formal organization '5s the division into lines and
stanzas" (Culier 183). Marjorie Perloff laments those simplined readings that

would designate any text as 'poetry'' which displays a jusafied left margin

and ragged right line breaks. At tirnes, she says, lineation "seems to be no

more than a convenient way of packaging the material" (PerIoff ''Linear
Fallacy" 861).

The line as a measuring unit for poetry extends past merely notating a
terminus and retum. The iine, according to Donald Justice,has almost as

many versions as there are poets making use of it. He argues for a "Stevens's
line" which, although influenced by irnagist poets, did not fit the longer

imagist mouid (Justice185-186). Justice traces a history of this line, which
reaches from Milton's blank-verse to Stevens's "much looser and stretched

pentameters" (Justice 192). Seamus Heaney, writing in response to a query
conceming the line in contemporary poetry, says L a t in metrical verse, the
h e is a measure, "a frame aaoss which the music and syntax has to be

stretched." But

in free verse, the line is "a marker of tirne, a punctuating

device, a pacer" (Heaney 191).
Even when poets disagree on the signincance of iine breaks and their
measurement, they seem to agree that such measurement is necessary. These

poets, through a disagreement on the level of notation, speculate that the line
and its end stop is not, essentiaiiy, a representation of Olson's breath unit-

Most contemporary poets, even whiie Miting lineated verse, rely on their
readers' extensive knowledge of prose and its syntax. Bob Perelman, in
Virtrurl Reality, mixes couplets with free verse with prose stanzas with

conaete poetry. In "State Heads," Perelman pushes his line endings to the
far reaches of the page's masgin, recuperating th& ambition for prosody in
the next line, which begiw with a physical indent:

Poetry in our tirne speaks in cars and air conditioners too
constant for broadcast thought to Say more than 1
see (31)
The h e s are so long, and the accompanying line breaks so fat from where
each line has begun, that the poem "tricks" its reader into a pracüce of

continuation that suggests the rhythm and Pace of "ordinary" spoken prose.
In his treatise on how we hear with our eyes, Garrett Stewart suggests,
"we Listen whiie we read" (37) and goes on to question: "What then is it that
we think we hear, or hear in thinking?" (Stewart 37). This notion that
readers approach poetry with an idea of how it sounds, situates the h e d g
reader within a conscious process that writes and rewrites sound. If a page is a

register of aurai iimits, then when the reader comes to a page, s/he cornes
with expectations of Lùnitation and surplus, expectations that s/ he herself

fulalls, wen as what is produceci on a page is a plethora of letters,
punctuation, word collage, drawings, font manipulation, numbers, lines,
emblems, and ali 0 t h postmodem insertions and intermptions delineated
into and against the traditionai lineated lyrk

Midiael Davidson, in 'The Prose of Fact," says that he is "interesteci in

persuading the reader to read. To read language as an activity and not a
solution to the problem of meaning" (Davidson 177). Dorothy Lusk has a
simiiar intention. In hm poetry book, Rrdnctive, she invites the reader into a

conspiracy of typographicai errors and deliberate misprints. A typical
sentence, 'Tt's awfui awfd to haven't the agency of the gumption" (Lusk 511,
lets the reader in on the joke. Her poetry is lightly sprinkled with commas
out of place or the artide "an8'typeset in front of words that do not begin with

vowels. This is the same editorïal conspiracy that insists on square bradcets
after a grammaticaiiy correct quotation, revealing its "gendered"status: "the

writer can have the mistaken impression that he [sic] still has to write down

something" (Lusk 19). Lusk is inviting her readers into a game where the
pubiished text is not definitive, or authoritative, or even weil proofread. î h e
reader, she is saying, has final say about what is and what is not a sentence.

In my earlier poem, "the wood remembers," for example, the line

breaks suggest to the reader a pause or break in momenturn:
a lyric line that ternpts

each
separate
note (74)

The reader is surprised by a line break which contradicts the predominantly
prose poetry form. The punctuation of the break forces the reader to
reconsider the force of the pause imposed by a period only; the reader must
reread previous lines as weil as reading fomard to the note that condudes
this stanza concemhg music and rhythm.

In similar ways, I employ prose to generate a narrative, while at the
same tune halthg the poem More it can transform into a short story or

larger fiction. The narrative in these poems often promises diaracters and
story, perhaps even a plot and plot &t:

These are the tediniques of fiction,

the intense pleasure an author offers by fuif!îiiing and denying her reader's

narrative desires. But 1 do not actually provide the story. In "reported

speech" (211) my sentences can be read as disjunctive events related through
the persona witnessing and commenfing on preexisting sentences. But, even

if the reader accepts this authoritative reporting voice, the events do not add

up to the "narrative" promised in the either the title or first sentence.

The legacy of this invasion by prose into virtuaiiy every genre of
writing is that we aii now "live in a world transformed by the historical event
of prose's emergence and subsequent spread (Godzich xiii). Prose has

invaded and transformed our world by becoming the expression for truth
(journalism), art (novels, short stories, even narrative poetry), and most oral
speeches. Prose has also, necessarily, transformed poetry: "Once prose
emerges, prose and verse become interdependent" (GodPch xiii). The
"impliat distinction between verse and prose" (Godzich 134) today, is the
framed context of the page: one with and one without rnargins. 'Without
edges or margins, what does prose look Lice?" (Godzich 171). In 'The
Marginalization of Poetry," Pereiman says thai 8'marginaiization" goes
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without saying (Perelrnan Vittual &di& 11). H e then goes on to ask, "is Uiis
a line break / or am I simply chopping up / ineradicable prose?" (12). The

flush left and ragged right masgins emerge as "signifiant events, often
intemipting' (13)his supposed intentions and diverting his words eisewhere.
His form, then, becornes either "anti-generic" or "over-genre# (20) in that its

imposition creates an effect, not unlike the effect of the page on justified prose
fiction, wherein the reader reads through the formal marginalïzation in order
to

enter into the subject matter of poetry marginalization. This brings to

mind Olson's most oft-repeated maxim that "FORM IS NEVER MORE THAN

AN JXENSION OF CONTENT" (Olson 16), except, of course, content has
instead become the extension of form.

REPORTED SPEECH

UHegemonic sets of gender roles within
marriage."

.

evasive and constantîy shifting stereotypes perhaps
alnady constitute gender. required sexuality may
be the body already conceived as social property.
yank the Beggar's Opera into the dominant phrase
structure. emergent of feeling. go encompass a
mote complicated moral universe. except how do
we read the state of the individual when we see
the state of the body in 1711. 1 1 men invent the
possibility that women do not require an orgasm
to achieve pregnancy. yeast infections either

"Repeat the capitalism of narr~tîve.~

elastics once snapped and hard buttons gone soggy
lose their skiIl. lazily refuse to substitute for one
of the men on the board game
eventually this meaning is what 1'11 use to reach
another place. enter somewhere alteady spoken
for but still quite vacant. to let in a spiinter of
biography. yes during the night after she'd cut
off her hands 1watched new skeletons composing.
gallop in which way for punctuation to anticipate
reaâing?
gradually 1 decide a question mark should replace
the dot. the period
definitely high school wasn't die only place to fail
a driving test. to be tmly subversive one bad to
wait till 65 or over
reminds me that my own dog used the trope of
tip-toes to sneak past the screen door. right
where I'm fkom is aiways where I've been with an
emphasis on else

each woman in veils is automaticaily sexy. yet
any man in veils is naturally ridiculous

uSeribbüng woman and me.*
evenmd metafictional feminism. maybe this isn't
the first time but why can't she remember her
lines? short breaks in the W . voice in a vice grip.
put the emphasis on each monosyllabic word
don't think it happens ail the time but we can't get
used to the discount they've put on matriarchy.
yielding such low low prices. see how ten flags
will be 2 short. timing and a gutteral weep.
pretend this is still a good t h e for al1
lately food is fashion

no way those adjectival qualifiers describe.
ending with my you. until the part in her hair
makes Julia weep. put that way where is the
squashed curve? even a gesture with his lefi hand
indicates speaker position.

'LNever Bookending punetuation."
nevertheless her hand no longer blinds the gaze.
effort suggests a fame bat has been caressed

uDoctors who inject the lethal sentence or
even supervise the erecntion lend the
appeirance of medieal procedure to
kil ling."

what happens if you live in a bus and your life
sentence becomes someone else's grammar
lessons?
Say that a wineskin doesn't only have to be filled
with red or white. even water or other liquids

keep its shape. expriment and fi11 it with sand.
don't laugh. here and now. we could fi11 it with
bits of colouced confetti. it depends who's
impressed. depends which content is meant to
shape which forms
sentences sometimes end way before the period
and sometimes well after. resolution for that tiny
dot of perfection cm be a mcky landing
getting the fernale body recognized as an event of
sex rather than cause
envisions my want to write poetry. you imitate
stories that irnitate poems. so why is that not a
circle thaw?
we put on a fûneral for representational art. this

performance will be for a public observation that
indeed there has been such a death. how to put
that in the coffïn? now what to throw in the
grave

"Eyes

believe themselves ears believe

other people."

Eaton's purple plains show off robes sloping
graduaiiy towards Hudson's Bay. yell how many
dominoes make up a number. repeat how many
playing fields we can level in one go
or attack the bark. kick-start the brevity
years later the blind boy says he can see whether
he's holding a $5 $10 or $20 by touch. he says
biis looks like a Zdollar bill. radio parlour trick.

kid's scopic review blurb

"Exaggerated deliberation ahead."

even the blind faith of the believer falls on âeaf
ears. sbould be a matter of bandedeess. some
sort of levelling birth

:band-over-hand
:h&to-foot
:band-made
:hand-it-over
his repeated excitement may invite desperation
(deception) if the room is sad enough. habit of
yesterday. you see the past belongs to mles.
skimming the lid of my skin belongs to words I
don? want spoken. now a gate swinging past its
hinges
staring is the oniy time I've seen you seeing.
going anti-clockwise twists under the sheets and
manages nicely. young silent letters - singing
consonants and voweis stmle the acadernic

-

"Clinging to the fax."

Xmas will be here in the minutes and we both
wait for retutns. see me in the arms of the
decade. examine these &tes to see you in the
centre of the word

"Do

you use indoor o r outdoor feminine

hygiene?"
edible and attracting fluid subject position.
nobody admits pleasure in chaotic sentence
structure. entire weapons have been labelled for
less. she passed out instructions to an audience of
poets. secret was to listen to her lies. some
graphic. some bio

opening wide we anticipate the resounding
transformation of otherwise ignored placement
thinking bas k e n known to lead to sentences
complete or otherwise. etiquette of menstrual
control is aot always a personal choice
egotistically if it happens to you it happened to me
too. otherwise known as the share syndrome.
effective self government and other forms of
confusement. the way others mean m a t e . enuf.
four generations scrunched up without a &op
spilling. glacially changing an arm and one leg.
guy's hobby you might Say. ye old artefacts of
the present tense but where's the body now?

T o , this country is universal."

lengthwise the basic question for him is more han
a twisted zero. ociginally my background was
what I'd moved away fiom. mostly question
period cornes afier the long answer. right angle
explorations take a body farther north than one'd
expect. those feminist utopias subven what else in
the contemporary world of conversion
notice the family as a stand-in for television. note
the metaphors for identity and self
four times the cross for mass rage lands in the
airport while we grapple with slotted spoons and
line endings. subtly leaving out her scalp mb.
but 1 was going to explain about feminist utopias.
stones change. ensure the "make way for plot"
plot. the road plan

Won-ideatity politics."

slumber or after a night on the town 1 have more
than music on my mind. damp shoe laces and
blood flow. which direction is one-way? you
know L'd love to study the classics but h t there's
the problem of wedding woman and her
photographie pose in snow
whereas poolside I'm watching a programme
where every displacement has more to do with
dispeoplernent than Calgary's underground poet.
that ringside embrace shares the Limeiight with
theoretical autobiographies

9 times out of 10 the rhetoric of nvision relies on
the body as metaphor. remove the liberal
pluralism and you've got a riot to curb
by following the analysis of the debate she
accidentally recognized the nanator. reply that
this isn't the only way to tell stories. sub-plot
development provides a structurai necessity and
detout
representing rather than neglect. they choose
identity where 1would redistribute w hat's said
Won? spoil the hin?

neglect takes the fonn of temptation. normal
transparency. yielding to every nuance and. do
both sides of the fiontier include class divisions?
so forget about recent theoretical thinking. guess
this isn't the only place the word word can be
repeated. duet as opposed to the social
construction of regionalkm

more bracketting in ordet to inform the
individual subject

somehow Colette's whistle covers my body parts.
she describes how her three husbands rotate the
narrative forward. decembet now. whik he was
convdescing they printed new maps. so far the
grave itseif is quadnipled. don't bet on siblings
related by eanii. how could he ôe born in an
invented country when he îived to see its retreat?
then after addressing the letter she phoned to bave
my mother pick it up. put that way why not show
him the text before it's dismbuted?
don't wait for the translation

criticism is autoeriticism.*

-

moebius strip - p q l e shaded dark edges fade
towards lavender. rather than make a point of
this 1 digress towards another subject. travel the
path towards open explanation. no matter here's
the wit of the story. yellow or cobalt blue
flowers beyond the orchid. dappled colonels
signaliing purpose and named borders. spoiled
and unhappy flattery btyame the main cumncy of
interchange
except they share each other
rhetoric left out the passion

UNot a medium but

an agent."

the perfect villain presents more tban sideshow
comedy. your letter demanch too many details 1
have set it aside. emery boards and hollow
lipstick tubes collect more than signifying
rejections. sincerely evokes for me your name.
empty. yes more tôan no - one might say. yet ...

...

to overlook the evidence. evidently the
problem was showing insertion. aot flexible acts.
traditionally
sufficient good judgment.
homosexuality is a biblical rather than
pathological crime. enter objectivity and
conventional marriage. explain dorian gray.
yardstick for age and decay. you give more than
a portrait less than a summation. notice he kept at
it till the topes were all uncoiled. director of an
unselected idol. listen to me preach. how the
same year she died her son became known for his
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"Mr. Crowfoot sitting on the subway seat."

they selected the Maritimes as the subject of
experience. expect to begin with a capital.

rip lengthwise and twist. then pop. piling the
leaves to one side shifts the narrative from
political to economic. cuz she's obsessed with
notions of linguistic others. she writes a third
novel later that day. you can tell the worst of it
was his list of key words: subject takeoff fkenzy - yeaming. gems were rarely manifest
destiny at the C-train. nor coyotes themselves

-

UShilt the pronom and he has no history."

yet his gender rernains intact. though he didn't
think to make the shift at the level of alphabet.

thought invoking print venues would enable him
to scnitinize the 80s. so the age of writing
represents gender construct. taken outside this
metaphor mosquito coils resemble spirals.
stigmata in movies may aigger mysteries as much
as painting the usual story. your precarious
seriality
yet after a cold you find youself gulping his

illiteracy as confession. never the downstairs
version of his art. the artefacts themselves
comment on their cnticism to achieve the goal of
the srnailest audience possible. even believing in a
general reader
results in her enlisting poetry for the purpose of

T o m is mot a fidure but an activity."

young Canada dreams schizophrenia and wizard
technology and conthentalism. music generically
travels across counaies. specificaîiy Mondal.
leaving the dual mmicanism and typical gender
roles to listeners. so music mediates the mutuaiîy
detetmined practice of the 49b p d l e l . let that
assert to the local identities coherent audiences
suspicious that each constructionist ideology
works disloyalty and the freedom of listening into
the African music equivalent to Native land rights
stop tnisting that organized temporality will
exclude pleasure. ending with a d m

%en

love pom & men love technology it9s

perfect."

to sex scientists

sleek mtd refïects more than the rhetonc of long
lines
sure muscular blueprints by the very act of doing
a patient. the spider rewrites mucus desire of
technique. everything is possible especially pop
culture or lunch. he may lead lyrics to many
publications. so poetry as promotion. not the
chronic present. tv commentators who don?
know when to stop long after the red light flicks
off. forget it you've got a lot of stuff in your
head
donate mutant ghost movies and a backyard tent
trifle c m be critical or not. this depends on the
level. leaving women out has always been part of
the boomerang equation. now interpretation can
close down the bulb. but open the window and
you'll feel a raw breeze. easy to take over a
position you don't occupy. yield to occupy that
position you don't occupy... yes and working out
fiom that I would attempt to lose my voice
depending on to whom 1 am speaking.
graphically ornate, she mernorizes the bmpo

"Optimum
booksen

absorption. Nothing

bot

sometirnes cirems export their own punctuation.
now scooting settles the literary ciream. my
clichks include rooms full of stacks and stacks of
book holding her motorcycle helmt. this means 1
cross the room fiom the evens to the unevens. so
that not dreaming at all eventually 1am assigned a
seat at my own table but not before you speak
your mind. distinctly not the opposite to lemon
peels and dew

UWe thought he was iiinocent."

took bold behaviour fkom one who takes more
than winning for granteci. demoted they Say he's
a hero. or you wouldn't believe how for one year
we waited. drowning in the beat
tell them 1 won't mention this now but when we
r e m there'll be more than you can imagine to
fil1 up that gap. please remember we bought that
thing. genius looks the same from above or
upsi& d o m

false fallopian indicates 1 don't think about her
more than once
editing that may be tm vital

ULike the prose back home?

enclosed inside prose snuggles the French word
for dare. enhancing the iaside poem as oh-um.
my îipstick and.labial teeth - bow cm one tell the
difference? excessively 1 want to know why
picking up hitchhikers relates to my passport on
the highway. yeariy long distance phone calls
aiready about how no more postcards. so
according to Hemingway it's a candlelighted
dimer. repressed phallic objects seem to be
shaped like a peais. see double. eyes who see
double glazed. double chocolate. eccentricaiîy
PercePt

uTechnically 19m psycbed but 1 don't Peel
it

."

tucked in disc. cuz visiting takes longer. reaily.
you're more than apologetic. can the house rent
itself with those doors slamming notes. sand
îitters my pockets. suburban wine can be so much
more expensive
every time you slip my pen into your mouth.
hem fiom my minutia

a propane tank slides down the river and a plastic
factory explodes. stinging the air. repeat
breathing toxic. conceal that meanwhile I'm
waiting for the late edition. ni1 times we've
shared the same grimace but where to now? why
I definitely continue to owe her letters but she
never writes back
kidaap how it's possible to theorize ending in
giant vulvas. sounds remarkable but what about
the inverse?

eveo 1 have trouble with the word expect appiied
to howiedge

education is encouraged to last

uThere are some things a husband should
never know. Whether or not bis wife has
been to the moon is one of them."

-

merging fiom bottled breath his quiet hand dares toward open throat. though remembering
isn't only about what you know
wait for a black leather bag in the gutter

relationships are less than public discourse
entertain the event before the end of this sentence.
endings can oniy predict beginnings
share each time you count to zero fiom the end.
domte a fiight of zebras. show their rambling on
and then some

ebb and proceed

"Disjecta membra:

a kind of movie that
you just can't put dom."

not al1 interplay wntes conclusion. no gloom
rests inside a cornputer screen. nancy wanted to
ask ber if she still favouts print dresses. sleep or
weep in chonis. simply naming it Down

Syndrome leaves out your left earlobe.
effectively 1 mean that in a medical sense. ethicai
bodies usurp the position as pràmw motivator.
nd yellow and pekoe. embracing backwards
so tempt

There is w such thhg as a prose poeiil"

mumbled the cyclops. shining her black leather.
rig constniction mmbles into the vailey of.
faraway and too many. yearly postcards to line
the ceiling. goes to show how many pairs of
boots fit into one box. x-rated continues his
morning fast. then he read that crocodiles have
no tongue. except when he looked inside there
was the rogue organ. not tied or mangled at al1
just limp nom exhaustion. nowhere near extinct
the pump was low and baby crawled out the side
window. well isn't that the way we harbour

expectation? nothing could prevent this story or 1
could pretend these words belong to the same
sentence twice as often as you watch t.v.

V i r t u a l clause 22'

2 lesbians who don't know their mother tongue.
even why the chape1 they're building might be a
garage irreligious to the eyes of the beholder.
randomly 1miss you. uproot tbat pinpoint look to
the place where we'd been
now can 1cazry what you see?

epitome and cunt could be the same word. diction
provides a cliché for how far dong the beach you
should reach. half as far as we did. deaf
postcards shouldn't be photographs
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&She Iearned to speak Englisb by writing
poems."
%O

Pm-parchase Pochahontes today."

yearning for glimpses of boys on the bus. some
narratives begin with closure, too. only we
recommend al1 the books on this sheif. faint tinge
of red against the Madoma. actud mothers and
sentences block the armoured car
raging about what kinds of books get cut up and
used as flypapet he offered this synopsis:
sophomoric. cuz the movie ends dramatically.
yucky car chase and heroic underwater scenes.
stimtilating phone cal1 just in time to intercept the
homoetotica. or

7. Sounding Out a Thesis Pushingthe Prose Line

The ilî fortune Polyphemus wishes on Odysseus ensures the trip home
lasts ten years. But not aîi of the trip takes place while traveiling. Odysseus
lives with Circe for one and a half years and, in one version of the myth, they
have a son, Telegonus, who decades later Lüls ûdysseus whom he does not

recognize. Odysseus also lives with Calypso for seven years and, in another

version, they have a son, Telegonus, who küls Odysseus, the father he
searches for but does not recognize. Perhaps Telegonus believes nobody is his

father.

By the time he reaches his home, Odysseus has lost aii his ships and his
men have ail drowned. Athena saves Wysseus's Me,but Poseidon causes the
people and ships whidi help Odysseus enter his harbour to change into Stone.
Once again, true to Poiyphemus's request, Odysseus is alone. H e enters his

palace as a beggar and only his chiidhood nurse knows him. She sees and
recognizes marks on his body as signifiers of pre-narrative episodes she, and
not the reader, can remember.

Marks on the page are signals for how to read that page. 'The
fictionaiking of readers is what makes writing so difficult" says Walter Ong
(177). Ong, a psychiatrist, writes an analysis of binary language opposition

that, linguisticaiiy speaking ("Sight isolates, sound incorporates" [Ong Z].),

tends to authenticate the lost paradise of obsolete orality. "Written words are
residue. Oral tradition has no such residue or deposit" (Ong 11). Nonsense.

-

Just as music cm be defined by its silences by the end of the bat, rather than

by the beat itself - so can sound be defined by its absences: p o e q is white

noise with bits taken out of i t No more and no less than letters on a page
defined by the spaces between them (or the blank page defined by the marks

intermpting). The imprint of sound on the ear need not be differentiated
fmm the displacement of reading ont0 the mitten. Communication means
fall-out, means unaccounted for residue, never totaiiy encompassed by sender

and receiver, by message and context. The voiced "hello" sounding through a
telephone becomes the equivalent of a written signifier that sits patiently on a

page, waiting for receptioe
'Think of the di,"
says Gerald Burns. T h e ear puts us in the mode of
being summoned, of king answerable and having to appear" (127-8).
Traditional poetry, so to speak, has been as much an experience for the ear as

for the eye. What, then, happens to the lyric rhythm, the musical h e , when
poets move into the rectanguiar space of prose, the justified margins that

compel the reader onwards, making breath hes invisible?
1 myself am what one might tem "immusicai" in that my ear cannot

recognize and name notes either in the air or on the page. Yet, 1 am not

immune to the rhythm a pet's (to allow Fredman his possessive) prose is
capable of performing. Trapped inside the arbitrary boundaries of that most

-

-

artifiaal of grammaticai constnicts the sentence words generate words;

poets still want to "get it right," "make it work," se&

for the "just right"

sound, sense, tone. Midiael Ondaatje, who used various rhythmic devices in
his "poetic noveî" about Buddy Bolden, Coming Through Slaughter,

hvestigates the poetic possibilities of narrative in his long poem The
Collected Works of Billy the Kid:

On the fifth day the sun turned into a pair of hands
and began to pull out the hairs on my head. Twist

plu& twist plu& .-. Then with very thin carehil
fmgers it began to unfold my head drawing back
each layer of skin and letting it fiap over my e m .

The wind picked up, I was drowned, lodced inside
my skin so sensitive as an hout old animal, could
feel everything, I could hear everything on my
skin, as 1 sat, Iüce a great opaque ostridi egg on the
barebadced horse. In my skin hearing Garrett's
voice near me on the skin whats wrong biiiy whats
wrong, couldnt see him but 1 tumed to where I
knew he was. I yelled so he couid hear me through
the skin. Ive been fucked. Ive been fuckd Ive been
W e d by Christ almighty god Ive been good and
M e d by Christ. (76-8)
The movement in this passage is from a nomaliKd grammatical sentence
and paragraph structure to the degeneration of sentence markers into one

single Stream of voice. BiUy, attempting to des&

the extreme heat of the

ride badc to prison, gets caught inside the metaphor of the sun's hands
withdrawing moishire fiom his skin, pulüng his body inside o u t Hw cry, at
the end of this passage, rningles with his keepet's, so that syntacticaiiy one

cannot disünguish between Büly's "sùin" and Garrett's exdamation, "whats

wrong." As soon as Biily has iterated that his skin can hear Garrett's voice,
most of the punctuation normaily used in prose disappears mid-sentence:
'%iUy"sname is not capitaiized, although "Garrett's''

is38,

and the distinction

38 S i ~ b i ( y . h m y o m p o e ( i y I t ~ n c < t o ~ e a n y ~ e x ~ p m p e r nThis
aine.

akws me to signai a narningproceas rather than a syntadml punduath.

between the nanator and diaracter is erased by the grammatical conflation of

one into the other. Although he maintains periods to divide the sentences,
Ondaatje deliberately employs confisixtg syntax and absent grammatical

markers. This confusion is perfectiy apt for Bay's narrative, in that his "left-

-

handed view of the world is metaphoricaliy and for him literdy

stripped away ftom his M y . Blind, he si&

-

gratefdiy into the shade of his

horse's pounding hooves.

Given that Ondaatje uses sentences and paragraphs, given that his

book arguably fits into the traditional western narrative of the rogue hero,
what can be said about the genre of this writing? Beginning where Fredman

stopped short, poet Bin Ramke asseris that "the prose poem is always a
mediation as weii as a meditation, and always concems itself with authority -

perhaps it is even accurate to Say that poet's prose always concems itself with
authority" (Ramke 131). An 'authority," in this case, that dedares itselt

responsible for dedaring responsible categories of writing- And responsible

categories of reading, if it cornes to that. For who, after dl, decides what

makes a book poetry or prose? Fred Wah, the poet who insists his words
belong in the ever rislry instability of poetio? Or Aritha van Herk, who
insists she can read (and teach) Fred Wah's Waiting for Saskiatcheanin as a

novel? The authority of the author may have been dedared long dead, yet
the wake continues. Prose poetry has little to do with the length of lines or
elevated language that refers badc to Classical Greece but. says Ramke, by

diance making reference to Russel Edson's theory of refuse, "the poetry may
be what is left over when we try to extract the prose" (133).

Coinadentaliy, prose extract is exactly the ingredient needed for my
next metaphor. To begin with, a short history: In his succinct essay, "On the

Prose Poem: How W e Listen to the World Speaking," Bmce Whiteman sums

up information that has been gathemi about this genre- He expresses
surprise that, &ter the distortions and contortions so far perfonned on "aii
species of narrative, ptosody, grammar, propriety - in short, the whole
tradition of English poetry" (Whiteman 71, then "surely it is somewhat

strange that such categories as poetry and prose continue to fwiction at al1 as

ternis of disuimination" (7). Whiteman locates a "postmodem~'
consaousness within the form of the oïymoronically termed prose poem.
Citing Aloysius Bertrand as its progenitor, Chatles Baudelaire as the p e t who

named the form, and Arthur Rimbaud as his third, 19th Centuy French

prose p e t example, Whiteman moves into the French 20th Cenhuy (the
Surrealisû), as well as into Spanish @menez, Lorca, Paz, Borges) and
modernist American writers (WilliamCarlos Williams, Robert Bly), before

offering a list of contemporary Canadian prose p e t s (himself, Priest, Hartog,
Kroetsch, Wah, Marlatt). The basic characteristic of the prose poem is of
course the controlling force of the sentence as opposed to the poetic line"

(Whiteman 26). Although I'd like to agree with this simple defdtion, the
"of course" bothen me enough to notice (with a now-sharpened focus) that in

defining this mingled form, Whiteman immediately sets up a binary

opposition between the prose and poetic h e . But. to aiiow him to
continu@: "Ragged right poetry ... inevitably refiects the controlling

cowciousness of the p e t as he chooses the initiai, medial and fînal words of
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Whiteman'sesmy is exlnmdy useful to anym ntemsted in an werview of the piose poem

as genre. geniie-Mu, or s
im a vanation and cmbhaticm of tomi8. I quote Mm at length
because of this very ~ I n e s snat
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a line

...it is not the language that is dictahg what is happening, but the

writer's ego" (Whiteman 26). Extract the prose and we are left with the refuse
of the (male) ego?
As Whiteman does not mention a she-poeYs consaousness, Pd iike to
tum to

Donald Wesling's essay on the narrative of gramrnar, in whidi he

describes this write~lyconsciousness as "the prose poem's attempt to create

less conventional conventions0'(Wesling 187). Having moved,
dironologically, from Baudelaire to conternporary avant-garde prose poetry, it

makes sense that a form once chosen for its radical non-existence within a

history of writing now becomes part of the construction of those conventions.

'The narrative of the consciousness of the author and leader is the same
thing as the plot of the poem's sentences, taken singly and together" (Wesling
176).

This "plot" is indeed one of sentences, subterfuge, and de-con-ceits. The

prose poem, irritatingly blunt and uneducated and impudent, is a Corn

embraced by conternporary language-focwed poets (and the occasional

unfocussed prose writer). It has, as the saying goes, become the apple of th&
collective eye.
Ço,

there we have one critic decrying lined poetry as investing in a

poet's consaousness, and another associating the author's (and reader's)
consciousness with contemporary prose poetry. Binaries, binaries,
everywhere; too many choices in si@.
In "dreams & other animals" (256), 1wish to occupy the space of the

page with my desire for a prose structure within a narrative poetics. Each
piece indudes fictional elements which pull the reader into a text which fails
to keep its narrative promises.

But does a disjunaive poetics signal the end

of narrative or does it fail, strategically, to complete such an end? My

"promethean flaw" continues to be this attempt to address narrative within
disjunctive non-lineated prose. The penultimate poem, "slogans" (2691,
collects d e s , both of gtammar and of the daily domestic, in a series of lists
that sums up the condusions of the previous poems and redisperses these
"des" into subsequent writings.

The narrative, here, is one of continued

metaphors, of speculation about gender and mythology, about women writers

and the story of modernism.
Narrative, accoràing to Gerard Genette's theory of narratology40, refers
not to "the ment that is recounted, but the event that consisk of someone

recounting something: the act of narrating taken in itself" (Genette 26). So
that the "action" in a narrative is the telhg ibelf; the relationships between

narrator and narrate@, story t h e and discourse tirne, mimesis and diegesis.

The text produced is never simply the written account held in an actual
reader's hand, but encompasses both the events that it recounts and the
"activity that supposedly gave birth to it" (Genette 28). H m a text presents,

unfolds, reveals, uncovers, discovers, or executes its narrating becomes
implicated in the narrative. 'The narrating instance, then, refers to

... the

entire set of conditions (human, temporal, spatial) out of which a narrative
statement is produced" (Genette 3111). And the statement produced from
these conditions, exists simultaneously as a narrative and as the event of the

* The temilidogy a d m u r e d rwrative cvulysis empbyed hem awne hanGerard Genette's
thearies.

41

AOcOrding to Genette. the %amtee'merges wilh tho implii re8ûer of the tbxl

(Genette 260).

Every text, whether poem or story, prayer or postmodernist long poem,
presumes and establishes a reading subject- î h e "wratee" is constructed as
male or female, pet-lover or b o r d student, as an integral part of the text,

without which its fonn couid not produce or generate itseIf. The narratee
does not assume or identify with an ongoing story; rather, the narratee is a

textual production which allows the narrator to present or perform the text.
For exarnple, a prayer reated in diurch assumes the narratee to be God, but

the performance is one of communal participation. The dosure, then, is not

based on a story the wrator wishes to relate so much as the observance of
customaty

completion.

Marlene Notubese Philip, in h a long prose poetry book, Looking for
Liaingstone: An Odyssey of Silence, addresses the cowtmct of the hero

through a writing badc, an unspoken narrative, to the colonizer who doesn't
hear any voice but his own. In this poetry book, Livingstone is the narratee
for Nourbese Philip's female Traveller. Her narrative, a mixture of prose and

poetic forms, opens up a dialogue betweM a black woman tallcing badc to the
historical hero who has destroyed the African continent. Unfortunately, the

narrator gives her subject, Livingstone, no agency whatsoever, and as a result
he is too flimsy and easy a hero to toppie. The conversation the Traveller has
with this fden figure is disappointhg because she has won the argument

before they even begin speaking. At the end of Nourbese Phiiip's narrative,
Livingstone seems unable to Say one word in his own defense Che even seems
to agree to his

need for a defense, which denies his role as colonizer). I wish

to look at read th& text dosely as a book of poetry that engages in both prose
and mythic narrative, yet does not entireiy challenge either form or content.

Nourtrese Philip betrays her own colonized project in writïng a

traditionaily male narrative of the single traveller on a quest for truth. She
describes her heroine as king on an "Odysser (49), and in doing so,
perpetuates a traditionai male narrative of search and discovery. Her
traveiier, then, is coopüng the idea of the colonizer who sets out to find the
"right" path to talce him home again. Like Odysseus, she already knows
where she's headed before she even begins but, unlike him, she never strays
from her determined path. In Classical quest narratives, the hem searches for

what he does not have, or se&

answers to what are so far only questions.

But this narrator already has the answers before she begins her quest. and

already has the answers to questions she only asks in order to embarrass the

previous figure of hero, Livingstone. Her journey is dtimately uninteresting
to the

reader because its objective is attained before she begins. Nourbese

Philip's purpose is to question Livingstone's agenda. Yet she does not write
that agenda into her text, merely assumes the reader knows as much, or as
M e , about Livingstone as she does. 1 question, then, her project's

essentialism of the black woman speaking badc to the white man. He

discovers Africa but does not let Africa discover h h . She has faiien into the
same trap of which she accuses him. She has found exactly what she set out
to find, has

only asked questions she already biew the answers to.

As this narrative is an "odyssey," Nourbese Phiïip indudes "monsters

and exotic aeates" (15) and. just as Odysseus's men are tumed to pigs, one of
the character's brothers are transformeci into roosters (50). True to odyssean

fonn, the Travelier is even betrayed by a beautiful woman (51). Like
Hercules, the Traveller must answer nddles which show off her skill and
resourcefuiness in order to continue with her joumey: "They refused to let

me go. Not untii I answered three skill-testing questions" (19). Nourbese
Philip accepts and buys into the structure of heroic narratives as teiiing the
story of one who must surpass superhuman trials and tests.
1 want to interrogate how this tert relates to the Odyssey, or to any quest
narrative. She leaves out the quest part, the "gettuig there is half the hin"

part, we only get tiny m e t s of her stays with the various "tribes" she
encounters on her way, presumably, to (reMiscovering Livingstone. These
hibes, though dïfferentiated by the scrambled speihg of their names (each, a

variation of the word "SILENCE),are too similar. We get no depth or
texture to what she l

e m from each separate group and what she takes away

with her.

The Traveiiet, aiming towards an ultimate subject that she desues to
keep at a distance from her audience and from herself, dllects h a text away
from Livingstone and towards an assurneci narratee who follows and agrees
with her (not unlike Staniey). This idealized reader changes fkom chapter to

chapter, from page to page. The paradigm opens up space for a developing
narratee to read and interpret the Travder's presentation of her quesüng
"self." When she reaches Livingstone, the narrator brings into the text an

awareness and remembrame of Livingstone's atroaties that the narratee
must also be equally aware of. The Traveller, though, aggressively suppresses

knowledge that exists outside this immediate meeting by not repeating an
actual event or action p e r f o d by Livingstone, thus ensuring he has no
voice or chance at o f f e ~ his
g version of the narrative. By suppressing his

story, she secures his silence as weii as offeting her text to a nanatee who
m u t don similar literary blinkers.

The Traveiier sees silence as a la& of words. But silencing is slso about
narratives that, although loud enough, simply do not get heard. Nourbese

Philip's strategy is to somehow write the silence, but she does not achieve
this. The reader hem no stories of Livingstone's abandoned wife or of the

Ahican people who showed him the way in, but instead hears how his

"helpers made [us]coffke and a meai" (63). and then no more information
about these native servants the TraveUer assumes should, naturaliy, serve

her as weii. This poetry text, about redaimuig lost or suppressed narratives,
reinstates patriarchy as it embraces a naive belief in "silence" as a triumphant

answer to the sifencing master text. But except for Livingstone's (through the
Traveller's) assertion that he brought "the word" to a dark and silent

continent, the narrative does not make dear why Nourbese Philip champions

silence. In contrast, Aritha van Herk says about escaping dominant literary
tropes, in her essay "In Visible Inlc":
1long, M y , to escape the page, to escape ink and my own

implacable literacy. But 1 do not dismiss language as primary,
nor do 1suiscribe to the naive temptations of antiinteiiectualism. Literacy is a powerful talisman. 1 deptive

myself of it, even for a short tirne, to understand more
completely its consequence in my Me. (45)

Too easily, Nourbese Philip's narrative denies not onïy the literacy
represented as somehow opposeci to silence, but also the need for siienced
stories to be heard.

The conversation between the Travder and the Colonizer at the end

of the book is flat and uninteresting, and does not achieve the desired dimw
of a black articulate woman speaking badc to her silencing white oppressor:

î h e Traveller merely has to say to Livingstone "how very very stupid" he is

for Livingstone to "lookuestfallen again" (69). Nowbese Phiüp has made

Livingstone an easy caricature or a cartoon of the white colonizing male.
"Everyone understands ... the real author of the narrative is not only he who
tells it, but also, and at times even more, he who hears if' (Genette 262). In
that case, allow me an alternative reading Livingstone might easily have

claimed Africa was to be the bastard he fathered. What! the Traveller would
exdaim, are you Zeus produdng Athena fkom out of your

own forehead?

Africa, she wouid say, was there before Livingstone even knav of it. No. the
colonizer would continue, no continent exists before the occasion of hurnan

cognition.

The desire to continue the idea of a reader who not onîy participates in
story, but is story, trames the (postmodem) possibilities for subsequent
narratives, that pass now from narrator to narratee, from narratee to
narratee's narratee. "The most troubhg thing [is]that the narrator and his

-

-

narratees you and 1 perhaps belong to some narrative" (Genette 236). This
seductive idea, that "you and P are part of the story, invites readers into

narrative texts.

Time is an adventure the narrator of this text W e n g e s and
restructures, as "the very length of the story graduaiiy lessens the interval
separating it from the moment of the narrating" (Genette 221). Genette
differentiates between narrators who relay information at the moment of
narration, or through a consciousness of a passage of time which shapes their
narration. So, if a narrative is focalizeà through a particular narrator, that
narrator, although also the protagonist, knows more about the story and its

unfolding than does his aeated protagonist. 'The narrator almost always

'knows' more than the hero, even Y he himself is the hero" (Genette 194).

The hero, then, is trapped in an unknowing whidi s/he directs towarùs the
reader or narratee, whose role is to support and understand every sentence
the narrator speaks. Noutbese Philip, in attempting to write a woman into

the traditionaily male role of hero, has reinforceci the image of the "silenceci"

woman, tridced and castrated by colonizing narratives. In truth, says H d h e
Cixous, "women aren't castrated, they have only to stop listening to the
Sirens (for the Sirens were men) for history to d w g e its meaning. You only

have to look at the Medusa straight on to see her. And shers not deaciiy.

She's beautiful and she's laughing" (885).

Many poets rewrite narratives that not only d o w for the possibiiity of
representing woman as "hero," but also aliows them to aitique estabiished
roles and heirarchies by undennining the structures supporting these fixed
roles and predetennined heirarchies.
Traditionaiiy, women's desire has been contained within the male

dream of objectifkation. Says JohnBerger, T o u painted a naked woman
because you enjoyed looking at her, you put a mirror in her hand and you
caiIed the painting Yaniy; thus moraliy condemning the woman whose

nakedness you had depicted for your own pleasure" ( W q s of Seeing 51). For
women, then, pleasure has been inscribed within the restrictions of this
image. Unable or unwilling to play Helen of Troy, many poets are begining to
ask if th& onIy choices are to either continue this representation, or simply
to reverse it. Many women (men, too, one assumes) want neither to be

Daphne nor Apollo, trapped in the act of pursuit, fleeing a confining image of
hunter and prey.

Feminist erotics displaces and replaces this m a t i v e through a
discoune of the body that does not merely essentialize women's àifference,
but allows for a ciifference based on lived experience, identity, and
narrator/narratee reversais. Diana Hartog, in Polite to &es, -tes

a series of

prose poems which ddve into narratives of heterosexual tensions. ïhese
pieces open up the dialogue between male and female representations,
examine the problems inherent in any fixed narrative, and slip through to a
poetic climax that iwists on the reader's own partiapation in the stories and
their language.

She reiuses to locate her text in either poetry or prose, but moves back

and forth, shifting the focus from word to sentence to paragraph break.
Visualiy, these poems appear to be very short prose fiction, with paragraph

indentations, quotation marks, and other conventionai prose punctuation.
But Hartog is wriüng an intergeneric text where she subverts reader

expectation set up by the poem's structure. Although the pieces look iike
fiction in that they appear visually as short prose pieces, they satisfy a reader's

desire and expectation for poetry. And once that expectation has been

definitely estabiished, Hartog again subverts it: by introducing more and

more "fictional" elements (characters, dialogue, setting, etc.) into the pieces,
and by presenting ones that do, after aü, 'look" Iüce poetry.
"Spider Web" opens with an eerie and exhilarathg promise of

scientific knowledge, magic, sexual tension: "No one knows why a snake,
slithering through gras, Mlrefuse to aoss a spider's web" (Hartog 41). The

second stanza/paragraph, "A stand of web has the tende scrength of a line of
music," pursues the story of the spider web, concurrently shifting the image
to

one of music and rhythm and also to m e a s u ~ g
lines. The "strength of

these invisible lines, although obviousiy fngüe, is powerfui, tenacious, and

tough. The reader gathers a sense of evolution, moving nom stanza to
stanza, interrupted oniy by a blanlc Iuie of page as the poem segues, zigzag
style, away from the web and out into the world of kisses, mot, and deception.
Yet the impulse to read progression is a false one: "A web of lies can be spun

from a single kiss." The poem demands a reading that indudes discomfort

and instabiüty, sensuality and semial infidelity, all spun out from a single line
of poetry, a line rewriting the hierardiy of prose and of gender politics. The

reader is still caught inside the metaphor of the web, but the web is no longer
a stidcy mass with a dense iwect centre. The body's actions and reactions -

Trom his cheek, 1 plu& a smaii black spidef

- are foregrounded in this piece

and the language pushes the entire poem to a metaphoricai level of poetic

desires: "Imagine rehuning to your web just as the moon is freeing itself."
The web at the beginning is replaced, again and again, by another web, a single

strand cobbed in front of the reader's eyes. Meaning is tangled; pronouns
catch on codified, yet wispy, boundaries.

The piece condudes: "He says it was

oniy one kiss," as if there has been some sort of resolution, as if the narrator

has caught her lying subie& But the structure of the poem offers no such

reassurances. The deception lies not in that there was achially more than one
kiss, but in that a numericd defense is inadequate. The final "one kiss" of the
poem, is the prose line the reader carries into the poems to foiiow.
Hartog's pieces rely on an interna1 hypotactic agreement where one

sentence or iine foilows the next in syntactic hmony. The sentences appear
connected to each other by structure, content, and narrative voice. Such
associative linking of

images proposes the piece as a fictional one that can be

read linearly and for a sense of completion. Read paratacticaiiy, the

responsibility for reading meaning into the ordering of the pieces shifts ont0
the reader.

The leap between pages is made by the reader. No overt

explanation of why the pieces appear in the order they do is o f f d . Yet often
one word, for example, "Anothes," situateci as it is at the beginning of the
butterfiy poem, offers itself to the reader as syntactic stitching together of prior

fabncations.
Often, Hartog plays on the sense of the mapical and rule-dominated
world of diildsen's rhymes or superstitions. 'To kiii a spider shifts the

weather; she doesn't care" ( Hartog 12). This sentence uses the shythms of

nursery didactics to step out of the d e of prose, into the exception. Hartog
uses the sentence to generate, then disrupt, the grammar of ordinary

language. The title alone, "Polite to Bees," expresses a fragmentation of the
complete sentence: who is poiite to bees? how does one go about being polite
(or for that matter impolite) to bees? The incompleteness of this sentence

promises incompletion within the text, stresses the importance of unfuifilled
desires; an invitation, not to attempt dosure, but to encourage absurd

openings and false starts that tri& words out of sentences and into an openended poetry. It maices use of prose without ever succumbing to the prosaic.
Periods, in prose, separate one sentence from another. In poetry,
periods not only act as concentrateci emphasis, but also punctuate themselves;

the period behaves not only as a stopping point, but also as a reminder to the
reader that minute linguistic instructions are constantly in effect. Polite to

Bees puchiates its mostly prosodic pieces with the occasional verse poem,
each one a sesies of sentences broken ont0 the

sounds, 1 can make his ears twitch;

page: 'With the siightest of

/ by mesely grinding the tip of the pen to /

this little period . for instance" (Hartog 29). The self-referentiaiity of that

stranded period informs the reader how to read thb poetry.
In 'The W m g Ne& of a Swan." a young man must hold the ôeast to

be sa-ceci

against his own beathg heart. He approaches his mother's

cottage, where his uncies have hefted the mortgage onto their shouiders, and
breathes in her bdsed scent: "His mother had been fine. She'd been ironing;

-

and was buttoning a blouse on its hariger sveezing the last button through
a tiny stitched hole

- when the breast pocket swung open" (Hartog 47). This

action of opening reveals the mother's heart hidden (and broken) h i d e her

domestic activity. The words "heart," "ne&," and '%reasVresonate
throughout this piece, yet there is no h
a
î explmation for how the reader

should connect them, for how to read the two narrative lines together into
this final paragraph. Hartog carefdly chooses each word so that the
materiality of the language is a visible and tangible poetic language (the

burden of the mother's mortgage that is literdy carrieci out of the poem). At
the same üme, she gives her pieces a narrative push so that the poems move

forward, in part, because of an expectation of plot that is only ever hilfilled by
the polite restta.int of stopping middmax. Hartog's pieces are earthy, fleshly,

carnal, and iustful prose poetry. ï h e structure of sentences b 3 t seemingly
naturaliy into paragraphs aiiows the reader into the everyday discoune of
polite conversation, but with the suggestive overtones of sewuality and

beasthess. The subtitle: "A Bestiary," allows the reader into a text that
promises magical beasts and impossible a e a t w s .

The attempts, by miters as weii as aitics, to define and label "new"
writing, invariably articulate a dissatisf&tion with the traditional categones of
"prose" and "poeq," and with the traditional grammars assigned to eadi. Do

the sentence and its notationai accompaniment the period
asserts

- as Ron Silliman

- configure the new prose poetry in much the same way as the h

e

break has organized die free vase line? Perhaps the question is not if one
form can combine with another (toughiy, in this case, poetic devices with

prosaic form), or wen substitute for another, so much as it is a question of
acknowledging the multiple and often devious ways in which poetry

challenges and contradicts - by means of such combinations - the very f o m
it has established through histoncal usage. The opposition is not "verse

versus proseu," but how pets actuaiiy conceive of a poetia of prose.

@

In W. Michel Davithm dimusses the qmdogy of pmm a d verse. which boa,

fiwn

the same mot. p w e r t m , meaning to tum toward" @cwidron 170). The opposition between

these two f m . thedcm. is m m historiaithn 1 is d g i d .

DREAMS & OTHER ANIMALS

fîying with eagles

a bünd bitd sucks rind on the highway. nibbles

tires beneath feet under blue blades. a salt shaker
isn't dways. though sometimes a trappeci circle
ben&

the slur in your words divides a meaning 1 can't
perceive. how bent an obstacle for me to
o v e m . how your a m swoops precious stones.
we replace oval emotions with this, the letter
asked for. eagles and other alphabets

my pen has stopped meeting paper. my fingers
grip inside-out. 1 am no longer anyone's lover no
longer

your spoken words soon.
melodramatic. no[
1. no
longer

saccharine or

the corner of often

my vocabuiary full of Stein's feathers
1 haven't licked clean. multiple sorrows for any
one body
why you didn't order oktopothe or krumbiathe

fkom the yellow tray at work. fkom the improve
your word power pages
there is no direct line of diaiogue - only the
coiled reach of my telephone desire, or your
voice
the streetlight marks time. don't argue with an
a r o w of perception. yes, this is for you:

walk with me while 1 ramble in that other
language (though the disguise cames more). you
couldn't have missed her so easily, it must have
been fate, well overdue. I'm not just lacking
umbrellas, I'm lacking the shock of recognition.
the ring finger a promise that has lost its glue
1 always remember the frst time they met, there

on the bus, my nose pressed so close to the page.
Gertrude and her gnimmar, a mock tribute to
peripheral biofiction. where else can you go
when an hour takes less ihan a chapter?
1 do

-

always
promethean flaw

-

remember.

that is my

a houseshape, like a paragraph

1 know nothing, nothing but things. and how to

make them poetry
how ber desire her maLes my into choice. a
wander and a tangent. why rain doesn't sag my
skirt hems is ever more engaging than layered
discourse. 1 wasn't indiscriminate, the earth can
be a bed where she invites or offers. and isn't it
fumy how mustard with flavour weighs more

not every body recognizes the body. or the one,
as suffix. you can add a comma,here, and make
sentence. you can remove the segue fkom its path
of anticipation, from its comective tissue, from a
conjunctive symôol in the middle

only don't go looking for thimbles. a watertight
house promises more than a bargain. windows
hyphen interior-to-exterior. this monologue
approaches ciifference, but only just. the pattern
repeats a performance seen but never read, layers
of membranes altemate
gulp that excessive prairie landmark. the
exception slips away. the cohen blue in the square
reminds more than you'll tell
oniy things promise üiings

lip service

language begins at the tongue
dreaming london doesn't mean it's the oniy dot on
the map. not when you grow up different, not
when shopping malls sufnx every parking lot
but when it doesn't begin at the tongue? I've
whispend with fingertips, written words that no
longer know how to speak Japanese chases itself
inside Turkey then sits on the page a vision of
China appearances speak volumes. l... 2... 3...
or like 0 t h times, when linguistics was a map of
my mouth. when a sentence will end long after
the period. you hadn't yet said. when Latin
replaces math

you didn't notice, but "i" and 'Y' can be versions
of the sarne letter. can be, to your ear, the same
sound. listen, there's a reason dreams happen
beneath eyeiids. there's a pattern. trust me when
1 Say I'm going to sew buttons on the underside of
shirts, read them across ribs
hearing sideways in the morning, over the
balcooy may be your idea of verbal action.
whereas 1 will be consumed by midnight, only not
that mercunc. the Street crams full of lawned
intentions, remnants of camouflage and veiled
postures

no Troy

mythology contradicts what our eyes reveal. only
the back of our heads bear testimony

H.D. lives inside the name of someone else. but
how much biography follows the self? how many
words mean We
a poem of one word after a poem
of
one word
inside-out. the paragraph of these lines breaks
into biography. a strategy of prose that disguises
rhyme as someow else's sentence. H.D.writes
stories onto a palimpsest of coded maps.
directions we'U lose later
distort the way home

the sparsity of a noun stands forever swrounded
by fences of pnpositions which grow back every
year. last year's peeled version of a novel lies
skinned and temfied. by of in barriers which
above ail beside or behind
oh, how long c m a woman exist inside a crack of
air before she understands there's atmosphere
everywhere? Icanis blundered believing the
feathers enabled him to fly

when 1 close my eyes I see the ainkled blueprint.
but when 1 open them, only Egypt

the walis faIl

resaaint in language cm be passion, too. H.D.'s
myth of the myth. an ongoing paetics that refuses
the dialogue of completion. each
single
word
e-s

ve-

is the s a m as

to the men looking in, girl-love is only an
indulgent game. for them. quite an idea that
women must always be more about men than each
other
yet the stubborn energy of bet "rotten pomes"
fuses her longing, twins them into

the body and its desires. another translation
the quest for beginning constnicts a shard

of rock. descend, without peeking back
destruction may be the dtess rehearsal of
resurrection. how to nad worlds into your own
fiame
the body - crooked with desire - no longer alone

aeer plurality, the fimt person pronom
attached to the iiteral, he wanted reverberations.
he wanted syllaôies, the I don 't remember defence
start (the beginning becomes sound) here:
not the you of this s w n m r . I've only just noticed
that resistance to meaning. his meanness,
admitteci. lately admiaed and habituai. habitat.
guttural gyrations demonstrate a lack of confrol
Dnimheller : Valhaila. naming changes seasons.
fkom long distance into the barest of landscapes.
duration becomes what time my watch says the
big hand crosses the little. where one wnst-strap
crosses another. where your wrist hyphens bis
that summer he bangs up the phone slams it down
and no peep fiom me until. his voice reaching
out fiommy machine bids welcome (L'm holding
back for more concrete documentation). until my
words speak over those words and they're gone
he takes his words into his han&
1 could tell hirn that I've learned to love less [no.
more]. 1 could tell hirn how alone means
different meanings. 1 could teach hirn about
touchings and reincarnation of the physical

he takes the mortai words with hirn

*

the body traps

why not wander. why
not a house on the hi11
aml jack in t&ebasement
tilting. a song isn't
only notated on paper
aiine
fkom a movie
repeats

why not step three
times to the le,and

twirl. past
tomorrow

's intenta1 cunt

swallow

playsure
of timing

-

your words, when you
spe&

beniveen promise
and boundary
why not weep, into
nry porcehin

vulw

harpooned

in the beilybutton of the whale sait sea cracks my
tongue look! my eyes breathe winter or
caulifk~weror
the small hollow of your back, or.
breastbone, or

your

across marguerite coastlines you cimm a name
into my collarbone, catch at air until the
teverberations o f a salamander promise a
vibration of reptile delight
the grey and spent body of Jonah - no - Pinocchio

hesitates; washes shore

double eraving

appetit involces repetition. the rhythm of timeshares

the body retains salt not water. salt sweats out of
the body with a tiny piece of genocide in every
pore. the body as photo-album. the mind has not
stopped, but each individual celi. each layer of
body inside body inside body

a stretched aame doubles detection

your palm the direction for a knuckle to cliché

and elbows oniy temper obsolete penalties

regard the gayze: two girls, side-by-side, write
on each other's legs

slogans

magnets on my fiidge pin down aext week's
intrusions, a promise that foiiows the drill. and
you tell me I'm in yout words

when nvo vuhtas go walking
they BOTH do the talking

paie lipstick and see-throughjellybeans

when seriai monogamy reinforces the region as
pornography, the fnghtened monuments we offer
name the pattern

a fiatemity birth

a grateful cadaver

sentences need subjects
plural subjects need plural

in the mythology of the hardwood store, machines
narrate sexuality. the grease nipple. the male
plug. the female bolt
contamination by woràs

the minotaur dreams

inside the maze lives more than a minotaur. 1seek
buttons and dashes - a smaii &op of carnomile, seven
pins, fourteen very small stones fiom the dley

I'm not asking who gets to ask the questions, I'm
asicing who gets to punchtate them? it is possible the
minotaur bu11 was female, pregnant, long overdue
and desperate for escape into a quieter myth. why
we ache for religions more gentle towards animals
and virgins
Daphne nuis into the tree headfirst. Apollo amazed
and distraught to catch his catch so abmptly. he
himself begged his gods to take her away, remove
this easy conquest, leave him his impossible and
unrequited love for nature. Daphne, her Iimbs
spread out and thick, cracks in every direction away
fiom herself; her cunt folds and pleats a thousand
times. she has invented rings, one for every year
that enticed her into this fairytale. Daphne does not
consider herself saved, though she is grateful to
avoid the vinlity of gods. she waves her iimbs,
claws at her new skin; she wants her body returned
beneath the firmly-rooted laurel, Apollo weeps, his
lust transformed, organic, growing. Daphne does
not bow down to regard the weeping god, nor does
she bother about children who carve each other's
initials into her clothing. she has become the
wilderness for which Apollo lusted; the petrified
proof of an intact hymen, unbuttoned. Daphne, the
raging minotaur, pregnant with stillborn desires

8. I n i p ~ t i Pnwe
d
Strategies of Liisrtiption and EXC~SS

In the tradition of Stein's Tender Buffom, Karen Mac Cormack's
collection of poetry, Quirk 6 Quillefs, "look" like typical (whatever that
might by now have be determineci to bel prose poems. Page-centred, one

paragraph long, rectangular justifieci sentences, Mac Cormack's poetry is an
investigation of "the influence of literahire on sunsets," proving the "'space
for heaving anything at a i i through windows" (13). Her work adcnowledges
the stubborn difficulty of words which ding io meaning:

Not rhythm yet repetition she said so it was written
to be recorded but if heard then listened to
attentively without false moves or the maximum
number of pauses in an attention span's treble def
folds on a number the badc lot serpentine t e i h g
choir this voice. (11)

Visuaiiy, the structure of these pieces "rhyme" their appearance on the page:
virtuaily square, and relatively equal in size to one another.. Their rhythm is

imbedded within the words, within the "false moves" that p e t s corne to

depend on when deiiberately misinterpreting the world. Mac Cormack's
collection does not recognke the seeing-eye 1: "this voice" is not an
identifiable self-contained 7,"
but rather indudes a chorus of voices and

tones and aescendoes for the attention span to disperse.
Such dispersal of a poetic voice attemph to focus the reader's attention

more and more on the material physicality of reading, and at the same tirne
shift intentionality ont0 the reader. Mac Cormack explores the strategies of

prose written agaiwt notions of closure. Begïnning with the words, 'The
untried decibel of seamless hose unhumid sentence..." (9), Mac Cormack's
text insists on its own right to take off into language play of every sort, to

ailow the reader to "see" how meaning can be constructecl through a text

whidi situates itself within a poetics of lyric tradition: "Not rhythm yet

repetition she said" (11). In this fragment, Mac Cormack manages a metacommentary on poetic devices. In her finai piece, she acknowledges a diction
that paralyres the u s d y recognizable prose narrative that promises ending,
yet, never delivers. Her prose feverishly nuis from page to page, avoiding its
own "Uikless paces" (48) as it stumbles and trips over the biind rage of an
anachronistic monster.
On the cover of IOURNEYINC; & the retums, bp Nichol inscribes the

words: "as many exits and enttances as possible." The possibiiity these words
promise is that one may exit and re-enter a poem from many directions, may

approach a text Erom previously unknown openings or passages. The "genre"
of the prose poem irnpels a formai articulation of the pet's desire to escape

perceived generic d e s and regulaüons, and to enter anew. The contradiction
tests on this hinge: an exit that is aiso furthet enhances, and entrances which
transform penultimate exits. The prose poern absorbs into its corpus as many

enhances (for example, other genres) and exits (generic principles) as possible.
Adena Rosmarin remarks, "we know that a poem is a sonnet in part by the

way it doses" (Rosrnarin 143). By disrupting the f o d d e s of genres, pets
anticipate and encourage a literary antinomy. By rejecting dosure, a prose
poem is not offering an attempt at endless continuation of itself; rather, it is

-

-

struggling improvising in a way against merely fulfilling expectation, both
the reader's and the writer's.

William Carlos Williams proposes his text, Kaa in Hell, as a set of

improvisations that work against the inherited notion of poetry as stuclied,
tired, and prediaable. This idea of improvisation removes for the reader and

critic the necessity of interpretaüon. The words on the page

- indeed the

pages themseïves - becorne tactüe abjects freed &omtheir obligations as mere
conveyors of sense and meaning inviting the reader to decipher the puule
hidden inside the linear mornentum of sentences and paragraphs. These

pages dismpt the impulse of the reader to '"read through" transparent words
or to read past the page to whatever "deepr' meanhg rests beneath it.
Steve Mcdaffery, in his essay on the general economy of writing, offers

an economic strategy for approaching the written text as opposed to more

conventional structural readings. The application of this alternative, he says,
"would indude a i i non-utilitarian activities of excess, unavoidable waste and

non-productive consumption" (McCaffery North 201) as well as challenging
the "conceptual dominants of traditional writing" (202). This "general"

economy, concerned with distributions and with the order-disorder of

cirdations (2011, is contained within (but not completely confined by) a

restrictive econorny "based on valorizeà notions of restraint, conservation,
investment, profit, accumulation and cautious proceduralities in risk taking"
(203). McCaffery goes on to reveal that the general economy is a "suppressed

or ignored presence within the scene of writing that tends to emerge by way of

rupture Mthin the restricted" (2031, a rupture that questions "the conceptual

controls that produce a writing of use value with its ptiviieging of meaning
as a necessary production and evaluated destination" (203).
Resisting a poetics of restrictive economy means, for many pets,

resisting inherited notions of how poems should look on the page. The lyric

tradition indudes a unified and perceiving subject, a sender-receiver mode1
of âirect and transparent communication, and a formal construct of leftjustified margin with jagged-right linebreaks. Jeff Derksen, in his long poem

Droell, plays with this acquired sense of form. The pieces shift fiom sentenced

paragraphs to numbered stanzas to minimai words composed onto the
abundance of space on the page. In "Neighbourhood," the left-justifieci-rightragged dassification of lyric poetry is tumed on its lyric ear:
does seam meander

redundant anthropologist stigma
matters erst stinger
reverse severance cents
[sense of public outrage] generk sea-level (50)
Each word of this poem (outside the square brackets) carries equal weight,
there is not much emphasis or pivot on the linebreak, and the "does" of the

opening line never accompiishes its suggested question. The pleasure of the
linebreaks, then, are for their excessive eniptive qualities, for the intentional
"public outrage" this "meaningless" poetry provokes43. Derksen, in this piece,
has inverted McCaffery's econorny: the landscape of impenetrable language

gets intmpted by the noise of transparent syntax. By imbedding this firstperson speaking subject into the dominant racket of the undefinable noise of
the rest of the piece, he compels the reader to understand the "interruptions"
of grammar and of a perceiving consciousness as the "irregular Buctuations"

that are irrelevant to the intemal dialogue between the materiality of the
words and the reader's appreciation of each line's tangibility.
Derksen'spoem doesri? m n i z e page breaks, d h w g h they are p h y h l l y uiavoidable,
even as he takes pleEwure in the Iinebreaks, aîthough they appear hem randomly iqxsed.

To suggest that the page is a unit of composition recognizes that, to
some extent, the page has been constructeci by a -ter,

and is presented as a

compositional structure organizing how a reader understands the variations
between noise and information- Yet accepting an ornnipresent authorhl

intention as goveming how that page is read assumes the notion of a

preconceived message, separate and whole, waiting there for a perceiving
interpreter to decode, to unscramble. As a site for the prose poem, the page

doesn't jukt contain words, but provides liminal (and sublimuiai) spaces for

words to proMerate. What's going on in formai poetry is not just the laying
out of wwds, but a h of

the spaces, gaps, silences, and marked absences

between words. In Puuse Button, Kevin Davies spreads his words over the
page in a deiiberate disruption of the authority of either iine breaks or
margin. His pieces leap trom left- to right- to centre-justitied text, refusing to

rest on any preconceived notion of heated poetry. The lines break and
regroup, break again, then slip off the page in a dynamic pursuit for even
more intricate interruptions, to rewrite the image of page aiready built into
the reader's anticipation. For example, after dvee and a half pages of stanzas

that bounce from one solid margin to the other, Davies presents the reader
with what appears to be a solid block of print, an orduiary paragraph, that sits

complacently mid-page, its margins extending left and right, above and below:

-planned that way.

Nevertheless you won't die
Q you will work. It is that t h e again, up nortti, out
West, inside the netting & the tattered canopy,
inside the menu. Proud to be living on a planet.
yeah you bible managerid. Trash out in Cache
Creek can't wait for its first rat tenant. Belongs to
an entire comrnunity of reluctance. To be living on

a planet, that talks to itself. Snitches c d this
number. Stadcs of obsdete sit-corn laughtracks,
in the storage area. (35)
even as the reader catches he/r breath for one page, the stanza subverts itself,

breaks mid-sentence. The obvious comma at the end of a series of sentences
stoppeâ by periods haits the reader mid-halt, before s/he plummets d o m to
the next line, only to stop again; the remaïning chunk of blank space chases

that lone insistent period.

Davies aiiows no stasis within the words, or any regulation of possible
pleasure that might erupt on the page. Fwther into the book, he Mites:

-The more valuable it becomes, the more rampant its
assadts. You [

]

might yourself be

the rejected plate, the chunk that falls & gets discovered
(54)

This positing of "space" as an equivalent signifier to the words surrounding

the brackets pens up ideological implications for the "you" addressed in this

manner. Academically, square brackets indicate an outside authority
commenting on some necessary point within the body of the original text. In
Davies's pieces, the outside authority has nothing to Say, filling the
authoritative space with an aIUCious süence. Or, even more ïikely, there is no
"outside" authority, only the words generated within the world of the poem.
Such a world resists the dosure of meaning as the aiready dedded absolute of

words put together on the page. Instead, the process of writing is situated

within the process of reading as the poews materiality leads to excessive

eruptions of pleasure.
These imptovisatiorial bursts of pleasure can be aligneci to Williams's

notion of the improvisational in that they deviate hom the expected. Where
a page full of prose sentences off-

the reader a suggestion of narrative and

story, the poetio operating within that prose may weil ovemde reader

assumptions, disturbing the stabiiity and reliabiiity of prose as primarily a
vehide for narrative. At the same tirne, these bunts of poetic intervention
within individuai sentences o f k the reader strategies for approaching the

page that go beyond mere interpretation of the message, and give a reader
pause to enjoy the language.
According to information theory, says Jurij Lotman, when "the level of
noise is equal to the level of information the message will be zero" (Lotman
75). "Art" is the trope he suggesb that turns this equation on its ear, so that

"everything heterogeneous which can be conelated in some way with the
structure of

the authorial text ceases to be noise" (75). For pets, "everything

heterogeneous" may weii include: poetry, prose, àrawings, cornputer saeew,
mimicry, quotations, sentences, punchiation, humour, aiticism, narrative,
or, as Williams says in k a in Hefl: "A poem can be made of anything"

(Williams 70).
%y choosing improvisation as a compositional strategy, Williams

foregrounds the immediate and intangible in his writing. The first sentence
of nie Great Ammican Nowl States: "If there is progress then there is a

novel" WiUiams 158). The tease with which Wiams engages the reader,

begun in the title, pivots on the "IY' of the first word. ~ r o g r e kis a relational
term for Williams. His, "I was a slobbering infant"(158) throw-away line

encompasses that brandi of poetry that insists on a perceived speaker who
exits within a specinc t h e frame. The joke -1s

huther into itself: there is

progress, there are words and sentences foUowing one after another until the
"novel" is complete. Again and again, though, Williams questions an
expectation based solely on the sentences and paragraphs the pages provide.

"Here is progress 2 Williams extends, %ere is the substance of words UMMMMM: that is to say..." (163). The "progres" proffered in the first

sentence has degenerated into a noise that is the "substance of wotcis." Even

this representation of sound,though, is not to be reiied on as the excessive
desire of the text. Resisting narrative dosure at the same time as he offers

"novei" in the title, Williams's strategies for avoiding dosure become
multilayered offerings of openings and possibilities. That the book does corne
to an end does not limit the exploration of where the narrative may stiil

progress.

The function of the law of genre is to absorb resistant tex& back into the
very categories they avoid. This is the "dosure" of genre. Leslie Scalapino, in
Considering h m exoggerated music is, combines disparate modes and writuig

styles within one long piece. The voice in this prose poetry îhifts and

proiiferates so that it is impossible to identify the one single speaker as
ultimate authority, as representative of a unifieci whole. Instead, the
persistence of an undesignated and unnamed speaker motivates the reader to
understand and accept a miüng that f o m d y challenges readerly

expectations for narrative dosure. Scalapino's poems range from short lyrics
to slightly longer paragraphs. In the long pem, "Considering how

exaggerated music is," Scalapino develops an assortment of disjointed

sentences, ranging fkom observations of people in restaurants to treatment of
gender construction:
Stranger when it is the male opening his shirt in
pubiic, and applying an infant to his chest as if he

had breasts. Not even necessary for the Kuant to
have the nipple. The chiiàren let out a few cries,
the man puts them up to let them suck. Or as easily
applies them to his badc or his thighs. (56)
This poetry accumulates information, images, and a disruptive narrative
content, ail of which suggest an indistinct boundary between world and text,
an improvisational moment that connects poetry and music, gender and
genre, prose and poetry.

These moments within the text act as doorways, liminal entrances
which open up the context of writing to indude the compositional, to indude
movement; pleasurable gaps slarnmed open when we least expect them. La&
of a formal structure suggests, and provides, ending that resist dosure. But
within the mode1 of accumulation and dispersal, the opposite is also m e .

The connections, as much for the reader as for the writer, assume that the

"processuai" dso indudes rewriting and revising. The adult male nursing

his infant trawforms, in a later poem, into a dinner guest who sets his
n a p h on fire, "so that," we are told, "people will imagine a cat flaring up
like that under theh noses" (Scalapino 67). He iights his napkin as one umcld

iight a cat with kerosene in the same way he nurses, even against his back, as
one would an infant. These acts appropriate the imagination at the same
time as the poetry comments on hespassing between world and page, between

gender and sexual roles, between language hat represents desire and
language that desires desire.

The central achievement of Gail Scott's prose-poem novel, Hcroine, is
how to aeate a heroine who does not exit the scene of the crime, who
adaiowledges the role of past heroines yet doesn't submit to the tradition of
either victim or bride-tek. The ciassical myth of Apoiio chasing Daphne

informs a contemporary notion that there is a M t to female desire.

Versions of this story are repeated often: those entrenched images of the

fieeing maiden and the pursuant young man. That female desire might
stretch beyond the traditional possibility of king "caught" (in either death or
mamage) is stiil considered to be a radical alternative in iïterature. Scott's

heroine, splashing and pleasuring in her tub is, albeit in water rather than
ink, writing her self. This text is not about the development of diatacter
through plot and dosute, but rather about the importance of diaracter-inprocess as a means for a female character to tell the self. The heroine emerges
victorious not because she has discovered and subsequentiy written an
accurate account of her own experience, but through a recognition and

expression of her desires.

Submersed in water, the heroine's body has become the story, a
palimpsest version of her self she must write again and again to get it right.
Not as an undoing, but a doing more. She dives into her bathtub in order to

emerge whole and free and dean. She gets naked to avoid dothure. She
doubles the ending to pleasure it into existence, into beginning. She

masturbates and masturbates and masturbates her body into the text. She
creates against finality, unal the fust word, "Sir,"has metamorphosed into

the final word, "She-" (Scott 183). The book cornes to an end, but the

possibiïty of the text continues.
Scott uonically twists the happily-ever-after of love narratives.

Heroine, dthough it covers the ground and the battle of love, is not a love

story to end predictably in death or marriage. "Story," conceming women, is
tao

often confuseà with a moralizing content, and "has typically meant plots

of seduction, courtship, the energies of quest defiected into sexuai downfd,

the choice of a marriage partner, the melodramas of beginning, middle, and
end, the trajectories of sexual arousal and release" (DuPlessis Wtiting Beyond
151). The content of Heroine is that the heroine is taking a bath and

masturbating. Her "quest"is to do it until she is able to begin her own text"If 'happily ever after' means anything, it means that pleasurable illusion of

stasis" (Duplessis Writing Beyond 178). The namator, at the same time she is

induiging her heroine in her illusion of stasis, is propelling that character
forward in the text, forward to the list of possibilities that take up the last

PageThe distance between the words in her head and the words on the page
is a measure of the heroine's fiction

Heroine 9)

- T m lying with my legs up" (Scott

- the space she aeates so that she can step out and look back at the

opening. "But 1 can't just sit down and write a novel about X. It aii happew
in the process of writing" (Scott Spafa Like Stairs 81). So her narrative is less

about "X" the heroine, than about the process of writing that heroine into

existence. Of writing that aeates writing. The sentences in this prose

-

narrative spiral both inwards and outwards retelling, detaiiing, expanding,
contradicting. This nanator doesn't desire completion, she doesn't desire
ending. She desires desire, and its la& of imposed borders.

The condudixtg sentence of Audrey Thomas's novel, [nt&,

suggests

that the "best revenge is writing weW (Thomas 172). But for Scott, who does
not wish to end, mereïy, on a note of revenge, who does not wish to end at

all, the revelation is in the writing itself. How to aeate a female subject when
woman has mostly been Wfitten as abject? Scott r e m the nnal dimactic

movement, opting instead for the open-ended prouss of writing the
ferninue senial seif. Dreaming herself up as heroine, the narrator slips

through the cracks of plot to reclaim her sense of language as poetry, to
dedare herself a writer of her own text, to give herseif permission to foilow

wherever the poetics of narration meander. The narrative opens with the
narrator aiready naked, and she remains so for the duration of the story. She
has bared herseIf to the possibility of becorning her own heroine. By the end
of the book, the narrator has invented herself.

The fuhue is an angle (Scott 1441, rather than a story-telhg shategy.
And this angle is what has been offered to Cassandra in Greek mythology.

"Raishg the issue of the future is another tactic for wriüng beyond the
ending, especially as that ending has functioned in the dassic novel: as
dosure of historical movement and therefore as the end of development"

(DuPlessis Writing Beyutrd 178). The heroine who has spent the duration of
the novel "floating around in" is the same heroine who has achieved her

own reatation by the end of the book

According to Marianna TorgoMiick, the convention of endings
indicates a resolution of sorts; a tying together of events or ideas. This tying

together often functions in order that the "questions"which propel the reader
forward in the narrative stop demandihg "answers" of the text.

In any narrative, "what happens next'' ceases to be a pertinent
question only at the conclusion, and the word "end" in a novel
consequently carries with it not just the notion of the hiniable
last page, but also that of the "goal" of reading, the finish-l@e

toward which our bookmarks aim. (Torgovnick 3).
Scott's lengthy prose poem, as many do, refuses limitation, becomes a desire

manifesta for its text as weil as for its protagonist. Hrroine is a discourse of
desire; a breakup of prescripted longings.

The desire she expresses is not just semral, but a desire to be her whole
self. A desire to write, to speak of writïng in a way that engages further desire.

To break out of boundaries. "The aesthetic cannot be separated from the
erotic" (Lenk 54). A desire for the "edge" of fteedom,for visual aesthetics, for

continuing narration* A desire for desire. Because it is not what the heroine
desires, but t k t she desires. No limit in si@.

Ah, yes, the cydops. Time for me to refocus:

In earlier versions of the Greek myth, Cydopses have three eyes, the

middle king larger, centred, and sometimes already biind. This is where

mythologies of a "third eye" or magical inner vision are derived. By the time
of Homer's epic, the Cydopses have devolved into creatures whose visual

perception centres on one singular eyebail.
T. S. Eliot says that in "trying" to read a prose poem as either prose or
as poetry, one finds oneseif "failing in both atternpts" (Eliot 158). Perhaps it is

that very failtue which makes so tantaliring the intennuigling of prose and

poetry, the "dream of totaiization, of containing di" (Godwch 208). Of course
prose poetry fails as a form; by definition it has to. An eye for an eye.

Odysseus and Polyphemus made places, Baudelaire's serpent suis its tail badc

towards its greedy mouth, the myths continue-

In a reverse dictionary, you

can look up counterdodcww and discover widdershins there, the definition

fracturing into the word.

My texYs strategies of anti-closure are mulalayerd offefings of
openings and poasibilitia. That this manuscripfs epilogue (285) consists of
two

poems, rather than one, ultimately limits its exploration. This has

become my desire manifesto for opposing binary constructions. Revealing
the opposite of a constnict reveals, a h , its foundations. Odysseus having -

flnally - departed the scene, the cydops is left etemally handicapped. The
context of this act of violence is an audience of readers (and listeners before

than) to whom eyesight is no trifling matter. In dassical times, when

eyeglasses are unheard of, CaUus' poetic refiain, Y love you more than my
eyes" (
I
I
I
)<IV,
, WOO(II), resonates with myopic assurance.

The cydops, already a monster, must now bear the mark of his useless
distortion, as well as his physical hideousness. His third eye, in this hemfavouring myth, has become his only eye. Time for the cydops to mutate, to
challenge this now conventional construction that limits and contains his
poetic patentid. One only ne&

to listen to the cyciops to hem his poetry.

And "where b e l ends up" is not only a question of where he begiw, but aiso
of the chimeta who intemipt his story. Do not be afraid of punctuated desire.

The cydops is not dangerous. He's beautifui. And he's laughing.

architecture of difference

the disadvantage of positioning monitors the seif.

dissertations

wander fkom. why 1 haven't disengaged outside
the paradigm, the superstructure, the beyond
replication. this may still be the obvious solution,
subversion

and shorthand dialogue. discuss the implications,
your untold intentions
unless you argue the credible (crucible). because
1 posit the you in mative without foregrounding
plot
we forgo a manifesta real life divorces the
margins, pluds the edges. take the displaced and

make happen a metaphor, disorient the body

into discord into disclosure

w b r e 1 end up

minimal economics
and expectations of the narrow. the outiine of the
individual presupposes filling in other
s tatements. may I suggest decision, including

connections with
unedited interviews. encapsulate isolation,
continue the voice albeit through visual fields.

lowers the world of self-limitation. belief in the
hands-on, in the not-so-long-ago supposes need
and ability
to imbed in the punctuation for desire. change
insults the patriarch of versus lineage. but
why report responsibility? verbs ache as a move
to disrecognition. cut out losses. now. subtnict
fkom the beginning backwards. widdershins.
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